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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Lech Lecho 5777 - No Evil on Shabbos 
Introduction 
In this week’s parashah the Torah records a dispute between Avraham 
and his nephew Lot. Avraham discovers that Lot is allowing his 
shepherds to graze the sheep in other people’s property. It is said 
(Bereishis 13:8-9) vayomer Avram el Lot al na sehi mirivah baini 
uveinceho uvein roay uvein roecha ki anashim achim anachnu, halo 
chol haaretz lefeonecho hipared na maalay im hasemol vaiminah veim 
hayamin viasmeilah. So Avram said to Lot; “Please let there be no strife 
between me and you, and between my herdsmen and your herdsmen, 
for we are kinsmen. Is not all the land before you? Please separate from 
me; If you go left then I will go right, and if you go right then I will go 
left.” The commentators wonder what happened to Lot, who at the time 
that Avraham set out on his journey, was righteous. How could Lot 
have turned sour so suddenly? The standard answer to this puzzle is 
that Lot was blinded by the wealth that he gained in Egypt. Once a 
person becomes wealthy, his worldview changes, and Lot was no 
different. What is interesting is that Avraham chose to abandon Lot at 
this juncture. Although no one seeks strife, it is difficult to understand 
why Avraham did not attempt to reconcile his differences with Lot 
regarding the grazing of the sheep. The Torah merely states that 
immediately subsequent to the quarrel, Avraham requested from Lot 
that he depart from his midst. It would seem that Avraham felt that until 
now Lot was dependent on him, whereas now, with his newly acquired 
wealth, Lot would be able to fend for himself. This being the case, 
Avraham decided that he could no longer tolerate Lot’s presence. This 
idea is reflected in the words of the Ramban (Shemos 19:1), who writes 
that it is likely that HaShem only gave the Torah to the Jewish People 
and the Erev Rav (the rabble that left Egypt-see Rashi to Shemos 12:38) 
were separated from the Jewish People. This teaches us that when the 
righteous are on a mission, they must separate themselves from evil. 
The Shabbos Connection 
Similarly, in the prayer of Kegavna that is recited Friday night by those 
who pray Nusach Sefard, it is said: when the Shabbos arrives, she 
unifies Herself in Oneness and divests herself of the Other Side (any 
trace of impurity); all harsh judgments are removed from her, and she 
remains alone with the Oneness of the holy light… All wrathful 
dominions and bearers of grievance flee together-and there is no power 
but she in all the worlds. Despite the fact that during the week we may 
encounter people and ideologies that bespeak evil, on the Holy Shabbos 
there is no place for evil. Given the fact that we have just emerged 
refreshed and purified from the Yomim Noraim, the Days of Awe, and 
the great joy of Sukkos and Simchas Torah, it is worth taking stock of 
how we honor the Shabbos. I once heard a Rav say that we are 
prohibited from bringing into the Sukkah utensils that will violate the 
sanctity of the Sukkah. Yet, are we as particular as to what we allow 
into our homes?! The same principle should apply with regard to the 
Holy Shabbos. We welcome the Shabbos by declaring that HaShem is 
our King and that Shabbos is the source of all blessing. In order to be 
true recipients of that blessing, it is incumbent upon us to ensure that 
we do not engage in mundane talk on Shabbos and that we are 
preoccupied with prayer, Torah study and offering songs and praises to 

HaShem. In this manner we will surely merit to honor and delight in 
the wonderful gift of Shabbos that HaShem bestowed only upon His 
Chosen People, and then we will merit the arrival of Moshiach 
Tzidkeinu, and a place in the World to Come, which will be a day that 
will be completely Shabbos and rest day for eternal life. 
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Kel Mistater 
This mystical Zemer was composed by Avraham Maimin, whose name 
with the addition of chazak, is formed by the acrostic. Avraham was a 
student of Rabbi Moshe Kordevero, a member of the Kabbalistic school 
of the Arizal, and he lived from 5282-5330 (1522-1570 C.E.) 
 in the beginning there was ,ְּבֵראִׁשית ּתֹוָרְת ַהְּקדּוָמה. ְרׁשּוָמה ָחְכָמְת ַהְּסתּוָמה
Your preexisting Torah, inscribed with Your mysterious wisdom. 
While we acknowledge that HaShem’s wisdom is a mystery, we must 
be also cognizant of the fact that HaShem has granted His Beloved 
Nation the ability to plumb the depths of the Holy Torah. Indeed, Dovid 
HaMelech prayed (Tehillim 119:18) ַּגל ֵעיַני ְוַאִּביָטה ִנְפָלאֹות ִמּתֹוָרֶת, unveil 
my eyes that I may perceive wonders from Your Torah. 
Shabbos Stories 
Shabbos Food from Heaven! 
There was once a salesman from Deal, New Jersey, whose business 
required him to travel around the country for several weeks at a time. 
He was an observant Jew, and he always tried to schedule his trips 
around stops for the Sabbath in places where kosher food was more 
readily available. This way he could stock up for the coming week. One 
of his usual stops for Shabbos was in Memphis, Tennessee. On one of 
his trips to Birmingham, Alabama, he contacted the president of a 
company which he was hoping to get an account with. His attempts in 
the previous years had been unsuccessful. However, this particular year 
he was pleasantly surprised. The president wanted to meet with him, 
and he made an appointment for that day. Unfortunately, the president 
was in a meeting which took longer than he had expected, and the 
salesman was told to return the next morning, which was Friday. The 
same scene repeated itself the next morning, and the salesman needed 
to get to Memphis, pick up his food, and check into his hotel before 
sundown. He burst into the president's office and told him it was now 
or never. He received a small order, and left. He made it to Memphis 
too late to get his food, but he decided to at least spend the Sabbath in 
the better hotel across the street. Embittered by the “mess” he had 
gotten himself into he took a room and began to unpack. To his utter 
disbelief, he found in the closet of room a certified kosher meal enough 
to serve ten people. He even found wine! He could not imagine where 
it came from, but it had obviously been abandoned. He thanked G-d for 
the wonderful gift and enjoyed the Sabbath. Some weeks later he was 
back home with some friends, and he overheard them speaking about 
their trip to Memphis, and how it had been cut short by a health 
problem. “What ever happened to all that food we brought in?” one of 
them said. The salesman interrupted. “I know what happened to it.” All 
eyes were now on him. “I ate it.” [The story is taken from the book 
Visions of Greatness, by Rabbi Yosef Weiss.] 
Shabbos in Halacha 
Wringing and Laundering 
2. Activities Affected by These Prohibitions 
D. Cleaning a Wet Surface 
One may clean an area that is slightly wet with a dry rag. On the other 
hand, one may not clean an extremely wet area with a dry rag, as the 
water will saturate the rag and will, in turn, be squeezed out. 
One must use discretion in this matter, as that amount of water needed 
to saturate varies from item to item. Therefore, one should not wipe or 
scrub a wet surface unless one is certain that no sechita will occur. 
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Note: One may never use a sponge on Shabbos, as mentioned earlier. 
In addition, we will see later that sponges are deemed to be muktza. 
New Stories -  Lech Lecho 5777 
My Husband's Broken Collarbone 
And my lesson in self-centeredness. 
by Emuna Braverman 
My husband broke his collarbone last week. 
We wanted to create some really exciting story about the black diamond 
ski slope he was on in the Swiss Alps or the mountain he was rappelling 
down or the sharks he was swimming with, but he was actually just 
jogging in the neighborhood and tripped. He landed in such a perfectly 
wrong position that surgery was required in order to reattach all the 
tendons. It’s a long recovery with no carrying or lifting and, for the 
moment, no driving (thank God for Uber!), but in the end, thankfully 
it’s just a hassle. It’s not life threatening and it doesn’t prevent him from 
working. 
Despite this optimistic outlook, I have to confess that I was feeling a 
little sorry for myself. It happened during Sukkot so I was walking 
around the last days schlepping tables and chairs in and out of the house 
and bags of garbage and recycling etc. etc. and complaining about it all. 
The words “I have to do everything around here!” may not have 
actually escaped my lips (I am able to exercise a modicum of self-
control after all) but I sure thought them. 
I was in that grumpy mood when I met a friend for lunch last week. She 
is someone with whom I have a wonderful connection but we don’t see 
each other that often, so I was looking forward to catching up. I told 
myself that I wasn’t going to say anything about my husband – it wasn’t 
that big a deal, I wasn’t looking for pity and/or compassion (Okay, yes 
I was!) and the conversation didn’t need to revolve around me. 
She was busy on her phone when I arrived and asked how she was. “I’m 
dealing with something,” she said cryptically, “but first let’s hear about 
you.” I couldn’t have asked for a better opening. I was off to the races 
– the broken collarbone, the surgical procedure, the ramifications for 
my husband and for me – although I did try to keep the whiny, 
complaining tone out of my voice. 
And it was a good thing I did. When I stopped to catch my breath she 
filled me in on her family news. “My husband needs a kidney 
transplant” she burst out. 
“Whoa,” I said, “now I’m really embarrassed. You let me go on and on 
about this broken clavicle and you’re dealing with this?” 
I was mortified. As our conversation continued it turned out that the 
procedure for getting a kidney is much more complicated than I 
realized. There are a whole series of matches and donations, all of 
which have to work perfectly in order for a patient to receive a 
compatible kidney. As we sat down to eat, she had just received a text 
that there was a slight glitch with one of the donors and a possibility 
that the surgery would be postponed. 
Luckily I only ordered soup because I lost my appetite. She was calmly 
outlining the details of this serious medical situation affecting her 
family and I had allowed myself down the rabbit hole of self-pity over 
a broken collarbone? The Almighty is always right there, right next to 
me, giving me that wake-up call, that reality check, that little zetz that 
I need, to keep me focused on what really matters and to remind me to 
have a positive attitude. 
I am concerned for my friend and her husband and I am praying that 
everything goes smoothly. Not only has focusing on her situation taken 
my attention away from mine but it provided me with that much needed 
perspective. I’m just sorry it was at their expense. I can still get a little 
grumpy. I can still wonder why “no one” is helping. I can still feel a 
little frustrated. But now I stop myself. Now I focus on how grateful I 
am that the accident was relatively minor, as was the surgery – and that, 
thank God, there is surgery available for these types of injuries. 
The tendency to focus on self is so great and the effort needed to 
overcome it is proportionate, but the Almighty in His great love (much 
to my chagrin – and joy) is constantly putting me in situations where I 
am nudged to overcome my self-centeredness. And grumble just a little 
bit less. (www.aish.com) 
Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim: Lech Lecho 5777 Is sponsored  לזכר נשמת האשה
 and as a zechusהחשושה מרת חיה אשתר שת ר' משה צשי הלוי אושולישא ע"ה ת.נ.צ.ש.ה.

חולי ישראל לרפואה שלימה חיה דינה חשישה שת שושנה שתוש שאר . Sponsorships 
$180.00 

Have a Wonderful Shabbos! Prepared by Rabbi Binyomin Adler 
For sponsorships please call 248-506-0363 To subscribe weekly by email, please email 
ShabbosTaamHachaim@gmail.com View Shabbos: Ta’am HaChaim and other Divrei Torah on 
www.doreishtov.wordpress.com 
 

Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

HaMedrash V'HaMaaseh 
Double Duty(1) 
“When Avrohom was ninety-nine years old, Hashem said to him, ‘Walk 
before me and become perfect.’” Hearing that he was instructed to 
become perfect, he was seized with trembling. “Perhaps there is 
something unseemly about me!” Once he heard Hashem say, “I will 
establish my covenant between Myself and you,” Avrohom’s spirit was 
quieted. (2) 
Rambam and Ramban present very different conceptions of the 
mitzvah of bris milah. Rambam explains milah as a corrective – a way 
of weakening Man’s lusts and cooling his passions. Ramban offers a 
more positive spin. Milah, he says, is an external sign of the distinctive 
role assigned to Klal Yisrael as a special, distinctive people. (These two 
positions may follow from the remarks of two tana’im in a mishnah.(3) 
“The orlah is repugnant. Evildoers are disgraced through it,” says one 
of them, emphasizing the role of milah in remedying a fault within man 
like Rambam. “The other tanna lauds the mitzvah for marking the 
distinctiveness of Am Yisroel, like Ramban. “Great is milah! Thirteen 
covenants were declared over it.” 
Some people find Ramban’s milah disturbing. They are not 
comfortable with the Torah commanding us to assert and proclaim the 
specialness of Am Yisroel. What reason do Jews have to feel different 
from others? Why would they want to take pride in being different? 
Does not our own Scripture teach the opposite? “Do we not all have 
one Father? Did not one G-d create us?”(4) Ordinary civility argues 
against any nation extolling itself over others – others who are also 
created in the Divine image – saying, “I am the choicest of all Creation! 
I am it – and there is nothing alongside me!” 
These “enlightened” souls campaign against the formula in our 
davening of “You chose us from among all the nations.” They point in 
particular to the danger in asserting a Jewish mission. How many other 
nations, they say, are each doing the same? How many tragedies has 
mankind endured because of these competing claims of different 
national groups, each seeing itself as exceptional, and more entitled 
than any other? Is it proper that we should be doing the same? 
Nationalism, when that is often what stands behind such claims, can 
indeed be evil. It is remarkable that all of Chazal’s stories about the evil 
of Sodom’s residents deal with the repugnant ways in which they dealt 
with outsiders and strangers. Could it really be that the citizens were 
fine and upstanding to their fellow citizens, and turned into monsters in 
regard to outsiders alone? 
We could propose an alternative. Rashi tells us that all five cities were 
collectively called Sodom, after the largest and most important of the 
group. Perhaps its leaders prided themselves on their “sophistication” 
relative to the others. They, together with those of the other four cities, 
were evil, hateful people who were capable of hurting anyone who 
annoyed them. But they could not declare or admit this. Instead, they 
invented a policy targeting the most vulnerable – those who were 
strangers, who had no long-term rights. Perhaps they even developed 
their own form of “nationalism,” arguing that local resources – in an 
area known for their abundance! – had to be reserved for local residents. 
Barring strong measures against the intruders, those strangers might 
one day become a powerful, unwanted influence. 
It was only in the “capital” city of Sodom that any pretense was needed. 
In the other four cities, people acted as evilly towards their fellow 
citizens as they did to the stranger. Thus, when Yeshaya(5) laments 
over his vision of ruined cities of Israel – cities that failed to care for 
their own poor and needy – he says, “We would have become like 
Sodom; we would have been likened to Amora.” He means that we 
would have become “like” Sodom – but only in part.(6) Sodom 
mistreated only the stranger, while ancient Israel abandoned its own. 
That would make them fully likened to Amora, which made no 
distinction between outsiders and insiders. 
Let us return to the mitzvah of milah, and those uncomfortable with 
Ramban’s approach. Many have asked why Avrohom, who observed 
the mitzvos of the Torah before they were given,(7) waited for Divine 
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instruction to perform the mitzvah of milah. Why didn’t he do so on his 
own? Now, if we accept Rambam’s reasoning explanation that milah is 
meant to address what would otherwise be a flaw in our nature, the 
question is valid. Certainly Avrohom would have jumped at the 
opportunity to correct an internal flaw! 
If, however, we utilize Ramban’s reasoning, the question loses any 
basis. Accentuating his difference from other people was not something 
that Avrohom would run to take upon himself. He opposed such 
difference; he constantly displayed a love for all beings created in G-
d’s image, treating all equally. 
Chazal had this in mind when they spoke of Avrohom being seized with 
trembling when told to circumcise himself, and becalming himself only 
when Hashem based a covenant upon the mitzvah. At first hearing, he 
assumed the position of the Rambam. This caused him great distress. If 
milah aimed to address an internal flaw, why had he been blind to it? 
He must be further from where he would want to be than he ever 
thought. He was seized, therefore, with trembling. When Hashem told 
him about the covenant, he realized that there was another dimension 
to milah that he had not considered, and he was becalmed. 
The news, however, was not entirely good. The covenant came at a 
price. Or so he thought. A midrash (8) reports on Avrohom’s complaint: 
Before milah, passers-by came to me. (In other words, nothing created 
any distance between my potential guests and me.) Now that I have 
circumcised myself, I have created great distance between myself and 
my erstwhile friends, who now eye me with suspicion and resentment. 
Now who will come to visit me? I have removed myself from the rest 
of humanity. 
Avrohom, however, did not fully fathom the intent of the covenant with 
him and his descendants. This special relationship which He initiated 
did not shunt all others to the sidelines. To the contrary, it placed an 
extra burden upon Klal Yisroel in their relationship with their 
neighbors. The bris would not allow Klal Yisroel to erect high walls in 
which they could lavish their love exclusively on themselves. To the 
contrary. “Elokim spoke to him [Avrohom] saying.” (Note that He had 
already been speaking with him. This pasuk can only mean that 
Hashem began what in effect was a new revelation, apart from the 
practical aspects of milah.) “I have made a covenant with you (and 
despite what you might think that implies about narrowing your vision) 
you will be a father to many nations (i.e. your responsibility to the rest 
of the world will increase)…you will greatly flourish, and I will give 
you to the nations (as a mentor, to spread light, Torah, and genuine love 
of Man to all the families of the earth. You will differ greatly from 
others – but only in regard to your spiritual, religious life. You will 
draw close strangers and converts. You will daven for their evildoers 
like the people of Sodom. One of your descendants will build a Temple 
open to them, and where you will bring offerings on their behalf.)” 
Your descendants will be crushed and oppressed by the people in whose 
midst they live. But nonetheless, they will succeed in spreading to them 
– without coercion – knowledge of Hashem and His Torah. 
1. Adapted from the sefer by R. Yechezkel Libshitz, zt”l, 1864-1932 
2. Nedarim 32a 
3. Nedarim 31 
4. Malachi 2:10 
5. Yeshaya 1:9 
6. Sanhedrin 104A understands a similar verse in this way, as denoting 
likeness only in part 
7. Yoma 28B 
8. Bereishis Rabbah 47:1 
 

Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Lech Lecha – Vol. 12, Issue 3 
 לז"נ הרש שלמה דוד הכהן שן שמעון ז"ל
I will be speaking at the Hakhel Yarchei Kallah program this Friday (November 11 – Veteran’s Day) in Flatbush. It is open to men and women, and there 
is no charge. The flyer with all of the detailed event information is attached for anybody who lives in the area and is interested in attending. This week's 
issue of Parsha Potpourri is dedicated by Chaim and Shulamit Gartenhaus l’zecher nishmas HaRav Shlomo Dovid Hakohen ben Shimon z”l, whose 
yahrtzeit is on Tuesday (14 Cheshvan). Please have him in mind when reading and discussing these issues, and the Torah that is learned should be a 
merit for him and his entire family. At this point most of the remaining issues in Sefer Bereishis are unsponsored. Each issue of Parsha Potpourri requires 
a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information about dedications, which are $50 per issue, please send 
me an email. As we begin Sefer Bereishis, I am selling my sefer Parsha Potpourri (on all 54 parshiyos) at a discounted rate for $15 per copy if it is picked 
up from me in Brooklyn, or $19 per copy to be mailed anywhere in the continental US. These copies can be inscribed to you or to anybody to whom you 
wish to give it as a gift. Please email me for further information. Also, while I have been teaching and giving shiurim for many years, I am hoping to do so 
even more in the upcoming year. I have recently had the opportunity to speak in San Diego, Cincinnati, Park Slope, Kansas City, and the Upper West 
Side of Manhattan, in addition to giving shiurim in Flatbush in many different shuls. If you know of a shul, yeshiva, seminary, or high school that would be 
interested in a guest speaker for a Shabbos, Yom Iyun, etc., please let me know. Lastly, as we begin the 12th cycle of Parsha Potpourri, I would also like 
to invite anyone who has suggestions about how it could be improved in the coming year in terms of content, layout, distribution, or in any way to please 
feel free to share them with me. Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, and I hope that you enjoy the Divrei Torah and Points to Ponder!  

ויהי כאשר הקריב לבוא מצרימה ויאמר אל שרי אשתו הנה נא ידעתי כי אשה יפת 
)12:11מראה את (  

Due to a famine in the land of Canaan, Avrohom and Sorah decided to 
travel to Egypt. As they approached the border between the two 
countries, Avrohom became aware of Sorah’s beauty and began to fear 
that the Egyptians would want to marry her and would kill him in order 
to do so. Why did he suddenly become aware of her beauty at this time? 
Rashi explains that due to their tremendous modesty, Avrohom had 
never looked at her and was unaware of her attractive appearance. At 
this time, something occurred which caused him to look at her for the 
first time, and he recognized her beauty. Why does the Torah 
emphasize the seemingly irrelevant geographical fact that this occurred 
as they drew close to Egypt, and as there are no coincidences in even 
the most minute details of events, why did Hashem cause this to occur 
at this time? 
Although we are unable to relate to it, Avrohom was on such a high 
level in spirituality and modesty that he felt it appropriate to be married 
solely for the sake of Heaven and not to even look at his wife, a practice 
which he successfully upheld for decades. The Noda BiYehuda notes 
that this is even more remarkable in light of the teaching of the Gemora 
in Megillah (15a) that Sorah was one of the four most beautiful women 
in the history of the world, a reputation of which he was surely aware, 
and yet with tremendous self-control elected not to have any benefit 
from. 
The Rambam writes (Hilchos Deios 6:1) that a person is naturally 
influenced by his surroundings. The Egyptians were a nation more 
immoral and depraved than any other, excelling in their passion for 
illicit relationships (Rashi Vayikra 18:3). Rav Moshe Wolfson explains 
that as Avrohom approached the Egyptian border – even before he 
crossed it – he was negatively influenced by the immorality which 
permeated the very air of Egypt, which caused him to fall from his great 
heights of personal modesty, and for the first time he glanced at his 
wife’s beauty. The recognition of the effect that one’s surroundings can 
have on even the greatest of men should serve as a lesson for us, who 
have much farther to fall, about the importance of dwelling and 
spending our leisure time in environments that are conducive to Torah 
values. 

)12:13אמרי נא אחתי את למען ייטב לי בעבורך וחיתה נפשי בגללך (  
There was once a man who fell into difficult financial straits. Unable to 
pay for even the most basic necessities, he had no choice but to begin 
accepting loans. Unfortunately, his situation didn’t improve and his 
debts continued to accrue. Recognizing his desire to pay off his debts 
and his frustration over lacking the means to do so, a friend offered to 
pay off the loans for him as a present. 
The man was very appreciative of his friend’s generosity, but he felt 
uncomfortable accepting financial gifts of such magnitude. Though his 
friend encouraged him to reconsider, he remained obstinate in his 
position, justifying his decision with the verse in Mishlei (15:27)  שונא
 One who hates gifts will live, advice which is codified as – מתנות יחיה
law (Choshen Mishpat 249:5). With neither friend willing to budge, 
they agreed to present their “dispute” to a Rav for resolution. 
After hearing the two sides, Rav Yitzchok Zilberstein ruled that the 
debtor was obligated to accept the gift. He supported his ruling by 
noting that as Avrohom and Sorah approached Egypt, Avrohom asked 
Sorah to pretend to be his sister so that the Egyptians would give him 
presents on account of her. Why was Avrohom, who later refused to 
accept even the smallest gift from the king of Sodom (14:23), so 
interested in receiving presents from the Egyptians? 
After leaving Egypt to return to Canaan, the Torah relates (13:3) that 
Avrohom traveled on the same path which he had taken on his way 
down. Rashi explains that he stayed in the same inns in which he had 
lodged on his way to Egypt. As Avrohom had lacked the means to pay 
for his accommodations, he was forced to stay in lodging which 
extended him a line of credit. On his way home, he was careful to stop 
at each of these inns to pay the bills he had accumulated. 
We can now understand that as Avrohom approached Egypt in a time 
of famine, he feared that on his return journey he would be no better 
off than before and would lack the means to pay off his creditors. As 
much as he was loathe to accept gifts, he was even more uncomfortable 
remaining a debtor to people who had helped him in his time of need. 
Out of desperation, he hatched a plan to claim that Sorah was his sister 
so that the Egyptians would shower him with gifts, allowing him to 
repay his debts. As שימן לשנים מעשה אשות  – the actions of our forefathers 
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guide us in our lives – we may derive from Avrohom that it is indeed 
appropriate for a person facing financial hardship to accept presents to 
pay off his accrued debts. 

שפחתי בחיקך ותרא כי הרתה ואקל ותאמר שרי אל אברם חמסי עליך אנכי נתתי 
)16:5בעיניה (  

After Avrohom and Sorah had lived together in the land of Israel for 
ten years and had not been able to successfully bear a child, Sorah 
suggested to Avrohom that perhaps he should attempt to have a child 
with her maidservant Hagar. Avrohom accepted Sorah's advice, and 
Hagar conceived a child, at which point she lost her respect for her 
master Sorah, claiming that Sorah wasn't as pious as she purported to 
be, as evidenced by the fact that she had been unable to have a child for 
so many years, while Hagar became pregnant immediately. 
Sorah then approached Avrohom and complained about his decision to 
remain quiet in the face of Hagar's allegations instead of speaking up 
and setting the record straight. Although Sorah must certainly have 
been pained to hear her maidservant Hagar speak about her in such 
denigrating terms, it is difficult to understand why she demanded that 
Avrohom speak up and defend her instead of coming to her own 
defense by directly responding to Hagar's accusations. 
Rav Meir Shapiro suggests that Sorah's reticence can be understood 
based on a fascinating episode involving Rabbeinu Tam, which is cited 
by the Taz (Orach Chaim 128:39). A Kohen was once pouring water 
over Rabbeinu Tam's hands. Observing this, Rabbeinu Tam's student 
challenged the permissibility of his conduct in light of the ruling of the 
Yerushalmi (Berachos 8:5) that it is forbidden to make use of a Kohen 
for mundane purposes, and one who does so is considered to be stealing 
and misusing something holy. Rabbeinu Tam attempted to justify his 
conduct, but his student refuted his logic, at which point he remained 
silent. 
The Taz explains that it is permissible for a person to allow a Kohen to 
assist him if the Kohen desires to do so. In this case, the Kohen 
recognized that Rabbeinu Tam was a renowned Torah scholar and 
specifically wanted to serve him. Rabbeinu Tam was aware of this and 
therefore allowed the Kohen to do so. Nevertheless, he remained quiet 
when challenged by his student to justify his actions, as he was 
uncomfortable describing himself as a Torah scholar, so he elected not 
to explain the true legal rationale for his actions. 
Similarly, Rav Meir Shapiro posits that although Hagar reasoned that 
Sorah's inability to conceive a child with Avrohom revealed a lack of 
righteousness on her part, Sorah knew that this wasn't the case. The 
Medrash (Bereishis Rabbah 45:4) teaches that the true reason that 
Sorah and the other Matriarchs were barren is that Hashem desires the 
prayers of the righteous. However, just as Rabbeinu Tam did not want 
to refer to himself as a Torah scholar, so too Sorah did not want to seem 
arrogant by explaining to Hagar that her tremendous piety caused 
Hashem to yearn for her prayers, so she had no choice but to rely on 
Avrohom to do so on her behalf. 
Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) To which book of Tanach did Malki-Tzedek contribute? (Bava Basra 
14b) 
2) When would one recite a blessing ending אשר שדשנו שמצוותיו וצונו 

ם אשינוות וחושים של אשרהשמצ  – thanking Hashem for sanctifying us with 
His mitzvos, and commanding us in the mitzvos and statutes of 
Avrohom Avinu? (Shulchan Aruch Even HaEzer 169 Seder Chalitzah 
57) 
3) In Parshas Lech Lecha (17:12), Hashem gives Avrohom the mitzvah 
of bris mila (circumcision). When somebody is making a bris, it is 
customary not to directly invite people, but merely to notify them, lest 
they be punished if they do not attend a seudas mitzvah (festive meal 
in honor of a mitzvah) to which they were invited. Why do we not have 
the custom to refrain from inviting people to a wedding for the same 
reason? (Shu”t Teshuvos V’Hanhagos 2:649) 
4) Is the mitzvah of circumcision (17:12) a mitzvah which is performed 
once in one’s life, at the time of the cutting off of the foreskin, or is it a 
mitzvah which is continuously fulfilled every second of one’s life that 
he remains circumcised? (Mahara”ch Ohr Zarua 11, Beis HaLevi Vol. 
2 47:4, Pri Yitzchok 2:30, Chavatzeles HaSharon, Ma’adanei Asher 
5769) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 

1) The Gemora teaches that Dovid HaMelech wrote the book of 
Tehillim with assistance from 10 other people, one of whom was 
Malki-Tzedek. Rashi writes that Malki-Tzedek wrote chapter 110 of 
Tehillim. 
2) Worried that the evil king of Sodom would take credit for making 
him rich, Avrohom refused to accept any gifts from him, emphasizing 
that he would not even take a string or shoelace (14:23). The Medrash 
(Bereishis Rabbah 43:9) teaches that in the merit of refusing to accept 
these two items, Avrohom’s descendants merited receiving two 
mitzvos: the mitzvah of tzitzis, which is performed with strings; and 
the mitzvos of chalitzah, which is performed with a shoe. Accordingly, 
the Shulchan Aruch rules that when the officiating Rabbi begins the 
chalitzah ceremony, he recites a blessing thanking Hashem for 
commanding us in the mitzvos and statutes of Avrohom Avinu, as it 
was in his merit that we received this mitzvah. Nevertheless, because 
this blessing is not mentioned in the Gemora, it should be recited 
without mentioning שם ומלכות – Hashem’s name and kingship. 
3) Rav Moshe Shternbuch posits that the Gemora’s (Pesachim 113b) 
threat of punishment for not attending a seudas mitzvah only applies to 
somebody who refuses to attend because he feels that it is beneath his 
dignity and pride. However, if he is concerned about spending time 
there that could otherwise be utilized to learn Torah, he need not attend. 
Consequently, a bris, which is relatively short, should be attended, and 
it is therefore customary not to directly invite people, lest they be 
punished if they decline the invitation. A wedding, on the other hand, 
involves much more time, and because there are legitimate grounds not 
to participate, there is no issue with inviting people. 
4) The Mahara”ch Ohr Zarua writes that the mitzvah of circumcision 
is not completed with the removal of the foreskin, but it is a mitzvah 
which continues every moment of one’s life that he is circumcised. As 
proof, he quotes the Gemora in Menachos (43b) which teaches that 
Dovid HaMelech was once in the bathhouse and grew concerned that 
he was lacking any mitzvos at that moment until he realized that his 
circumcision constituted a mitzvah he was presently performing. The 
Ma’adanei Asher notes that this proof is even stronger in light of the 
Gemora in Sotah (10b) which teaches that Dovid was born already 
circumcised. The Beis HaLevi explains that the mitzvah of bris mila 
actually of 2 different mitzvos: the act of circumcising the 8-day-old 
child which is derived from 17:12, and an additional mitzvah of being 
circumcised at every moment of one’s life which constitutes a continual 
covenant with Hashem which is derived from 17:13. The Chavatzeles 
HaSharon suggests that according to this opinion, one who forgot to 
recite a blessing over the mitzvah of bris mila at the time of the 
circumcision should be permitted to say it at when he realizes his 
mistake. However, he notes that the Tashbatz and Rav Yehuda Assad 
rule that after the circumcision has been completed, no blessing may be 
recited. 
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Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Lech Lecha – Outreach 
“There was a quarrel between the herdsmen of Avram’s livestock and 
the herdsmen of Lot’s livestock…. So Avram said to Lot, ‘Please let 
there be no strife between me and you and between my herdsmen and 
your herdsmen, for we are kinsmen… Please separate from me; if you 
go left, I will go right and if you go right, I will go left’” (Bereishis 
13,7-9). 
The Medrash (Bereishis Rabba 41,8) comments, “Hashem was angry 
with Avraham when his nephew (Lot) departed from him. Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu said, ‘He associates with everyone, and he does not 
associate with his own nephew?!’” Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz notes that 
although it appeared that Avraham had no choice other than to separate 
from Lot, nevertheless it was a mistake. Avraham, who was the 
ultimate outreach professional, should have found a way to reach out 
to Lot. 
The Gemara (Sanhedrin 99b) makes a similar critical assertion. Timna, 
who was of royal ancestry, wanted to convert. She approached 
Avraham, Yitzchak and Yaakov and they rejected her. Therefore she 
married Eliphaz, the son of Eisav, and gave birth to Amalek whose 
progeny became the archenemy of Bnai Yisrael. Why was there such a 
tragic outcome? The Gemara answers, “Because they should not have 
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turned her away.” The Gemara in Sotah (47a) proclaims, “Always push 
away with the left and bring near with the right – not like Yehoshua 
ben Prachya who pushed Yeshu (the Nazarite) away with both hands.” 
There too it resulted in very tragic repercussions. 
Hillel says, “Be among the disciples of Aharon: loving peace and 
pursuing peace, loving people and bringing them closer to Torah” 
(Avos 1,12). Rav Chaim asserts that loving people and bringing them 
closer to Torah are not two distinct qualities. If you love people you 
will seek to bring them closer to Torah, and the only way to bring them 
closer to Torah is through love. 
Once a group of rowdy high school boys had a contest to see who could 
pull off the greatest prank. So one of them called up Rav Moshe 
Feinstein one night at eleven o’clock. The Rebbetzin answered the 
phone and told the young man that the Rosh Yeshiva was asleep. (He 
got up at four every morning.) She asked if it was very urgent and he 
replied in the affirmative. When Rav Moshe came to the phone, the boy 
asked him what beracha is recited on watermelon pits. Rav Moshe, who 
had quickly figured out what was going on, asked him which Gemara 
they were leaning in his yeshiva and where they were up to. Then he 
told him to get a Gemara and Rav Moshe went over the entire 
discussion in the Gemara with the boy, after which he asked him a 
difficult question on the Gemara. When the boy said that he did not 
know the answer, Rav Moshe told him to ask his rebbi. The next day 
he asked his rebbi the question. The rebbi, who was flabbergasted that 
the boy even knew the Gemara, asked him where he got such a 
question. The boy replied, “Rav Moshe Feinstein.” The rebbi spent the 
rest of the class discussing this question. This episode was the turning 
point in the boy’s life. He acquired a new interest in Torah study and 
went on to become a Talmid Chacham. 
“Love people and bring them close to Torah.” Need we say more?! 
To subscribe to this weekly D’var Torah email 
rabbi.caplan@gmail.com 
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This issue is sponsored l'iluy Nishmas Zevulun Doron ben Shimon 
z"l t.n.tz.v.h. 
Parshas Lech-L'cha: For a Thread & a Shoelace 
(Based on the Torah Temimah) 
" … That I will not take from you (as much as) a thread or a 
shoelace, or anything of yours, so that you shall not say, 'I 
enriched Avraham' " (14:23). 
The Gemara in Sotah (Daf 17a) explains that, as a reward for 'a 
thread', Avraham was rewarded with the Mitzvah of Tzitzis, and for 
'a shoelace', the Mitzvah of Tefilin. 
Interestingly, already in last week's Parshah, Shem (No'ach's son) 
was rewarded for covering his father, with the Mitzvah of Tzitzis 
(See Rashi [9:23]). 
Presumably, it was any one of Shem's descendants who were 
eligible to receive the reward for Shem's deed, and, from among all 
of Shem's descendants, Avraham now earned the distinction. Or 
perhaps Shem earned the Mitzvah of Tzitzis, and Avraham, that of 
Techeiles - since it is 'a thread of Techeiles' that the Gemara in Sotah 
specifically mentions. Incidentally, based on the fact that the 
Gemara says 'a thread of Techeiles', the Torah Temimah supports 
the opinion of the Rambam - that only one thread of Techeiles is 
required, as opposed to the two threads required by Rashi. 
It is not initially clear as to what Avraham did to deserve such a rich 
reward. Rashi in Sotah ascribes it to the fact that he desisted from 
the gift offered him by the King of S'dom, since that would have 
entailed stealing from the people of S'dom. But the Torah Temimah 
queries this, based on the Halachah that what one captures in war is 
fair game and is not considered theft. And besides, he asks, what is 
so meritorious about not stealing? On the contrary, we would have 
been very surprised to learn that the Tzadik Avraham had stolen! 
The author attempts to modify Rashi's explanation! True, he 
explains, that what one captures in war is permitted; nevertheless, 
where Kidush Hashem is involved, one is morally obligated to 
return it. And since Avraham's intention was clearly to sanctify G-
d's Name, he returned the spoil, down to the last thread and shoelace 

- and that is the theft to which Rashi is referring. (Note, all the 
current explanations appear to clash with Avraham's true motive, as 
mentioned in the Pasuk itself.) 
In an alternative explanation to that of Rashi, the Torah Temimah 
explains Avraham's decision to return the spoil to the many faceted 
miracles that he experienced in the course of the battle against the 
four kings:- 
1). The fact that he defeated four powerful armies with a mere 318 
men (some say with just Eliezer (whose Gematriyah is 318) was in 
itself a miracle. 
2). The Medrash explains that the angels and the stars fought on 
Avraham's behalf. 
3). And the Gemara in Ta'anis (Daf 23a) writes that the arrows that 
Avraham shot at the enemy were in fact, earth that he flung at them, 
which turned into arrows - each arrow finding its mark (Ta'anis, 
21a). 
And the Gemara there (24a) rules that one is forbidden to derive 
benefit from miracles. Hence he opted to return all that he captured 
to the King of S'dom. In effect, he attributed to G-d what was 
rightfully His, by acknowledging that the victory belonged to Him, 
so G-d rewarded him with the Mitzvah of Techeiles, which 
likewise, reminds the wearer of G-d's uniqueness. 
Indeed, one of Avraham's outstanding characteristics was that of 
projecting G-d as Master of the World, as portrayed by numerous 
stories of Avraham's interaction with the many people with whom 
he came into contact. Chazal, at the end of Parshas No'ach point out 
that whereas No'ach went with Hashem, Avraham went before 
Hashem - to spread His Name among the people. 
Bearing in mind the above, it is hardly surprising therefore, that the 
author of 'Adon Olam' (which portrays G-d's Omnipotence), is 
purported to be Avraham Avinu. 
Parshah Pearls 
The Bris Milah 
(Adapted from the 'Yalkut Yitzchak') 
Why the Mitzvah of Milah? 
G-d gave signs to the Kosher animals, birds and fish to distinguish 
them from their non-Kosher counterparts (see Parshas Shemini). In 
the same way, says the Nachalas Binyamin, he placed a mark of 
distinction on Avraham Avinu and his descendants, the Kosher 
nation that chose to go in his ways. 
The Tanchumah, however, explains that G-d did not give the 
Mitzvah to Adam ha'Rishon, because for Adam to have to have to 
perfect himself (the essence of the Mitzvah) would have required 
G-d to create him imperfect. And that is logically impossible, as 
since G-d is perfect, it follows that His creations had to be perfect 
too. 
So why did He not then give the Mitzvah to Adam to pass on to His 
children? 
Because He foresaw that in the generation of the Mabul, it would 
fall into disrepute, and would need to be re-instated afterwards. He 
therefore preferred to wait until after the Flood and to then 
command it to Avraham Avinu. 
Alternatively, prior to Avraham, even the Tzadikim of the caliber 
of Adam, Chanoch, No'ach and Shem did not live up to the 
principles that the Bris Milah embodies, or at least they failed ro 
pass them on to their children. The first person to both implement 
them and pass them on to his children was Avraham Avinu - as the 
Pasuk indicates in Vayeira (18:19). 
If G-d wanted Yisrael to have the Bris Milah, why did He not 
create them already circumcised? 
This is the very question that Turnusrufus (a Roman dignitary) 
asked Rabbi Akiva, who replied that most people don't eat raw 
kernels - G-d created them raw for man to perfect. And just as He 
left man to perfect his material needs, so too, did He leave him room 
to perfect himself spiritually - a concept that is hinted in the Mitzvah 
of Bris Milah (Korban Eliyahu). 
Another answer offered by the Nachalas Binyamin is - had G-d 
created all Jews (exclusively) circumcised (besides clashing with 
the principle that the world takes its normal course and does not run 
on miracles), it would have encouraged belief in two gods - one who 
created Jews, the other, gentiles. 
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Another possible answer is based on the sensitivities of converts. 
Imagine their embarrassment when they discovered that, whereas 
they were circumcised by man, those who were born Jews were 
circumcised by G-d Himself. 
Why Eliyahu? 
The Minhag to arrange a chair for Eliyahu (Kisei shel Eliyahu) at a 
Bris is based on the following Pirkei de'R. Eliezer … 
When, after Eliyahu fled from Achav and Izevel, who wanted to kill 
him, G-d asked what he was doing hiding in a cave, he replied that 
he was zealous on His behalf, because the people had forsaken the 
Bris Milah. 
G-d responded 'By your life, because you were zealous about the 
Milah, whenever Yisrael perform a Bris, you will be present to 
testify that they have performed it' (Mateh Moshe). 
It seems that not only is Eliyahu present at every Bris, but that he 
heals the baby from the wound. 
The story is told of a father who delayed the Bris of his son in order 
to name him after his father, who lay dying in the next room. Upon 
arriving at the venue of the Bris, R. Shlomoh Kluger asked why they 
were waiting. Despite the father's reasoning, he ordered him to 
perform the Bris without further delay. 
He later explained that, since Eliyahu had come down to heal the 
baby, he would surely heal the grandfather at the same time. And 
indeed, against all odds, he recovered. 
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Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Chamishoh Mi Yodei'a 
5 Five Questions On The Weekly Sedrah - Parshas Lech L'cho 
- Bs"D 
Please send your answers and comments to: 
Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
1) Ch. 12, v. 5: "Va'yeitzu lo'leches artzoh K'naan" - Since 
Hashem did not clearly dictate where to go, why did Avrohom set 
his sights on Canaan? 
2) Ch. 12, v. 19: "Lomoh omarto achosi hee" - Why does 
Avrohom explain his misleading words to Avimelech in 20:12, 
"V'gam omnoh achosi vas ovi hee," and by very similar 
circumstances here with Paroh (12:19) he makes no attempt to 
explain? 
3) Ch. 14, v. 14: "Va'yirdof ad Don" - Avrohom had a puny army 
in relation to the massive and powerful army of the four victorious 
kings. What right did he have to place his life in severe danger? 
4) Ch. 14, v. 15: "Va'yeicho'leik a'leihem lailoh" - Who/what 
split? 
5) Ch. 16, v. 12: "Perre odom" - How are these words to be 
translated? 
Answers: 
#1  
1) Hashem said "asher a'reko." He put an intuition into Avrohom's 
heart. 
2) A cloud led the way. 
3) He knew that the air of the land lends itself to giving wisdom to 
its inhabitants, "Avira d'Yisroel machkim." (Abarbanel) 
4) Malki Tzedek, who was of like mind and values lived there. 
(Abarbanel) 
5) Avrohom was aware of Hashem's direct intervention in 
happenings in Eretz Yisroel, contrary to other lands, where there is 
angelic intervention. (Abarbanel) 
6) Avrohom received a promise that he would be the patriarch of a 
large nation. He assumed that they would live in one land, which 
would be their own. Since Canaan was cursed to be subordinate to 
his brothers, Avrohom assumed that Canaan's land would become 
his, "Mah shekonoh evved konoh rabo." (Toldos Yitzchok) 
#2 
1) Sifsei Chachomim (Maharsha"l) answers that only there did 
Avrohom have to explain himself because Avimelech asked his 
question twice, clearly necessitating an answer. 
2) Perhaps another answer will emerge by prefacing with the 
famous words of the Ramban on Breishis 12:6, "Kol mah she'ira 
l'ovos simon labonim" (Tanchuma #9), - all that happened to the 

Patriarchs portends what will happen to the descendants. Avrohom 
would surely prefer to justify his words, and that is exactly what he 
did with Avimelech. He could have done the same and explained 
similarly to Paroh. However, he prophetically knew that his 
descendants would be exiled to Egypt, and that their leader would 
request a three-day hiatus from Egypt to serve Hashem. In the 
strictest literal form this ended up being a lie. "Maa'sei ovos" 
required that he plant a seed through his own dialogue with Paroh 
for this to happen. He therefore gave no explanation afterwards so 
that his saying that Soroh was his sister should indeed be false. 
(Nirreh li) 
#3 
1) This question is raised by the Holy Zohar. He answers that 
Avrohom armed himself with a group of body-guards and only 
planned to redeem Lote with money. Once he saw that angels came 
to accompany him he felt that this was a sign from Heaven to go 
into combat. 
2) Avrohom did not make any such calculations. He simply felt that 
he had to do all that was in his power to save his nephew, who 
accompanied him in his old age to a foreign land. Had Lote 
remained in Choron he would not have been captured. Now 
Avrohom went all out. (Ramban) 
#4 
1) Avrohom and his small army split their ranks to pursue the 
enemy, who were retreating and running away in different paths. It 
is as if the verse said, "Va'yeicho'leik 'hu vaavodov' a'leihem lailoh," 
a "mikra m'soros." (Rashi) 
2) Quite similar to Rashi, but rather than splitting up to chase those 
who ran away in different paths, once night came and they ran away 
as a group, Avrohom and his army did not know which path to 
pursue, so they split up, sending a few on each possible path. 
(Ramban) 
3) The night was split into two for two miracles. The first was here, 
and the second would take place in the future, against the Egyptians 
on the night of the exodus. (Targum Yonoson ben Uziel, Rashi) 
For an expansion of these words of Rashi, see his commentary on 
T'hilim 110 d.h. "N'um laShem" and "Yodin bagoyim." 
4) The night was split into two situations. The first half had the four 
kings feeling very secure in their victory, and the second half had 
them running for their lives. (Radak) 
5) They split up at night to surround their enemy from all sides. 
(Ralbag) 
6) The night was split into two. One aspect was the normal darkness, 
which pervaded the enemy. The other aspect was a miraculous light, 
for Avrohom and his army, to allow them to vanquish the four 
kings. This was a forerunner for "ulchol bnei Yisroel hoyoh ohr 
b'moshvosom" (Shmos 10:23). (Rabbeinu Efrayim) 
7) Half the night was for pursuit and the other half for battle. 
(Rabbeinu Bachyei) 
The order or the words "va'ya'keim va'yir'd'feim" is a bit 
problematic. 
8) Specifically at night Avrohom's group split up so that the enemy 
could be fooled into thinking that he had a large army and/or that 
he enlisted the help of other nearby people. (Sforno) 
#5 
1) A desert dweller (Rashi, Radak) 
2) One who is constantly at wars with others (Ramban) 
3) A difficult person (Rabbeinu M'yuchos) 
4) A foreign trader (Chizkuni) 
5) Unbridled, without controls (Ibn Ezra) 
6) These two words should be understood as "perre V'odom." He 
will be as a wild donkey by virtue of his mother, and a human by 
virtue of his father. (Sforno) 
7) A boor (Medrash Habiur) 
8) Brainless (M'ore Ho'a'feiloh) 
9) Rebellious (Targum Onkelos) 
10) One who injures (Ralbag) 
11) One who does not accept authority (Rabbeinu Nisim) 
12) A wild savage in a human form (Rabbi Chaim Vi'tal in Eitz 
Haddas Tov on T'hilim #124) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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Chasidic Insights 
Chasidic Insights Parshas Lech L'cho From 5764 Bs"D 
For sponsorships and advertising opportunities, send e-mail to:Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
Ch. 12, v. 1: "Lech l'cho" - Go to yourself. The source of every ben 
Yisroel's soul is bound up with Eretz Yisroel. Everyone who goes there 
comes back to himself. (Kli Chemdoh) 
Rashi comments that "l'cho" connotes that it would be for Avrohom's 
benefit. Avrohom, the paradigm of the mitzvoh of receiving guests, by 
himself experiencing the trials and tribulations of a wanderer, would 
now be able to serve the needs of travelers much better. (Admor Rabbi 
Avrohom of Tchechinov in Z'chusa d'Avrohom) 
Ch. 12, v. 1: "Lech l'cho mei'artz'cho umimolad't'cho" - Go away 
from "l'cho," pursuing your personal interests. (Admor Rabbi Dovid of 
Lelov) As well, go away from "artz'cho," your earthy coarseness. 
(Nirreh li) Also, go away from "molad't'cho," your negative traits with 
which you were born. (Rabbi Yitzchok of Nesh'chiz in Toldos Yitzchok) 
Ch. 12, v. 3: "V'niv'r'chu v'cho" - And the nations of the world will 
come to join your nation (from the translation "l'havriach, to graft). 
(Admor Rabbi Yaakov of Ishbitze in Beis Yaakov) 
Ch. 12, v. 4: "Va'yeilech Avrom kaasher di'ber eilov Hashem" - 
We may safely assume that it took Avrohom a while to assemble his 
possessions and to prepare for his trip. Nevertheless, when he finally 
began his trip, "va'yeilech," it was with the same level of excitement as 
when he heard the command from Hashem, "kaasher di'ber eilov 
Hashem." 
Alternatively, although Avrohom was promised that undertaking this 
trip would bring about great benefit for himself, nevertheless, he did it 
only to comply with Hashem's wish. (Chidushei hoRi"m) 
Ch. 12, v. 5: "V'es ha'nefesh asher ossu" - Avrohom's success in 
bringing souls close to Hashem was through "asher ossu," bringing 
people to mitzvoh action, not just teaching them theological ideology. 
(Admor of Kotzk) 
Ch. 13, v. 2: "V'Avrom ko'veid m'ode bamikneh ba'kesef 
uvazohov" - Owning so many possessions was a BURDEN for 
Avrohom. (Admor Rabbi Mordechai Yoseif of Ishbitze in Mei 
Hashilo'ach) 
Ch. 13, v. 16: "V'samti es zaracho kaafar ho'oretz" - I will 
correspond the size of Eretz Yisroel with the number of your 
descendants. I will expand or contract the land to allow for all your 
descendants to have place to live in the Holy Land. (Ponim Yofos) 
Ch. 14, v. 23: "Im michut v'ad sroch naal .. v'lo somar ani 
he'esharti es Avrom" - A person can give someone else a pittance, a 
thread or a shoe lace, and still talk himself into believing that he was 
the source of the other person's financial success. (M'oroh Shel Torah) 
Ch. 16, v. 11: "V'koros shmo Yishmo'eil ki shoma Hashem" - Since 
Hashem HAS HEARD why isn't his name Shoma'eil? This alludes to 
the future. At the end of days the descendants of Yishmo'eil will cause 
the bnei Yisroel much anguish, causing the bnei Yisroel to pray to 
Hashem. Incorporated in the name Yishmo'eil is the promise that 
Hashem WILL HEAR our prayers and save us from his evil 
machinations. (Rabbi Chaim Vi'tal in Eitz Hadaas Tov on T'hilim #124) 
A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
 

Rabbi Zvi Akiva Fleisher 

Oroh V'Simchoh 
Meshech Chochmoh On Parshas Lech L'cho Bs"D 
Chapter 12, v. 1: "El Ho'oretz Asher Ar'eko" - The Meshech 
Chochmoh translates this as "to the land in which I will make you 
reknowned throughout the world." I have since found this in the 
Minchoh Vluloh. 
Ch. 13, v. 6: "V'lo noso osom ho'oretz losheves yachdov ki 
hoyoh r'chushom rav v'lo yochlu losheves yachdov" - "V'lo 
yochlu losheves yachdov" seems to be totally superfluous. The 
Meshech Chochmoh answers that often when there is a 
disagreement between two parties, each has a basis for feeling that 
he is right and this causes a rift between them. After the passage of 
some time the cause of the disagreement might cease to exist. 
However, both parties have become entrenched in feuding. They 
still continue to have the rift even though there is now absolutely no 
basis for disagreeing. 

The beginning of our verse tells us that there was a legitimate reason 
for their not being able to live together harmoniously. The end of 
the verse tells us that they continued to not live in peace with each 
other without stating the reason, as after feuding for so long they 
continued to do so even without a cause. 
Feedback And Submissions Are Appreciated. Sholom613@Rogers.Com 
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Sedrah Selections 
Sedrah Selections Parshas Lech L'cho Bs"D 
Ch. 12, v. 1: "Va'yomer Hashem el Avrom lech l'cho" - And Hashem 
said to Avrom, Go for your benefit - This command is one of the 10 tests 
to which Avrohom was subjected. He had already passed the more 
challenging task of Ur Kasdim, when he was challenged to either renounce 
his belief in Hashem or be thrown into a fiery cauldron. However, this 
incident is not recorded in the Torah, leading the Ibn Ezra to question if it 
ever happened, notwithstanding Pirkei d'Rebbi Eliezer, which records it. 
Positing that it took place, we can explain why the Torah did not mention 
it overtly. Since Avrohom did not receive a command from Hashem it is of 
less import than when Avrohom passed even an easier challenge that came 
as a command. The Sfas Emes on parshas Shmini writes that the main thrust 
of the words of a birkas hamitzvos, "Asher kidshonu b'mitzvosov v'tzivonu 
.." is V'TZIVONU. We become somewhat sanctified by doing that which 
is right, but mainly because it is Hashem's COMMAND. 
Ch. 12, v. 2: "Ve'h'yei brochoh" - And be a blesser - Rashi says that 
although we say "Elokei Avrohom Elokei Yitzchok vEilokei Yaakov, when 
it comes to the end of the blessing we only say "mo'gein Avrohom." This 
is explained homiletically by Rabbi Shimon Shkop. He says that the 
"ending" refers to the final generation before the coming of Moshiach. One 
might think that it will be crowned with people of great stature in the realm 
of "avodoh," service of Hashem, the trademark of Yitzchok, and in the 
realm of Torah, the trademark of Yaakov. However, it is the trademark of 
Avrohom, our Patriarch who came to understand and serve Hashem by 
himself, and also taught others, bringing them to believe in Hashem and to 
serve Him, that will mark the generation that will greet Moshiach. That 
generation will see a great surge of "baa'lei teshuvoh." 
Ch. 12, v. 9: "Holoch v'no'so'a haNegboh" - Walking and traveling to 
the south - The word "holoch" appears four times in Tanach, here, "holoch 
v'chosor" (Breishis 8:5), "holoch voshov" (Breishis 8:3), and "holoch 
v'go'deil" (Breishis 26:13). This teaches us an important lesson in how to 
study Torah. One should not learn vast amounts and only afterwards review 
his studies. Rather, he should review his studies after a relatively short 
amount of material has been covered, even though this entails reviewing at 
frequent intervals. If one is "holoch v'noso'a," moves along in his studies 
and covers great distances, then "holoch v'chosor," he will lose a lot of his 
knowledge. If he is "holoch voshov," moves along in his studies and 
immediately reviews, then "holoch v'go'deil," he will move along in his 
studies and become great. (Galanter Rov in Eitz Chaim) 
Ch. 12, v. 10: "Va'y'hi ro'ov bo'oretz vayei'red Avrom Mitzraymoh" - 
And there was a famine in the land and Avrom descended to Egypt - 
Avrom left the land simply because he feared that the local people would 
say that Avrom the Ivri was the cause for the famine. Jews are always the 
scapegoat for all problems. (Abarbanel) 
Ch. 12, v. 11: "Hi'nei noh yodati ki ishoh y'fas ma'reh ot" - Behold I 
now have become aware that you are a beautiful woman - Rashi asks 
why Avrohom became aware of this just now. There are two types of 
beauty. One is of a spiritual nature, when one sees sanctity on the face of 
another and this creates an appearance of beauty. There is a second type of 
beauty and it is simply physical. Rashi on Breishis 11:29 d.h. "Yiskoh" 
mentions two opinions regarding this name for Soroh. One is that she is 
covered with the Holy Spirit, the first type of beauty, and one is that all 
stare at her beauty, the second type of beauty. Until now Avrohom beheld 
his wife as beautiful, but felt that it was of a spiritual nature. Now that he 
entered the land of Egypt, the stronghold of impurity, the power of spiritual 
beauty surely wanes in such an environment. Since he still perceived her as 
beautiful, he remarked that he had just now become aware of her physical 
beauty as well. (Malbim) 
Ch. 12, v. 13: "Imri noh achosi ot" - Please say that you are my sister 
- We translate "noh" in this verse to mean PLEASE. Rabbi Yitzchok of 
Volozhin translates it as NOW. Start referring to yourself as my sister 
NOW, as we enter Egypt, and not only when asked about our relationship. 
Otherwise there is the fear that someone might hear you referring to 
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yourself as my wife and the news might reach the ears of someone who 
might want to do away with me. 
Ch. 13, v. 11: "Va'yisa Lote mi'kedem" - And Lote traveled from the 
east - Rashi in a manner of "drush" explains that Lote traveled from 
"kadmono shel olom," the primary being of the world, saying "I do not want 
any part of Avrohom nor his Hashem." Lote later sired Amon and Moav 
(Breishis 19:36-38). Here Lote said that he wanted no part in Avrohom, and 
Hashem reciprocated by prohibiting his descendants from entering into 
marriage with the Jewish nation, "Lo yovo Amoni uMo'ovi bikhal Hashem 
.. ad olom" (Dvorim 23:4). (M'oroh Shel Torah) 
Ch. 14, v. 3: "Hu yam Ha'melach" - It is the salt-sea - Rashi on verse 7 
twice states that names mentioned in the verse were not yet existant and yet 
were used in the verse "al shem ho'osid," because they would be so named 
in the future. If so, why didn't Rashi say the same here, four verses 
earlier,since it only became Yam Ha'melach after S'dome and Amoroh 
were destroyed? I believe the answer is very simple, but await your 
response. 
Ch. 14, v. 18: "U'Malki Tzedek" - And Malki Tzedek - Verses 18 
through 20 seem to interject a non sequitir in the middle of the story of the 
king of S'dome's splitting the spoils of the war with Avrohom. We can say 
that originally the king of S'dome assumed that since Avrohom's motivation 
to enter into the fray was only to save his nephew Lote, he would surely be 
magnanimous and give all the spoils to the king of S'dome However, once 
he saw that Avrohom gave a tithe of the spoils to Malki Tzedek he realized 
that Avrohom had the intention to keep them. (Chid"o in the name of Rabbi 
Shabsi Nag'ara) 
Ch. 14, v. 18: "Hotzi lechem voyoyin" - Took out bread and wine - 
Since this was the first night of Pesach he took out bread, i.e. matzos, and 
wine for the four cups of the seder. (M'va'seir Sholom) 
Ch. 14, v. 23: "V'lo somar ani he'esharti es Avrom" - And you will not 
say that I have made Avrom wealthy - In previous issues there were 
numerous explanations for the difference between this situation and that of 
Avrohom's accepting gifts from Paroh (12:16). Another offering: By Paroh 
Avrohom made no physical effort to acquire the possessions. He clearly 
understood that they came as a gift from Hashem through the conduit 
Paroh. Here Avrohom risked his life and fought valiantly. He feared that he 
might fall prey to "kochi v'otzem yodi," so he vowed to not accept anything 
from the king of S'dome. By doing this he strengthened his belief in 
Hashem's being the One who sends a person his livelihood. This was the 
intention of his words, "harimosi yodi el Hashem .. ko'nei shomayim 
vo'oretz" (verse 22). (A'fi'kei Yehudoh) A bit of manipulating is required 
to explain the words "v'lo somar .." according to this explanation, as the 
main thrust is not the attitude of the king of S'dome, but rather, Avrohom's 
attitude. A Gutten Shabbos Kodesh. 
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RavFrand 
The Importance of Fairness / The Effect of a Negative Environment 
These divrei Torah were adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand’s Commuter Chavrusah 
Tapes on the weekly portion: #961 – Tying Shoes – Not As Simple As You Think. Good Shabbos! 
If It’s Not Fair, G-d Doesn’t Do It 
Parshas Lech Lecha begins with one of the tests of the Patriarch 
Avraham. “Go for yourself from your land, from your birthplace, and 
from your father’s house to the land that I will show you.” [Bereshis 
12:1] We have commented many times in the past as to why the Torah 
does not explicitly mention that which many Rishonim say was the first 
test of Avraham Avinu – namely being thrown into the “Fiery Pit” 
(Kivshan HaEish) in Ur Kasdim. Obviously, jumping into a fiery pit 
because of one’s belief is a bigger test of one’s devotion than needing 
to pick up and move to a new land. 
However, we can ask an even more troublesome question. When the 
Torah begins the story of Avraham Avinu, he is already 75 years old! 
[Bereshis 12:4]. What happened during those first 75 formative years 
of his life? The Torah does not say anything about how Avraham came 
to the realization of the Ribono shel Olam [Hashem/G-d]. The Torah 
never explicitly mentions the whole matter of breaking his father’s 
idols, being thrown into the fiery pit, and miraculously escaping. Why 
does the Torah not mention the story of Ur Kasdim at all? 
The Ramban addresses this and teaches a great lesson. The Ramban 
writes that the annals of the history of the nations of the world from that 
time do not mention the story of Avraham Avinu jumping into the fiery 

pit. Does such an incident not deserve a place in the history books? The 
reason history ignored this story is because the general population 
disagreed with Avraham. Therefore, they felt that his emergence from 
the fiery pit was some kind of magical trick. They did not attribute it to 
the power of One G-d. As we see throughout the Torah, magic was 
prevalent in those days. 
The observers of the time much preferred to attribute the miracle to 
magic rather than to give credence to Avraham’s monotheistic belief in 
a Creator of the Universe. “For this reason,” the Ramban states, “the 
Torah does not record this miracle.” Since the general population 
denied it, the Torah does not mention it, because it would have also 
been necessary to mention the skeptical opinion of those who denied 
the miracle (as was the case when the Torah records the rebuttal of the 
Egyptian magicians to the miracles Moshe performed at the beginning 
of his mission to Pharaoh). In Mitzrayim, the magicians eventually 
came around to see Moshe’s viewpoint. However, Hashem never 
miraculously proved the theological correctness of Avraham’s position 
beyond any doubt in the eyes of those skeptics. The dispute remained a 
stalemate for the rest of Avraham’s life. Therefore, the Torah chose not 
to give any credence to the unrefuted views of the heretics who 
questioned the miracle of the Fiery Pit, by not mentioning the entire 
narrative rather than recording an unresolved dispute regarding how to 
interpret what happened. 
L’Havdil, do the New York Times, the Washington Post, or our own 
beloved Baltimore Sun always report “both sides of the story”? Do they 
always give “equal time and equal opinion” to responsible spokesmen 
of opposing viewpoints? So why should this concern the Ribono Shel 
Olam? He knows the Truth. The Truth is that Avraham Avinu was 
right. Why write the other side of the story? The second side of the 
story is null and void (devarim beteilim). So, what does the Ramban 
mean? 
Rav Simcha Zissel Broide, zt”l, (the Chevron Rosh Yeshiva) says that 
we see from this Ramban – as Rav Simcha Zissel points out throughout 
Sefer Bereshis – why the Book of Bereshis is called Sefer HaYashar 
(‘Book of the Straight People’ – i.e. — the righteous). The message is 
that the Ribbono shel Olam is always fair. If it is not fair, the Ribbono 
shel Olam won’t do it. First and foremost, (as we say in Shiras 
Ha’Azinu) Tzadik v’Yashar Hu (He is Righteous and Straight) 
[Devorim 32:4]. It is not ‘yashar‘ [fair] to give only one side of a story, 
in spite of the fact that the other side of the story is false. 
The Ribono shel Olam has a bigger agenda in Sefer Bereshis. That 
agenda is to teach us be straight and fair, to be honest, to be upstanding, 
and to do the right thing. The right thing is NOT to report only one side 
of a story. This is such an important concept to the Ribono shel Olam 
that He is willing to only obliquely refer to the miracle of Ur Kasdim 
and to leave it as part of the oral tradition, rather than to explicitly 
record the story in the Torah in an “unfair” manner. 
What Was Really Going On In The Dialog Between the Angel and 
Hagar? 
The following observation is from Rav Simcha Zissel Ziv (1824-1898), 
the Alter from Kelm (not to be confused with Rav Simcha Zissel Broide 
(1912-2000) quoted above who was named for and was the great-
grandson of the brother of the Alter from Kelm). 
The Torah describes [Bereshis 16:6-9] the story of Sarah and Hagar. 
Sarah was not able to have children so she suggested to her husband, 
Avraham, that he should marry Hagar. When Hagar sees that she 
became pregnant, she begins treating her mistress, Sarah, with 
disrespect. Sarah demands that Avraham do something about this 
situation and Avraham responds that Sarah can do with Hagar whatever 
she pleases. 
Sarah treats her harshly and Hagar runs away from her. “An Angel of 
Hashem” finds Hagar in the wilderness and asks her: “Where are you 
coming from and where are you going?” Hagar responds that she is 
running away from Sarah. The angel then tells her to return to her 
mistress and suffer under her hand no matter how miserably she may 
be treated. 
What is this dialog? The Seforno elaborates on the nature of the 
conversation between Hagar and the angel. Rav Simcha Zissel quotes 
the Seforno: The Malach tells Hagar – Just think for a minute. From 
who are you running away? You are running away from the house of 
Avraham. Do you know what a zechus [merit] it is to be from the house 
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of Avraham? Do you know what type of better person you are by virtue 
of living in the house of Avraham? You were in an environment of 
holiness and purity and now you are headed to a place ‘outside the 
Land’ towards evil people. 
Hagar responds, “I am simply fleeing. I cannot take it anymore; it is too 
painful. I am not headed towards anyplace in particular; I am just 
leaving an intolerable situation.” The Malach tells her “Go back 
anyway, no matter how bad it is.” This – according to the commentary 
of the Seforno – is the dialog between the angel and Hagar. 
Rav Simcha Zissel explains that there is another level to the dialog as 
well: Hagar responded to the Malach, “You do not have to worry about 
me. Since I have been living in the house of Avraham, I am now 
immune to negative influences. I have reached this level of holiness 
from the years I have spent in Avraham’s holy environment, so no 
nothing bad can happen to me. I will not be corrupted.” 
To which, the angel responds: “Hagar, you’re dead wrong. It does not 
matter that you spent many years in the House of Avraham. Such an 
environment will negatively affect you. A person’s current 
environment always has an effect on them.” Today, your belief system 
and your value system may be straight and pristine; but no one can say 
I am immune and I can go live on my own and be unaffected by my 
new environment. Rav Simcha Zissel continues: the best proof of this 
phenomenon is Lot. Look what happened to Avraham’s nephew who 
faithfully followed him from Charan to Canaan and then to Egypt and 
then back to Canaan. Avraham was his guardian; Avraham took care of 
him; he nurtured him; he taught him about Chessed and living a proper 
lifestyle. Yet when Lot ran off and headed to Sodom, his belief and 
value system totally turned around. In the words of Chazal, Lot said, “I 
no longer desire either Avraham or his G-d.” The Alter from Kelm says 
that Lot never really said those words. Chazal are teaching that one who 
says, “I can leave the house of Avraham and I can go live in Sodom 
and it won’t affect me is in effect saying, “I don’t need you and I don’t 
need your G-d.” 
No person is immune from his environment. People are social animals. 
They are affected by their peers. They are affected by their neighbors. 
A person who says, “I am strong. It won’t affect me.” is whistling past 
the graveyard. It will affect you! This is what the Malach told Hagar: 
“Go back, anyway; no matter how miserable it is. For if you don’t, you 
will be headed down a very slippery slope.” 
So many times in life, we experience tests and temptations. 
Opportunities tempt us that will perhaps take us to places that are not 
the best of environments. We tell ourselves, “Listen, I can handle it. I 
am strong enough.” Everyone needs a good environment. 
Rav Chatzkel Levenstein once offered a thought on the famous Mishna 
[Pirkei Avos 6:9]: Rabbi Yose ben Kisma said: Once I was walking on 
the road, when a certain man met me. He greeted me and I returned his 
greeting. He said to me, “Rabbi, from what place are you?” I said to 
him, “I am from a great city of scholars and sages.” He said to me, 
“Rabbi, would you be willing to live with us in our place? I would give 
you thousands upon thousands of golden dinars, precious stones and 
pearls.” I replied, “Even if you were to give me all the silver and gold, 
precious stones and pearls in the world, I would dwell nowhere but in 
a place of Torah.” 
The question is as follows. The person who made the offer to Rabbi 
Yose ben Kisma must have been a person of great means. Why did the 
person not move to the city of Rav Yose ben Kisma? Let him take his 
hundreds of millions of dollars and relocate to the city of great sages 
and scholars, which is a place of Torah? Rav Chatzkel Levenstein 
answers that he must have earned his livelihood in the city where he 
lived. It must be that he was not willing to forsake his livelihood to 
move to a makom Torah. The person told himself “I can survive here; 
I will do alright. I will bring in a Rav Yose ben Kisma; I will bring in a 
Yeshiva.” That is a mistake. Neither Hagar, nor Lot, nor anyone else is 
immune from their environment. 
This was the story of Noach and the Flood. We saw the effect that an 
environment has, not only on people but on animals as well. Chazal say 
that even the animals were engaged in improper behavior. Chazal say 
that the waters of the flood washed the first few inches of the surface 
of the Earth away because the corrosive effect of the corrupt 
environment that existed at that time. It was like a toxic waste site. 
Merely removing the factory that produces the toxic waste is not 

sufficient. The toxic effect creeps into the soil and creeps into the water 
because of the negative environment. 
No one is immune from corrupting influences. This is the lesson of the 
dialog between Hagar and the Malach. 
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“And [the angel] said: Hagar, maid of Sarai, from whence are you 
coming and where are you going?”(Genesis 16:8) 
After many years of marriage without children, Sarai decided to give 
her maid, Hagar, to Avram so that he might father a child. It worked, 
and Yishmael was born. When this happened, Hagar’s esteem for Sarai 
waned, and she acted disrespectfully. 
Cast out of Avram’s home and wandering in the wilderness, an angel 
appeared to her. It would seem, though, that his words were 
condescending and insult our modern-day sensibilities. Yes, she was 
the maidservant of Sarai, but did he really need to say it? Why could 
the angel not regard her by her given name of Hagar, and leave out the 
part about her being a servant? 
The explanation is that knowing one’s place is integral to being 
successful in life. One who aspires to something which he or she cannot 
have ends up angry, frustrated, and unhappy. When Hagar began to 
look down on Sarai and feel that she was not as saintly as she appeared, 
Hagar imagined that perhaps she herself ought to be the matron of the 
house. That is when the angel appeared with a reminder. 
Hagar was not a mere servant girl. In fact, she was the daughter of 
Pharaoh. When Avram went to Egypt due to the famine, and Sarai was 
taken to the palace, HaShem afflicted Pharaoh and did not allow him to 
harm Sarai. Sensing the greatness of this couple, Pharaoh sent his 
daughter Hagar with them when they went back to Canaan. 
Pharaoh understood that it was better to be a servant in the house of 
Avram than a princess in the land of Egypt. Avram’s home operated on 
a different level than Egypt. The spirituality and holiness far surpassed 
all the potential physical luxuries of his land and he wanted this for his 
daughter. 
The angel here sought to remind her of her mission. He asked from 
whence she came and where she was going to make her recall the lesson 
that it was more fulfilling to be a servant to Sarai, to learn from her 
ways and come closer to G-d, than to have all her physical desires 
realized. 
Instead of an insult, this was a great favor. This helped to set her back 
on the proper track and she was able to recognize that having Sarai as 
her superior would serve her well. She went back to Avram’s house 
recharged and ready to learn. 
Rabbi Berel Wein recounts the time he visited a wealthy businessman 
to raise funds for a needy individual. Knowing the man to be quite well-
off, Rabbi Wein was expecting a sizable amount. 
However, the fellow gave him a check that was much smaller than 
anticipated, and Rabbi Wein questioned it. “Come on,” he said. “This 
is a very important cause. We need more than this.” 
“Relax, Rabbi,” replied the man. “Have bitachon. I’m sure HaShem 
will make you successful in raising what you need.” 
“Listen,” answered R’ Berel. “I’m the rabbi. Telling people to have 
faith is MY job, not yours. Your job is to write the big checks. Let’s stick 
to doing what we’re each supposed to do.” 
He got the money. 
Now You Know 
After Avraham and Lot parted ways, HaShem appeared to Avraham. 
The Sages teach that as long as he was with the wicked Lot, G-d would 
not speak to him. 
R’ Elazar Menachem Schach z”l says that Avraham knew this to be the 
case. Why then did he allow Lot to travel with him? Chesed. 
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Though Avraham could have had visitations from the Shechina, 
HaShem’s holy countenance, that would not be as great an opportunity 
as being able to benefit Lot by traveling with him. 
Only when fighting broke out between their shepherds (about Lot’s 
shepherds grazing sheep in the pastures of other people) did Avraham 
decide to part ways. 
Once there was discord, it would cause damage to the relationship and 
harm the Bain Adam L’Chaveiro. Only that made him separate since 
their being together would not be a positive experience. 
This shows a tremendous appreciation for others, and as we see later 
that Avraham left HaShem to go care for the angels he thought were 
Arabian nomads, that extends to everyone, not only those we find to be 
exalted or worthy of honor. 
Thought Of The Week: 
Be yourself; nobody else can do it for you. In fact, I myself have trouble 
doing it sometimes. 
This week’s issue sponsored 
H‰E IREUw OHRBA ÂR IB YKDRM N‰EL 
Martin Stern ob”m 29 years later, he’s still a daily presence. Yahrtzeit 
- IWwXRM B‰Y by Larry Stern & Family of Woodmere, NY 
Nobody can do it better than you. Print, e-mail, and share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be glad you did. E-mail Subscribe to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2016 
– J. Gewirtz  
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Parashas Lech Lecha: Overcoming Life’s Tests And Challenges 
November 10, 2016 
Summary 
A Ba’al Teshuva, who strives to fulfil the Torah commandments, may 
encounter many obstacles en route to be become an observant Jew. G’d 
gave the ten tests to Abraham to help him grow and reach his full 
potential. The first test that the Torah mentions is when G’d instructed 
Abraham and said to him: “Go for yourself, from your land, your 
birthplace, and from your father’s house.” In order to fully embrace 
Torah observance, one must be ready at some point to severe the 
emotional and ideological ties to the past and look ahead with the 
understanding that one’s past lifestyle does not go hand in hand with 
Torah observance. There was no real value in Eisav’s new marriage 
since he kept his first wives and did not sever the ties with their 
idolatrous lifestyle. The words “for yourself” indicated that it was for 
Abraham’s benefit and for his own good that he leaves his parental 
home and go to wherever G’d would instruct. There are two tools a 
person can use to help him overcome the difficulties he faces. 
“Calculate the loss of a mitzvah against the gain, and the gain of a 
transgression against its cost.” We live in a time when G’d conceals 
Himself. This is in itself a test that we must learn to overcome, and 
constantly remind ourselves that in the long run, when we follow G’d’s 
instructions, it is for our own good and benefit. 
Baal Teshuva 
We live in a time when many people, who have grown up in secular 
homes, become Ba’alei Teshuva. They return to their roots and 
embrace a lifestyle based on Torah values. This can be a challenging 
experience. They often encounter many obstacles as they strive to fulfil 
the Torah commandments and become observant. 
Abraham’s Ten Tests 
In this week’s Parasha, the Torah relates how our Patriarch Abraham 
became the first Ba’al Teshuva, after discovering the truth of the 
Omnipotent G’d. Unlike today’s Ba’alei Teshuva, Abraham merited a 
direct communication from G’d, instructing him what to do. In Pirkei 
Avos (5:4) it says that G’d tested Abraham ten times. Obviously, G’d 
did not need these tests to evaluate whether Abraham was honest in his 
belief and consistent in his conduct. Rather, G’d tested Abraham to help 
him grow and reach his full potential. In the same way, every Ba’al 
Teshuva may encounter several tests and trials to help him grow and 
achieve his personal potential. Ba’alei Teshuva should never be 
disillusioned by the difficulties they encounter. On the contrary, they 
must realize that these are signs from above, to help them grow. This is 
one of the lessons that the Torah teaches us when it relates Abraham’s 
trials and tribulations. And when we analyze Abraham’s tests, we can 
learn how to deal with our personal tests in life. 
Leave Land, Birthplace, And Father’s House 

The Torah relates that G’d tested Abraham and said to him (Bereishis 
12:1): “Go for yourself, from your land, your birthplace, and from your 
father’s house.” Rashi points out that G’d used an unusual expression 
when He said “go for yourself”. It would have been sufficient if G’d 
had said “go from your land”. Rabbi Eliezer Kahan, the late Dean of 
Gateshead Yeshiva, adds that the order of G’d’s instruction also seems 
illogical. G’d told Abraham to leave his land, then his birthplace and 
finally his father’s house. Physically, he would first leave his father’s 
house, then his birthplace and only then his land. So why did G’d 
reverse the order? 
Sever Emotional And Ideological Ties 
Rabbi Kahan explains that this teaches us that G’d did not tell Abraham 
just to leave a geographical site on the map and move to another place. 
Abraham was instructed to move away from all the ideals that he had 
grown up with and remove himself on an emotional and an ideological 
level. Not only did he have to distance himself from the accepted norm 
in the land that he had lived in until now, such as the customs and 
ceremonies that were related to idol worship. He also had to remove 
himself from the lifestyle of the area where he had lived that he was 
familiar with. He would even have to severe the ties with the 
philosophy and atmosphere of his parental home to be able to fully 
dedicate himself to serve G’d. Says Rabbi Kahan, many Ba’alei 
Teshuva start to study Torah and observe the commandments, but they 
still cling to the values of their past. G’d instructed Abraham in a 
reverse order of land, birthplace and Abraham’s father’s house, to 
emphasize the purpose of this test. This is a difficult test that almost 
every Ba’al Teshuva has to overcome. In order to fully embrace Torah 
observance, one must be ready to severe the emotional and ideological 
ties to the past. For the lifestyle of the secular world is not compatible 
with Torah observance. 
Eisav’s Wives 
At the end of Parashas Toldos (Bereishis 28:8-9), the Torah relates how 
Eisav realized that his marriage to the daughters of Canaan pained his 
father, Isaac. He tried to rectify this and went to his uncle, Ishmael, and 
married his cousin, a granddaughter of Abraham. Rashi quotes from the 
Midrash Rabbah (67:3) that there was no real value in Eisav’s new 
marriage since he kept his first wives and did not sever the ties with 
their idolatrous lifestyle. The same thing applies when a Ba’al Teshuva 
tries to maintain secular values and combine them with a Torah 
lifestyle. 
“Go For Yourself” 
We still need to clarify the strange way G’d instructed Abraham and 
said “go for yourself” instead of just telling him to “go”. Rashi explains 
that the words “for yourself” indicate that it was for Abraham’s benefit 
and for his own good that he leaves his parental home and go to 
wherever G’d would instruct. Rabbi Kahan explains that G’d knew that 
although Abraham had disputed the practice of serving idols, and 
opposed the lifestyle of his birthplace, it still would not be easy for him 
to leave his family and friends behind. G’d wanted to make it easier for 
Abraham to overcome this test, and therefore G’d informed him that he 
would greatly benefit from listening to G’d. 
Two Tools: Fear And Minimization 
Rabbi Kahan quotes Rabbi Israel Salanter who taught that whenever 
someone has a challenge and is being tested, there are two tools one 
can use to help him overcome the difficulties he faces. First of all, he 
should strengthen his fear of G’d, and secondly, he should try to 
minimize the test. For example, if a person has an opportunity to make 
a lot of money on a deal. Even if one is aware that the deal involves 
improper conduct, most people would find it difficult to overcome such 
a temptation. Different people are tempted in different ways. For one 
person, it could be that the test is due to the fact that the deal is only 
available to be performed on Shabbat and not on any other day of the 
week. For another person, the temptation may manifest itself in that the 
deal is not totally honest. Says Rabbi Salanter, first of all a person 
should strengthen his fear of G’d and say to himself, “If I go ahead with 
the deal, G’d will surely punish me, either in this world or in the World 
to Come. So it is not really worth my while to go ahead”. At the same 
time, he should say to himself, “I cannot be 100% sure that I will 
succeed in this deal. Even though it looks very lucrative, there might 
be some facts that I am not aware off. At the end of the day, I might 
end up doing something I should not have done and get nothing out it. 
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Even worse, other people may find out about what I was about to do, 
and I will put myself to shame.” With these two tools, we can overcome 
literally every temptation in life. 
Great Benefits 
In the very first of the ten tests recorded in the Torah, G’d informed 
Abraham that despite that the test may be difficult at first sight, 
eventually he will greatly benefit if he overcomes his challenge. Rashi 
explains that G’d promised him that he would have children and 
become rich and famous. This is an important insight that we all have 
to internalize. Yes, the Torah may restrict us, with the laws of Shabbat, 
prohibiting us from going out to the mall or taking the family on an 
outing or to a place of entertainment. But at the end of the day, we see 
such a great benefit from the peaceful, harmonious family structure 
when we spend the Shabbat at home. This gives us an opportunity to 
bond with our family and have a break from our stressful lifestyle. 
Similarly, the laws of kashruth restrict where we can go and eat, and 
the kinds of food we bring home. But at the same time, we are keenly 
aware of the great benefits. First of all, from a health point of view, but 
even more, as it teaches us how to exercise restraint and not just go for 
anything we see. And so it is with every commandment in the Torah. 
As it says in Pirkei Avos (2:1): “Calculate the loss of a mitzvah against 
the gain, and the gain of a transgression against its cost.” 
G’d Conceals Himself 
Time and again, the Torah reminds us of the great benefits we will 
receive when we fulfill its commandments. As it says in the second 
paragraph of Shema (Devarim 11:13-15): “And it shall be if you listen 
to My commandments … and I will provide rain in your land at the 
right time … And I will provide grass in your fields for your cattle, and 
you will eat and be satisfied.” In the days of the prophets, G’d often 
showed the blessed consequences when the Jewish people observed the 
laws of the Torah. Nowadays, we do not see the direct connection 
between Torah observance and materialistic success. But we must 
remember that G’d clearly informed us that the time will come when 
He will conceal Himself. This is in itself a difficult test that we must 
learn to overcome. However, we must constantly remind ourselves that 
we are being tested like our Patriarch Abraham, and, in the long run, 
when we follow G’d’s instructions, it is for our own good and benefit. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael Deverett P.S. If you 
have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be interested in receiving e-mails similar to 
this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see http://www.shemayisrael.com/a/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
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Parshas Lech Lecha 
1. The Prerequisite to Process the Oral Law 
Chazal tell us that the only one who has relevance to acquiring the Oral 
Law is the one who is not consumed by material pursuit. One must be 
totally dedicated to the study of Torah, to the exclusion of all else, in 
order to have the capacity to process the Oral Law which is vast and 
limitless. 
The Midrash states, “The covenant that G’d made with the Jewish 
people was through the Oral Law. As it states, ‘Al pee ha’devarim ha 
eileh (literally) By the mouth of the words (translated) By these 
words…’ It does not state ‘because of these words that are written…’ 
Rather the Torah expresses itself in this specific manner to 
communicate that the covenant was contingent on the Jewish people 
accepting the Oral Law. It is difficult to study the Oral Law. There is 
tremendous sacrifice and pain in its pursuit because of the effort that is 
required to grasp it. As the prophet Yeshaiyah states, ‘The people who 
walk in darkness saw a great light…’ It is only the ones who possess 
the Talmud/Oral Law (Baalei ha’Talmud) that have relevance to seeing 
that light. They merit special Divine Assistance from G’d who 
illuminates their eyes to understand what is permitted and not 
permitted, what is contaminated and what is pure. He will further 
illuminate their eyes at the end of time and those who love Him will 
radiate like the sun at its most intense moment.” It is evident from the 
Midrash that those who do not possess and have an understanding of 
the Oral Law are condemned to “walk in the dark.” Therefore, it is not 
surprising that those who do not study the Oral Law have difficulty 
reconciling spirituality with the physical. Their questions only emanate 
from the lack of clarity. 

The Gemara in Tractate Kiddushin states, “Great is the (study of the) 
Talmud (Oral Law) because its study leads to actualization…” The 
reason the study of the Oral Law compels and motivates one to take life 
impacting actions is because it illuminates. It is because the one who 
studies the Talmud will gain clarity that will allow him to appreciate 
the value of Torah. Consequently he will maximize on every mitzvah 
opportunity that presents itself in every aspect of his life. However, if 
one does not study the Talmud, then he will not have a sense of its 
value. Thus, mitzvah observance will be of a superficial nature. 
The Torah tells that the Jewish people were not willing to accept the 
Torah until G’d held the Mountain over their heads “like a barrel.” As 
the verse states, “They (Jewish people) stood under the 
Mountain…” G’d had said to the Jewish people, “If you accept the 
Torah it will be good for you. If you do not accept it, there will be your 
grave.” The Midrash asks, “Perhaps the verse is referring to the 
rejection of the Written Law. This cannot be so, because the verse 
states, ‘The Jewish people had said, ‘Naaseh v’nishmah – we will do 
and we will listen.’ Meaning, they unequivocally accepted the Written 
Law. This is because it does not require great sacrifice and effort to 
perform the mitzvos of the Torah. G’d had then said to them, ‘You must 
now accept the Oral Law which has within it all of the details and 
methods of understanding the Written Law.’ They had seen that this 
task was as fierce as death…The only one who will engage in the Oral 
Law properly is the one who loves G’d with all of his life and his 
resources…” We see that in order for one to succeed in the study of the 
Oral law one must truly love G’d to the point that he is willing to forgo 
all worldly pursuits and only dedicate his life to Torah study. 
We recite in the Amidah of the Morning Prayer of Shabbos, “Moshe 
rejoiced in the gift of his portion: because You called him a faithful 
servant.” Why did Moshe rejoice to such a degree if every aspect of his 
life was bound and governed by the dictates of the Torah? It is because 
he was a faithful servant of G’d who lived every moment of his life for 
G’d. Because the only objective and pursuit in Moshe’s life was to 
serve his Master. It was the ultimate privilege. Nothing mattered 
outside of doing His Will. Therefore Moshe’s unbound joy emanated 
from his self-negation to perform the Will of his Master. If one truly 
reveres G’d, he will be fully dedicated to performing His Will with the 
greatest degree of joy and excitement. However, this sense of G’d can 
only be acquired by sufficiently engaging in the Oral Law which has 
the innate ability to illuminate one’s senses/eyes. 
2. The Jewish People, the Spiritual Heirs of the Patriarchs 
The Midrash Tanchuma cites a verse in Shir HaShirim (Song of Songs), 
“A small sister (achos) who does not have breasts…’ To what is this 
verse referring? It is referring to Avraham when he was cast into the 
fiery Kiln of Kasdim by Nimrod. The term “small (kitana)” alludes to 
the fact that when Avraham went into the fire he did so without having 
experienced any of G’d’s miracles. Although he had not yet been a 
beneficiary of G’d’s altering nature on his behalf, he was willing to go 
into the fire and not succumb to idolatry. Why is Avraham referred to 
as “achos- a sister” in the verse? (Eecha in Hebrew means to mend). 
Avraham was the achos to the world because there was no tear in a 
fabric that he was not able to mend. [There was no issue to which 
Avraham could not respond and satisfy. He was able to refute every 
false philosophy and theology within society and establish 
truth/monotheism. He dispelled their heretical views – thus mending 
the fabric of existence as the expert mender who darns the fabric]. Why 
is Avraham referred to as the one who “has no breasts” Because at this 
time, Avraham did not yet have children.” 
The Midrash continues, “Avraham is like a wall upon which I (G’d) 
will build upon it an elaborate edifice of silver. He is like a wall that is 
able to repel many wars. If Avraham was willing to sacrifice his life for 
the sake of G’d then he would merit to be the father of the Jewish 
people…However, if Avraham would be weak similar to a tablet of 
cedar wood, that a design on it could easily be defaced – meaning he 
would not be willing to give his life for the sake of G’d… then he would 
not have had any value. Avraham said to G’d, “I am like the wall. I am 
willing to give my life to Sanctify Your Name- not only myself… but 
also his grandchildren – Chananya, Meshael, and Azaria, and the 
generation of Rebbe Chananya ben Tradion and his colleagues (The 
Ten Martyrs) – they will give their lives to sanctify Your Name… It 
was because of Avraham’s selfless sacrifice for G’d that he emerged 
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from the fiery kiln unscathed.” Avraham understood his own depth of 
dedication to G’d and his willingness to give his life for the 
sanctification of G’d’s Name. However, how was Avraham able 
guarantee that his descendants would be equally willing to give their 
lives for the sanctification of His Name? 
The Mishna in Pirkei Avos states, “There were ten generations from 
Noach to Avraham.” When the Mishna refers to the fact that Avraham 
was tested with ten tests, it states “Avraham, our Patriarch was tested 
with ten tests.” Reb Chaim of Volozhin z’tl in his work Ruach Chaim 
(commentary on Pirkei Avos) asks, “Why is Avraham referred to as 
Avraham “our Patriarch” in the context of the ten tests?” He answers 
that every one of the ten tests in which Avraham had succeeded, he had 
inculcated into his own spirituality a capacity to deal with all the 
experiences that he had personally encountered. Thus, he transmitted 
his spiritual profile to his future descendants. This is the reason 
Avraham is referred to as Avraham “our Patriarch” regarding the ten 
tests. Every Jew until the end of time will possess the unique spiritual 
abilities that Avraham had infused within himself. The reason every 
Jew throughout history had and will have the ability to give his life for 
the sake of G’d is because Avraham had given his life to sanctify G’d’s 
Name in the fiery Kiln of Kasdim. Even the ordinary Jew, being a 
spiritual heir of Avraham, is endowed with that same ability. Because 
Avraham was able to leave behind his community and to go to the Land 
of Israel, as he was instructed by G’d, we find that Jewish people 
throughout history, suddenly have a yearning to go to the Promised 
Land. 
The Torah states in the Portion of Haazinu, “…Yaakov is the rope of 
his inheritance …” Sforno explains, “Why is Yaakov referred to as 
‘the rope?’ Not only was Yaakov the servant of G’d but also his 
children were dedicated to His service. Yaakov’s devout righteousness 
was passed onto his descendants. (Meaning, every one of his 
descendants have the potential to be righteous). However regarding the 
nations of the world even if one were to find a righteous gentile, his 
spiritual accomplishment/righteousness would be limited to himself – 
not to be passed on. It would not extend to his future generations.” 
Every Jew, because he is a descendant of Yaakov, our Patriarch, has 
relevance to being devoutly righteous in his service of G’d. 
The Patriarchs, who are the foundation of the Jewish people, had 
inculcated within themselves unique spiritual capacities that are 
inherited by their descendants. Therefore, every Jew must understand 
that he has relevance to all of the accomplishments that the Patriarchs 
had achieved. 
3. The One Who Truly Loves G’d 
The Midrash states regarding Avraham our Patriarch, “One who is 
meticulous regarding mitzvos, his reward is limitless.” One would 
think that the Midrash is referring to the meticulous observance of 
mitzvos; however, it is actually referring to something beyond this. The 
Midrash continues, “We find that Avraham was meticulous regarding 
mitzvos. Because of this, he is identified as ‘the beloved of G’d.’ As it 
states in Yeshaya, ‘They are the progeny of Avraham, my beloved…’ 
Even the rabbinic law of eruv tavshilin was observed in the household 
of Avraham. As it states, ‘He observed My Commandments, My 
Dictates, and My Toros…’ Are there many Torahs? We know that there 
is only one Torah as it states, ‘There is one Torah that shall be yours…’ 
Why then is the Torah referred to in the plural? It is to tell us that 
Avraham had observed the Torah and was meticulous in its 
observance.” 
Avraham not only observed the mitzvos of the Torah, he established 
fences to safeguard it. One who truly loves G’d expresses his love by 
establishing safeguards to ensure that the Torah should not be violated, 
although these fences create a more restrictive lifestyle. Avraham, who 
had lived his life in this manner, was considered ‘the beloved of G’d.’ 
Chazal tell us based on a verse in the Song of Songs, “The words of the 
Rabbis (Chachamim) are even more beloved than the wine of the Torah 
(to G’d).” Meaning, G’d values rabbinic laws/fences, which are meant 
to protect the Torah, even more than the Torah itself. Why is this so? 
Rabbeinu Yonah in his work The Gates of Repentance, explains that 
the pivotal mitzvah that touches upon every aspect of Torah (613 
Mitzvos) is “yiraas shamayim (fear of heaven).” As the Torah states, 
“You shall fear Hashem, Your G’d,” All mitzvah observance is an 
expression of one’s fear/reverence of G’d. When one performs a 

mitzvah, he is only doing so because G’d had commanded him to do 
so. 
Rabbeinu Yonah states, “All the mitzvos of the Torah are the equivalent 
of appetizers (parparaos) to the fear of heaven.” The Rabbis legislated 
fences only to protect one from inadvertently transgressing the Torah. 
They create a context which distances the person from violating the 
Torah Law. For instance, the Torah prohibits the cooking of meat in 
milk. The Rabbis established a fence that one is not permitted to allow 
any level of association between milk and meat – although it is not 
within the context of cooking. Thus, when one observes a Rabbinic 
fence, because it is not intrinsically something that is forbidden, it is 
considered a greater demonstration of his fear/reverence for G’d. 
However the Torah laws themselves, because they are the actual Word 
of G’d, their observance does not demonstrate the same degree of 
reverence. If fences were not legislated by the Rabbis, the Jew over 
time would inevitably transgress the Torah law itself. Although initially 
it would be an inadvertent violation, over time it would ultimately lead 
to a negation and nullification of the Torah. 
The Gemara tells us that the only day of the year that satan is allowed 
to prosecute the Jewish people is Rosh Hashanah, the day of judgment. 
However, the Jewish people are able to silence his prosecution with the 
blowing of the Shofar. If Rosh Hashanah were to coincide with 
Shabbos, the Rabbis legislated a fence which prohibits its blowing. The 
Rabbis were concerned that if one were permitted to sound the Shofar 
on Shabbos, it may lead a Jew who is not proficient in it blowing to 
transport it four cubits in public domain (which is a Torah violation). 
Therefore, despite the unfathomable value of the Shofar, the Rabbis 
forbade it so as not to transgress the Word of G’d/ Shabbos. This is the 
ultimate expression of reverence and love for G’d. 
It is the one who is “meticulous” in his mitzvah observance that is 
considered “beloved” by G’d. For example, regarding tefilin, being 
meticulous goes beyond ensuring that they are Kosher and are worn in 
the proper manner. The Shulchan Aruch (Code of Jewish Law) states 
that when one dons the tefillin of the hand and the head, one must 
dedicate his heart and mind to G’d. This is a level of meticulousness 
that is an expression of one’s love for G’d. 
Maharal of Prague explains that the love of G’d and His reverence 
emanate from the same source. It is the recognition of G’d’s 
Omnipotence and All-encompassing Essence. When one recognizes 
and appreciates the awesomeness of G’d, it will evoke from him the 
greatest reverence and love for Him. Every individual has relevance to 
demonstrating his love for G’d by creating personal fences/safeguards 
in areas where he is concerned that he may violate. 
4. The Heart is Integral to One’s Sense of G’d 
The Gemara asks, “At what age did Avraham, our Patriarch, recognize 
his Maker?” One opinion is that Avraham recognized G’d at the age of 
52. The other opinion is that Avraham was only three years old. The 
Midrash states, “You should see and understand the special love that 
Avraham had for his Maker. At the age of three he recognized his 
Creator. How do we know that he was only three years old? The verse 
states, ‘He heeded (eikev) My Voice….’ Meaning, Avraham observed 
all of the mitzvos. The numerical value of ‘Eikev’ is 172. The Torah 
tells us that Avraham observed the Torah/recognized G’d for 172 years. 
Since Avraham lived to the age of 175, we can conclude that his 
recognition of G’d commenced at the age of three. Because he 
recognized G’d at such an early age, it was an indication of his love for 
his Creator.” 
The Torah tells us that after the Great Flood, G’d entered into a 
covenant with existence that He would not destroy the world again with 
a Great Flood. This is because, “The inclination of man’s heart is evil 
from his youth.” Rashi cites Chazal who explain ‘from his youth’ to 
mean that from the moment a child is cast from his mother’s womb, his 
heart is already inclined to evil. We see from the words of the Torah 
that the evil inclination is associated with the heart of man. King 
Solomon writes, “It is the wise heart that acquires mitzvos.” The 
Gemara in Tractate Sotah tells us that King Solomon is referring to 
Moshe, who sought out the remains of Yosef while the Jewish people 
were borrowing the wealth of their masters prior to leaving Egypt. 
Moshe was not inclined to do as his Jewish brethren because his heart 
was “wise.” One is drawn in various directions in life because of what 
is in his heart. 
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The Torah states, “At the end of time G’d will circumcise the 
covering of your hearts (orlaas leivavchem)…” Ramban explains 
that the “covering of the heart” is referring to the interest and desire 
that exists in the heart of man to pursue evil. The essence of man’s heart 
has a natural sense to seek out goodness; however, because it is 
covered/blocked that sense is lost and therefore it lusts evil. Avraham 
had special love for G’d that caused him to sense His Presence at the 
age of three. There was something in the heart of Avraham that drew 
him towards truth. Throughout our prayers we beseech G’d to purify 
our hearts and to instill within it love for Him. In the first paragraph of 
the Shema, the verse states, “You shall love G’d with all of your heart.” 
The word “heart” in Hebrew is normally spelled with one “bais – 
libcha.” However in the Shema, it is written with a double “bais – 
levavecha” which indicates that the Torah is speaking about two hearts. 
The Mishna in Tractate Berachos explains this to mean that one must 
serve G’d with both inclinations- the positive and the negative in order 
to channel and subordinate the negative in a positive direction. 
The Gemara in Tractate Berachos states that the evil inclination is 
similar to a fly that goes between the left and the right chambers of the 
heart. The left side of the heart represents negativity and the right side 
represents the positive. Reb Chaim of Volozhin explains that the evil 
inclination of man often comes in the guise of the good. It convinces 
the individual to perform a mitzvah that will ultimately bring about the 
spiritual decline of the individual. For example, one may think that he 
should study Torah throughout the night; however, he would be 
effected negatively because he will not have sufficient energy to 
function properly the next day. Although it is a mitzvah to study Torah 
for extended periods of time, in this situation it is not in the best interest 
of the person. Therefore one needs to have the clarity to perceive the 
true consequences of his actions. 
There is an opinion in the Gemara in Tractate Pesachim that states that 
the only way one can fulfill the mitzvah of disposing of chometz 
(leavened products) before Passover is through burning. This is based 
on a logical deduction of Kal v’ Chomer. While the burning of chometz 
is a stringency, because it is limiting the means of disposal, it will 
ultimately lead to a situation where one cannot perform the mitzvah at 
all. For example, if one where not able to locate firewood, the mitzvah 
would not be fulfilled. Thus, the Kal v’chomer is not valid. This is 
similar to the evil inclination presenting itself in the guise of a mitzvah, 
when in fact it may lead one to transgress the Torah. 
Although Avraham was born into a world that was devoid of G’d’s 
Presence, as the verse states, “G’d was known only as the G’d of 
heaven” through his own initiative Avraham caused G’d to be known 
as “the G’d of all the world. (even the terrestrial level).” This is because 
he recognized G’d and introduced Him into existence. This was only 
possible because of the special love that he possessed in his heart for 
G’d. It is because of this love that he was able to overcome all the 
seemingly insurmountable situations to which he was confronted. In 
order for one to be able to deal with the difficult issues of life, one must 
have a sense of love in his heart for G’d. The only way to activate this 
love is through the study of Torah. 
5.The Ramifications of One’s Actions 
The Torah tells us that during the time of Avraham, our Patriarch, there 
was a war between the Four Kings and the Five Kings, in which the 
Four kings were victorious. After the victory, Lot, Avraham’s nephew, 
was taken captive by the Four mighty kings. An escapee who had fled 
from the battle informed Avraham that his nephew had been taken 
captive. Avraham immediately rallied his men to go to battle against 
the Four kings, to save Lot. Chazal tell us that the escapee was Og, the 
King of Bashan. He had only informed Avraham of his nephew’s 
capture so that he should go to battle and be killed, thus allowing him 
to take Avraham’s wife Sarah as his own. This was the sinister motive 
behind Og’s informing Avraham about his nephew. 
When Moshe was told to go to battle against Og, the Torah states, “G’d 
said to Moshe, ‘Do not be afraid…’” Although Moshe had performed 
revealed miracles in Egypt, defeated Pharaoh and taken the Jewish 
people out of Egypt, split the Sea, and had ascended to heaven and 
received the Torah, he was nevertheless fearful of Og, the giant. Why 
should a man of this spiritual dimension and stature fear Og? Moshe 
was concerned that the merit that Og had as a result of facilitating 
Avraham’s rescue of Lot was still in effect and would protect him. 

Because he assisted Avraham, Og merited living hundreds of years. It 
was because Moshe understood that the merit of Og was formidable. If 
that merit was still in effect, Moshe was concerned that he would not 
be able to defeat Og. G’d assured Moshe that he had no reason to be 
afraid because that merit was depleted. If Og was the epitome of evil 
and his informing Avraham of Lot’s capture was motivated by a sinister 
intent, why did he merit such great reward? 
The Gemara in Tractate Sanhedrin states, “The grandchildren of 
Sancherev studied Torah in Bnei Brak…” Sancherev was the Assyrian 
king who had destroyed most of the Jewish people by exiling the Ten 
Tribes of Israel. He had come with an enormous army to lay siege upon 
Jerusalem. It was only because of a miracle that his entire army was 
destroyed in one night by the archangel Gabriel. His grandchildren 
were Shmaya and Naftalion who were the teachers of Hillel and Shami. 
How did someone who was so evil and wanted to destroy the Jewish 
people merit having such special grandchildren? The Gemara states, 
“The grandchildren of Haman, the evil one, studied Torah in Bnei 
Brak…” Haman was the embodiment of evil because he was a 
descendant of Amalek. He issued a decree to annihilate every Jewish 
man, woman, and child. The verse states, “My (G’d) Throne cannot be 
complete until Amalek is obliterated…” Nevertheless, he merited 
having grandchildren who converted and studied Torah in Bnei Brak. 
Why did he merit this? 
Although Og’s intent and motive was sinister, what was the ultimate 
result of his informing Avraham? After Avraham and his servant 
Eliezer, miraculously defeated the Four Mighty Kings by themselves 
and rescued Lot. The nations of the world were awed by this victory. It 
was clear to them that Avraham’s accomplishment came about through 
miracle because he was favored by G’d. Because Avraham was revered 
by all he was coronated as the “father of all nations.” This event was 
the ultimate in kiddush Hashem (sanctification of G’d’s Name). Og’s 
intent was irrelevant. Factually he was the catalyst to bring about such 
a level of Kiddush Hashem- thus, he merited such a long life. 
The destruction of the camp of Sancherev was a revealed miracle. The 
Gemara tells us that Sancherev’s cavalry was so vast that the Jordan 
river dried from the number of horses crossing it. Chizkiyahu, the King 
of Yehudah, had given the Jewish people an ultimatum by placing a 
sword along side a Torah scroll. He had said to them, “You can either 
live by the Torah or be pierced by the sword.” It was because of this 
that the Jewish people were fully engaged in Torah study to the degree 
that even the women and children were fully proficient in the laws 
pertaining to spiritual purity. The entire world witnessed the Kiddush 
Hashem of the destruction of the camp of Sancherev while the Jewish 
people sat in the study halls fully engaged in Torah. Although 
Sancherev’s intent was evil, he acted as the catalyst to bring about a 
unique level of Kiddush Hashem. This is why he merited having such 
special grandchildren who mentored Hillel and Shami. 
The Gemara in Tractate Megillah tells us that Achashverosh, the 
Persian King, ruled the world supreme. When Haman, his viceroy, 
suggested that a decree be issued that all the Jewish people should be 
annihilated it was a guaranteed death sentence. However at the final 
moment before the decree was to take effect, the decree miraculously 
reversed itself and it was Haman and the Amalekites that were 
destroyed. Rather than being killed, Mordachai and the Jewish people 
were promoted to great prominence. As a result of this miracle, the 
Jewish people recommitted themselves to Torah and accepted the Word 
of G’d out of love for Him. They had risen to another level of 
spirituality that even surpassed that of the Sinai event when they had 
accepted the Torah under coercion. The consequence of Haman’s evil 
plot was an unprecedented Kiddush Hashem. Therefore he merited 
having grandchildren who studied Torah in Bnei Brak. However, since 
the miracle of Purim was a concealed miracle, unlike that of the 
destruction of the army of Sancherev, the merit of Haman was to a 
lesser degree because it only states that his grandchildren studied Torah 
in Bnei Brak. In contrast, Sancherev’s grandchildren effected the future 
of the entire Jewish people because they were the mentors of Hillel and 
Shami. 
We see that even if Kiddush Hashem is brought about through the most 
evil people with sinister intent, they are deserving of great reward 
because of the immeasurable value it has to the world. The Gemara in 
Tractate Sotah tells us that if one performs a mitzvah it brings about 
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something that is 500 times more powerful than something that results 
from evil. If one brings about a Kiddush Hashem with the proper intent 
how much greater will the result be compared to that brought about by 
one with a sinister intent? Therefore if we bring about a sanctification 
of G’d’s Name, we will merit unfathomable spiritual reward for 
ourselves and our family. 
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A midrash records how a young Avraham concluded on his own that 
Hashem exists. Just as a palace cannot exist without a builder, he 
reasoned, so a world such as ours cannot exist unless it has a Creator. 
When the students of the Mir Yeshiva took refuge in Shanghai, China 
during World War II, they found a vast, empty synagogue available for 
the yeshiva’s use. There was no rational reason for a synagogue of that 
size to exist in a city that had never had more than a tiny Jewish 
presence. Subsequently, R’ Yechezkel Levenstein z”l (mashgiach 
ruchani of the yeshiva) observed in a 1941 address: “Although we have 
never seen the builder or the caretaker of this shul, we understand 
without a doubt that there was a builder and there is a caretaker.” 
He continued: But how does a person like Avraham, who lives in a 
world devoid of knowledge of G-d, come to recognize G-d? The answer 
is that if a person is troubled enough by a problem, he finds a solution. 
Even if the solution is beyond one’s normal abilities, one finds a way 
to attain it when he feels that he has no other choice. 
The gemara teaches that although prophecy has been taken away from 
the prophets, it has been given to the wise. Indeed, said R’ Levenstein, 
it is nothing less than prophetic when a person struggles over a problem 
and then sees light. Avraham, too, could not rest because he was so 
troubled by not knowing who had “built the palace,” and thus he found 
an answer. (Mi’mizrach Ha’shemesh p.40) 
“Avram took his wife Sarai and Lot, his brother’s son, and all their 
wealth that they had amassed, and the souls they made in Charan . . 
.” (12:5) 
The Aramaic translator and commentator, Onkelos z”l, translates “the 
souls they made in Charan” as “the souls they subjugated to the Torah 
in Charan.” 
Rashi z”l explains: They brought them under the wings of the 
Shechinah. Avraham converted the men and Sarah converted the 
women, and the Torah treats it as if they “made” them. 
R’ Abba Mari of Lunel z”l (Provence; late 13th-early 14th centuries) 
describes the process that led Avraham to attract these converts: 
Avraham Avinu was the father of all philosophers who expounded the 
truth. He found a world that was desolate, filled with false beliefs. Man 
in those days could not contemplate anything beyond the physical 
universe, and they worshiped the stars and constellations. They said: 
The sun is the great power that controls the upper world, and the earth 
is beneath it. . . This led to a belief that the world had always existed. 
Then Avraham came along; he enlightened the face of the eastern lands 
[a play on a verse in this week’s haftarah – Yeshayah 41:2] and made 
it his mission to uproot these beliefs. He began to debate with them, 
using logical arguments to show them the errors of their beliefs and to 
prove to them with clear proofs the existence of Hashem and His 
Oneness/Uniqueness; that He is separate from the physical universe 
and is not a force of that universe; and that He alone made the universe 
according to His Will. All of the wise men of his day disagreed with 
him, as is recorded in their books, which are quoted by Rambam z”l in 
Moreh Nevuchim. . . They argued that the sun is clearly very powerful, 
and he responded: “True, but it is only a tool, like an ax in the hands of 
a lumberjack.” Eventually, he persuaded a small number of them to 
accept the true faith, as our verse testifies and Onkelos explains. 
Wherever Avraham would travel, he would publicize these true beliefs, 
i.e., the belief in Creation, as it is written (Bereishit 21:33), “There he 
proclaimed the Name of Hashem, Kel of the Universe.” He proclaimed 
two important principles, principles that exceed all others in 

importance. The first: To know that Hashem necessarily exists, and that 
He is One/Unique. . . The second: To know that He created the world 
of His own Will. . . We do not find any hint that anyone before Avraham 
prayed to Hashem. Avraham did this to disabuse people of the belief 
that the world always existed, for prayer is of no use if the world was 
not created. . . Prayer is only useful if one believes in a Creator who has 
the power to respond to prayer and alter the course of nature. . . This is 
what our Sages mean when they say that Avraham was the first to call 
Hashem “Master.” (Minchat Kenaot ch.11) 
“It was in the days of Amraphel, king of Shinar; Aryoch, king of 
Ellasar; Kedarla’omer, king of Elam; and Tid’al, king of Goyim. 
They made war on Bera, king of S’dom; Birsha, king of Amorah; 
Shinav, king of Admah; Shem’ever, king of Tzevoyim; and the king 
of Bela, which is Tzo’ar.” (14:2) 
What is the larger significance of this event? R’ Shlomo Goren z”l 
(1917-1994; Chief Rabbi of Israel) explains: It is apparent from the 
Torah that this war was Kedarla’omer’s fight, and the other three kings 
were merely his allies. We read, for example (14:17), “The king of 
S’dom went out to meet [Avraham] after his return from defeating 
Kedarla’omer and the kings who were with him.” Our Sages say that 
“Amraphel” was Nimrod, the most powerful king in the world, yet 
Kedarla’omer is singled out by the verse as the primary figure. That 
could only be because he instigated the war. 
Why did he do that? We read (Devarim 32:8), “When the Supreme One 
gave the nations their inheritance, when He separated the children of 
man, He set the borders of the peoples according to the number of Bnei 
Yisrael.” This teaches that, when Hashem separated the nations after 
the Flood and the building of the Tower of Bavel, He divided the world 
among the 70 nations and assigned territories to each. Eretz Yisrael was 
assigned to the descendants of Shem, son of Noach (see Rashi to 
Bereishit 12:6). Thus, we find that Malki Tzeddek, king of Shalem–i.e., 
Yerushalayim–was none other than Shem. (see Rashi to 14:18). 
However, the Canaanites, descendants of Cham, son of Noach, 
conquered Eretz Yisrael from the sons of Shem (see Rashi to 12:6), all 
the way to the cities mentioned in our verse: S’dom, Amorah, Admah 
and Tzevoyim (see 10:19). Kedarla’omer was a descendant of Shem; 
he was king of Elam, named for a son of Shem (see 10:22). Therefore, 
specifically Kedarla’omer went to war to regain the land from the 
descendants of Cham. 
Why then does the Torah portray Kedarla’omer as an agressor? 
Because Kedarla’omer had no business fighting that battle. Hashem 
had already promised Avraham (13:15), “For all the land that you see, 
I will give it to you, and to your descendants forever.” Once Avraham 
arrived in Eretz Yisrael, the Land no longer belonged to all the 
descendants of Shem, but only to the descendants of one–Avraham. 
(Torat Ha’mikra) 
“But also the nation that they shall serve, dan Anochi / I [shall] judge 
. . .” (15:14) 
R’ David Hanaggid z”l (1224-1300; grandson of Rambam z”l) writes: 
According to the rules of grammar, G-d should have said, “adun,” 
rather than “dan.” However, “dan” alludes to the Ten Plagues–the dalet 
alludes to the first plague, “dam” / “blood,” while the nun alludes to the 
last plague, which the Torah (Shmot 11:1) refers to as a “nega” 
(literally, “plague”). (Midrash Rabbi David Hanaggid al Haggadah 
Shel Pesach p.2) 
A Torah Tour of the Holy Land 
Is Eretz Yisrael holy because of the Mitzvot that apply there, or does it 
have inherent Kedushah / holiness? 
This question was debated in the early 20th century in the context of 
the Hetter Mechirah / selling Eretz Yisrael to a non-Jew for the 
Shemittah year to avoid the restrictions associated with that year. In 
opposing the sale, which supporters said was necessary to preserve the 
viability of the then-nascent Yishuv / settlement, R’ Yaakov David 
Willowsky z”l (1845-1913; rabbi in Poland, Chicago and Tzefat; know 
as “Ridvaz”) argued that it makes no sense to sell Eretz Yisrael for that 
purpose, because the Kedushah / holiness of the Land would be 
nullified by the sale, in which case there would be no reason to preserve 
the Yishuv. Once the Land is sold to a non-Jew, Ridvaz argued, the 
agricultural Mitzvot no longer apply, and it is no longer the “Holy 
Land.” 
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R’ Avraham Yitzchak Hakohen Kook z”l (1865-1935; rabbi of Yafo; 
later the first Ashkenazic Chief Rabbi of Eretz Yisrael) disagreed, and 
he wrote to Ridvaz: While it is true that Eretz Yisrael has added 
Kedushah because of the agricultural Mitzvot that apply there and 
nowhere else, Eretz Yisrael also has inherent Kedushah that is 
independent of the Mitzvot. Indeed, our Sages say that the Mitzvah of 
settling Eretz Yisrael is equivalent to all other commandments 
combined. This would be illogical if the Mitzvah of settling Eretz 
Yisrael existed only to facilitate the performance of other Mitzvot. 
(Both the views of Ridvaz and R’ Kook are found in the latter’s Shabbat 
Ha’aretz p.61 and Mishpat Kohen No. 63) 
R’ Avraham Bornstein z”l (1838-1910; rabbi, rosh yeshiva and 
chassidic rebbe in Sochatchov, Poland) writes: Midrash Rabbah states 
that Yaakov was afraid of Esav because the latter had lived in Eretz 
Yisrael while Yaakov had lived abroad with Lavan. Surely Esav was 
not performing the agricultural Mitzvot. Yet, Yaakov feared the merit 
that Esav had amassed by living in Eretz Yisrael. This indicates that 
living in Eretz Yisrael has value in its own right. (She’eilot U’teshuvot 
Avnei Nezer: Y.D. 454:32) 
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Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
Becoming Like a Wall 
After Avraham succeeded in conquering the kings who had made war 
against Sedom and Amora, the inhabitants of these cities were now 
prisoners, and their possessions were essentially Avraham’s. The King 
of Sedom approached Avraham with an “offer.” Keep all the spoils of 
war, but return to me my subjects. 
Avraham then makes a dramatic reply: “I have raised my hand towards 
Hashem, the most high G-d, owner of heaven and earth. Not from a 
thread to a shoe lace, not from anything that is yours will I take. You 
will not say, ‘I made Avraham rich'” (Bereishis 14:22-23). 
Why did Avraham raise his hand? Rashi explains that Avraham swore 
publicly that he would not take any spoils of war for himself, 
presumably as a way to stand firm and rein in whatever desire he might 
have had to take from them. Onkelos states that Avraham “raised his 
hand in prayer,” asking Hashem’s assistance in helping him restrain 
himself from taking spoils. The Ramban explains that Avraham meant 
to declare all the spoils of war as sanctified to Hashem (therefore he 
surely would not take it for himself). 
The above three tactics that Avraham used to prevent himself from 
taking spoils makes it seem as if this was no small test he had to endure. 
If Avraham saw fit to swear, pray and declare the spoils of war sacred 
and off-limits, it means he had reason to be afraid. 
What was Avraham afraid of? He was already an extremely wealthy 
man (see Bereishis 12:17 and 13-2). Did he really have a desire to make 
himself still more wealthy? Would such a desire need so many drastic 
precautions? 
Rather, R’ Simcha Zissel Broide explains (based on Rashi Bereishis 
14:23) that Avraham reasoned: “Hashem promised to make me 
wealthy. If someone else can claim that he made me wealthy, this will 
take away from Hashem’s honor.” This was why Avraham was so 
careful to distance himself from the spoils of war. Not because of his 
own desire for money, rather since this was a matter of Hashem’s 
honor, he wanted to take every possible precaution. 
R’ Simcha Zissel notes that Avraham’s concern seems exaggerated. 
Even if Avraham would take some of the spoils, would people really 
think that the King of Sedom had made him rich? Avraham Avinu was 
a prominent figure in Canaan, whose great wealth was common 
knowledge. Moreover, who could have made such a claim? The King 
of Sedom? He had just suffered a disgraceful defeat on the battlefield, 
and surely was not known for his sterling reputation, honesty or 
humility. Could he really have taken credit for Avraham’s wealth? 
We see from here the extent to which Avraham was concerned about 
Hashem’s honor. If there was a slight chance of detracting from 
Hashem’s honor, Avraham viewed this as a nisayon — a test of his 
loyalty to Hashem. 
Midrash Tanchuma (Lech Lecha 2) quotes from Shir Hashirim, “Our 
sister is yet small…If she is like a wall, we will build upon her a palace 

of silver, but if she is like a door, we will enclose her with a board of 
cedar” (8:8-9). The Midrash explains that this verse refers to Avraham 
Avinu’s nisayon in Ur Kasdim, when he broke his father’s idols and 
was brought before the dictator, Nimrod. 
Hashem declared: “If Avraham is like a wall, I will build him up [into 
a great nation]. If not, he will be erased like a [drawing] board of cedar.” 
When Nimrod gave Avraham the choice to recant or be thrown into a 
fiery furnace, Avraham stood firmly like a wall. Because he withstood 
this nisayon, Hashem built him into a great nation. 
Hashem did not say these words of this Midrash directly to Avraham, 
but Avraham understood on his own the importance of this nisayon. 
His correct response to Nimrod’s test was what made him who he was. 
We see that when it came to major tests, Avraham was “like a wall.” 
This is understandable, as giving in to Nimrod meant giving credibility 
to idol worship, chalila. In the case of the King of Sedom, however, we 
see that Avraham went all out to withstand even what seems to be a 
small nisayon. 
This is a lesson for all of us: Whenever we are faced with a nisayon, 
great or small, we too must do all we can to succeed. The Mesilas 
Yesharim (1) states that our purpose for coming into this world is to 
serve Hashem and pass the specific tests designed for us in our lifetime. 
If so, we have to recognize the crucial importance of a nisayon and face 
it head-on with all the resources we can marshal. 
Let’s say we find ourselves in a conversation that may slip into lashon 
hara. Instead of making a “reasonable” effort to keep quiet and not lead 
the other party into forbidden speech, we should either change the 
subject or stop the conversation entirely! We have to see this nisayon 
as perhaps the one that will either make us or break us. 
Rav Yisrael Salanter offers additional advice about nisyonos (Shevivei 
Musar): When faced with a nisayon, the way to succeed is to keep 
focused on it. Do not leave it aside and move on to other things. No, 
the nisayon has to be on your mind. Think, strategize, how can I deal 
with this? Take protective measures. 
Let’s say you have to go from one place to another. You’ll be on the 
street for a few minutes. Think, what nisyonos may I face? Perhaps 
people will not be dressed properly. Go out with a plan in hand. Don’t 
just enter the nisayon unprepared. 
Once, Rav Salanter was living in a town and news spread that a tight-
rope walker was touring the country and would be giving a performance 
in their area. People came from far and wide, gathering along the two 
banks of a river, where a rope had been set up for the tight-rope walker 
to cross. 
The townspeople were surprised to see that Rav Salanter came as well. 
He too watched with interest as the tightrope walker cautiously but 
confidently strode on the rope and made it from one side to the other. 
“We can all learn from this man,” Rav Yisrael explained to people 
afterwards. “He is 100 percent focused on his goal. If, as he was on the 
rope, he began dreaming about the honor or money he can expect from 
his act, he might not make it across! When he’s out there on the rope, 
he can only think about one thing — getting to the other side safely. 
Hashem put us in this world for a purpose, and we must keep focused 
on this purpose, and not let other things distract us.” 
May we succeed in our nisyonos! 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
A Giant in Generosity 
And Sarai said to Avram, “Behold now, Hashem has restrained me 
from bearing; please come to my handmaid; perhaps I will be built up 
from her.” And Avram hearkened to Sarai’s voice. (Breishis 16:2) 
What does Sara mean that she will be “built up” from raising a 
surrogate child? In which way will she be “built up”? 
A good many years ago when my wife returned to work from maternity 
leave after having given birth to our first child and she was greeted by 
a senior co-worker, Esther, who was already raising a large family. She 
had a heart for my wife’s situation. What Esther told her was more than 
a little puzzling. After a little discussion we think we figured out what 
might be the meaning to her riddle-like statement. 
She said empathetically, “Dear, I know how you feel. When you have 
one child it’s very hard. When you have two it gets even harder. 
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However, when you have three it gets easier and when you hit seven 
then you’re really flying.” 
We reasoned that when you have one child, it’s hard because you still 
want to do the things you did when you didn’t have that cute little 
bundle to care for. You want to go shopping and eat lunch with friends 
but you need the help of Bubby or a local babysitter. It’s a huge 
inconvenience. 
When you have two it gets even harder to do all the things you want to 
do. You can strap one and leave one at a baby sitter. You can make a 
round-robin play group with a couple of friends so you can go out foot 
loose and fancy free at the cost of having to care for a some other kids 
including your own. 
Here comes the brain teaser. When you have three kids though it gets 
easy because then you would need a real professional babysitting 
service and even Bubby won’t answer your calls anymore. So what do 
you do? 
You have one choice and that is to accept that this is your new role as 
a mommy and the luxury of going out care free like the “old days” is 
over. Then miraculously, and paradoxically, it gets easy! 
When you get to seven and more then you’re really flying because it’s 
not about “you” anymore. You become so absorbed in the enormity and 
the constancy of the task that your identity is subsumed by the greater 
cause. You only pause long enough to regain strength to be able to give 
even more. 
The Mesilas Yesharim spells out a program for developing hidden 
potentials. It goes like this, “Outward movements awaken an inner 
desire!” It’s a little like but much more than, “fake it to you make it” or 
maybe not. You are actually making it. 
The exercise of spiritual muscles builds and strengthens those valued 
traits. If someone practices kindliness enough then they are literally 
transformed from being a reluctant “doer of kindliness” to a passionate 
“person of kindliness.” 
It was years after digesting well Esther’s theory that we were driving 
to Boston as a family and we were at that stage where it was promised 
that my wife we should be already flying. I was casually observing the 
whole way how true it was. 
There wasn’t one uninterrupted moment in the four hour drive that my 
wife was not washing a face, putting cheese on a cracker, changing a 
tape, reading a book, filling a drinking and even changing a diaper and 
more. There I was just driving and watching all the while this wondrous 
phenomenon. 
Sara dedicated her entire life to feeding and teaching the world. 
However, what she longed for more than anything was that fixed 
responsibility that accompanies raising a child to spiritual heights 
which results in the mother’s metamorphosis into … a giant in 
generosity 
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Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Lech-Lecha: We’re Never Off-Duty 
Parashat Lech-Lecha begins with G-d’s command to Abraham Abinu 
to “go forth” – “Lech Lecha” – and move to Eretz Yisrael. Rashi 
explains the phrase “Lech Lecha” to mean, “Le’hana’atecha 
U’le’tovatecha” – “for your benefit and your wellbeing.” 
To explain Rashi’s comment, the Ben Ish Hai (Rav Yosef Haim of 
Baghdad, 1833-1909) discusses the concept of “Nisosot Kedusha” – 
the “sparks of sanctity” that are dispersed throughout the world. 
Wherever we find ourselves at any given moment, he explains, we have 
a task, and that is to reveal and extract the sparks that are concealed in 
that place. The Ben Ish Hai gives an example from his own life. He was 
once imprisoned for a brief period of time by the authorities in 
Baghdad, and while he sat in jail he managed to write a book of Torah 
scholarship. Evidently, the Ben Ish Hai said, there were sparks of 
Kedusha that needed to be released at that place, in that prison cell, and 
so Hashem sent him there so he could study and write words of Torah, 
through which he extracted those sparks. 
To give a modern-day example, let us imagine somebody who lives in 
New York and needs to schedule a business meeting in Chicago. He 
boards the plane, lands, takes a taxicab to the office, and the secretary 

tells him that the person he needs to meet will be available in another 
ten minutes. In the meantime, she offers him a cup of tea, and he recites 
a Beracha and drinks. Ten minutes later, the secretary returns and 
apologetically informs him that an urgent matter arose and the meeting 
had to be cancelled. The man’s instinct would be to bemoan the fact 
that he traveled all the way to Chicago for nothing. But from our 
religious perspective, this is not true at all. Hashem brought him to 
Chicago because there were sparks of Kedusha which only he could 
release. By reciting a Beracha, and through the other Misvot he 
performed over the course of his trip, he did the job assigned 
specifically to him that needed to be done specifically at that location. 
This is why our tradition does not encourage us to live a secluded or 
monastic lifestyle. We are urged to engage in worldly, mundane 
pursuits such as work, eating, marriage, and so on, in moderation and 
in strict compliance with Halachic guidelines. The Hatam Sofer (Rabbi 
Moshe Sofer of Pressburg, 1762-1839) noted the difference between 
Hanoch, a righteous Sadik who was taken alive from this world and 
brought to the heavens, and Abraham Abinu, who became the founder 
of our nation. Hanoch withdrew from the world and involved himself 
exclusively in spiritual matters, and thus was removed from this world. 
Abraham, however, became our nation’s founder because he was fully 
engaged in the world, accumulating wealth, waging battles, serving 
scrumptious food to wayfarers, and working with people to disseminate 
the belief in G-d. The sparks of sanctity are dispersed throughout the 
world, and are extracted by bringing Kedusha to the mundane 
frameworks within which they are concealed. Each time we recite a 
Beracha over food, for example, we extract the sparks of sanctity from 
that place and from that piece of food. This goal is achieved not by 
withdrawing from worldly affairs, but by engaging in worldly affairs in 
a sacred manner as dictated by the Torah. 
The Ben Ish Hai thus explained that G-d’s command of “Lech Lecha” 
was directed not only to Abraham Abinu, but to each and every one of 
us. We are all to “go forth,” to go about our normal, mundane lives in 
a manner that extracts Kedusha from all the places we go. Rashi 
therefore comments that this is to be done for our “benefit” and 
“wellbeing.” We are not to abstain from the pleasures of the world, but 
to enjoy them, in a way that brings Kedusha and extracts the sparks of 
sanctity that are waiting for us to come along and uncover them. 
The practical lesson of this insight is that a Jew is never “off-duty.” At 
no point in any day are we in a place or a situation that exempts us from 
our religious obligations. We must not view our mundane activities 
merely as necessary but unwanted responsibilities that we quickly and 
hurriedly complete so we can return to religious life. Rather, they are 
part and parcel of religious life. It is specifically there where we have 
the great mission and challenge of uncovering and retrieving the sparks 
of Kedusha. Wherever we are and under any circumstances that we 
confront, we have a job to do. At every moment, Hashem brings us to 
the precise place where we need to be to perform Misvot and do our 
part in revealing all the sparks of holiness, so they can gradually 
combine into a large, raging flame of Kedusha that will, one day, 
illuminate the entire Earth. 
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Weekly Dvar Torah - The Legacy of Avraham 
By Rabbi Mordechai Rhine 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
The relationship between Avraham Avinu and his nephew Lot, was 
significant. Aside from Sarah, his loyal wife, Lot was the only family 
member who joined Avraham throughout his travels. Lot undoubtedly 
bonded and appreciated Avraham’s mission. According to many who 
watched their lives unfold, Lot was destined to carry on Avraham’s 
legacy. But Lot hurled an insult at Avraham that would forever change 
their relationship. 
The Medrash on Parashat Lech Lecha tells us that Lot called Avraham 
a mule – a crossbreed of a horse and a donkey. A mule is a strong 
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animal and a loyal worker, but for all its assets, it has one flaw − it does 
not reproduce. And that is the insult Lot attributed to Avraham. 
When we consider the insult, we realize it goes much deeper than 
Avraham’s age and the fact that he did not yet have children. Lot’s 
insult went to the very essence of Avraham’s legacy. Avraham 
introduced monotheism. He preached it and sincerely practiced it. Lot 
felt that Avraham was simply too sincere. When Lot proposed they 
allow their animals to graze freely in the land, Avraham declared that 
such behavior was theft. When Lot contemplated a closer business 
relationship with the city of Sodom, Avraham shuddered – Sodom was 
where charity was outlawed and it abused the traveler. Avraham’s 
response was: “We could invite them here as a way to show hospitality 
and outreach, and maybe influence them to change for the better; but it 
would not be acceptable to join them socially.” 
Lot believed that his uncle didn’t have a clue as to the needs of the 
generation. Yes, Avraham had something special to share with the 
world, but Lot felt that by taking it too sincerely, Avraham would doom 
his legacy forever. And not just Avraham himself, but all his teachings 
were like a mule which Lot maintained might be good for now, but will 
disappear within in the next generation. He thought future generations 
would not subscribe to Avraham’s sincere standards of honesty and 
morality. Thus, Lot charted out his own version of the legacy — one 
seemingly less “frum.” His version did not allow theft, but it did allow 
for animals to graze in the lands of his neighbors. Lot would never 
personally agree to abuse others or act immorally, but he was 
comfortable with becoming cozy with the wicked people of Sodom. 
As history moved on, Lot’s decision to part with the legacy of Avraham 
would impact generations. Avraham would eventually have a child, 
Yitzchak, who was equally sincere in his service of G-d. A great nation 
would emerge − one that declared “Naaseh V’Nishmah” at Mount Sinai 
in which the Jewish nation accepted Torah and halachah as the law of 
their lives forever. If Lot could have seen the Jewish nation emerge, he 
would undoubtedly have been surprised to see that the “mule” had 
children of his own. 
According to Perek Shira (the body of Jewish literature that links 
specific animals to Scriptural concepts) the mule represents the 
ultimate admission that Avraham is not a mule. “Look at a mule, and 
you will see that it cannot reproduce. Now look at Avraham, his 
children, and their legacy and you will readily acknowledge that 
Avraham is not a mule.” Interestingly, among Lot’s descendents, there 
was a woman who possessed the sincerity and trust that Lot, her great 
grandfather, did not. And that woman was Ruth, the great heroine of 
perseverance and courage who would go on to join the Jewish people, 
despite the lure to remain distant, as did Lot. With great courage, Ruth 
tells her mother-in-law, Naoimi: “Your nation shall be my nation… 
your G-d shall be my G-d.” In effect, she was declaring “Naaseh 
V’Nishma” – accepting Torah with all its details. Ruth did what Lot did 
not. And as she did, Avraham, her Great Uncle, undoubtedly watched 
and rejoiced. Shabbat Shalom. 
The Weekly Sidra - "Quality Not Quantity" 
By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
Quality outweighs quantity. In this week’s Sidra, we read the 
following: 
“And He brought him (Avram) outside, and said, ‘Look now toward 
heaven, and count the stars if you are able to count them;’ and He said 
to him, ‘So shall your seed be.’” (B’raishis 15:5) 
It would appear from the Mikra L’fi P’Shuto (the simple meaning of 
the Scripture) that just as the stars in heaven are countless, so too will 
be the seed of Avram. Now, if we look forward to Passuk (verse) 12, 
we find that this revelation came to Avram at a specific time of day: 
“And when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon Avram; 
and, a fear of great darkness fell upon him.” (ibid. 15:12) 
Clearly then, Avram was given his message of counting the stars just 
prior to the Sun setting meaning that daylight would still have ruled the 
day. Why did HaKadosh Baruch Hu say to Avram, “Look now toward 
heaven, and count the stars?” How would it have been possible for 
Avram to count the stars when they were yet unseen during daylight 
hours? A most absorbing answer to this question is given in the text 
Kol Omer Kara (Rav Yosef Chayim Ben Yitzchak Zelig Kara 1800- 
1895 of blessed memory). 

Unlike the Mikra L’fi P’Shuto, learned the Kol Omer Kara, HaKadosh 
Baruch Hu’s intention was not to display the vast numbers that Avram’s 
seed would reach. After all, the Torah clearly states: 
“HaShem did not set His love upon you, nor choose you, because you 
were more in number than any other people; for you were the fewest of 
all peoples.” (D’varim 7:7) 
It is just the very opposite maintained the Kol Omer Kara. Rather than 
forecast to Avram any great multitude of B’nai Yisroel, HaKadosh 
Baruch Hu desired to illustrate to Avram that his seed, although they 
would be the smallest of any other nation, would have more influence 
on all the inhabitants of the world than any other people. That is, 
through their quality and not their quantity, Yisroel would prove to be 
the greatest inspiration for the rest of the world. 
Of course, one must bear in mind that many of the Mitzvos of the Torah 
have been adopted so to speak, by the other nations, which include laws 
of society, ethics, and monotheism. Yet, while the other nations have 
given credence to the Torah, they are incapable of comprehending it, 
as seen in the Midrash Aicha Rabbah 2-13: 
“…..Should a person tell you there is wisdom among the nations, 
believe it…… But if he tells you that there is Torah among the nations, 
believe him not…..” 
In his essay Concerning The Jews, Mark Twain wrote: 
“….. To conclude- If the statistics are right, the Jews constitute but one 
per cent of the human race. It suggests a nebulous dim puff of star-dust 
lost in the blaze of the Milky Way. Properly the Jew ought hardly to be 
heard of; but he is heard of, has always been heard of. He is as 
prominent on the planet as any other people, and his commercial 
importance is extravagantly out of proportion to the smallness of his 
bulk. His contributions to the world's list of great names in literature, 
science, art, music, finance, medicine, and abstruse learning are also 
away out of proportion to the weakness of his numbers……” 
Many are the world cultures that have been taught their sense of 
monotheism, morality, legal justice, and civic duty from the 
comparatively small nation that was given the Torah. And, stated the 
Kol Omer Kara, had the light of Yisroel never shined upon the rest of 
the inhabitants of the planet, the world would have been enshrouded in 
hopeless darkness. 
And, continued the Kol Omer Kara, HaKadosh Baruch said to Avram, 
“Look now toward heaven,” in order that he look upon the sky at that 
precise moment when the Sun still illuminated the world. “And count 
the stars if you are able to count them.” That is, even though you 
attempt, can you actually count the stars during daylight hours? 
For, the Sun’s incredibly strong light, even though it emanates from 
one celestial body, is sufficiently powerful (from an earthly view) to 
conceal the light of all the other stars in the heavens, although they be 
in the myriads. So too is it with Yisroel. For, it is only through the 
powerful influence of the small nation Yisroel for the good, that the 
other nations are worth mention. Hence, taught the Kol Omer Kara, it 
can be postulated from here that quality and not quantity is what is 
essential. 
“So shall your seed be” signifies not that Yisroel will be numerous in 
population, but rather, like the solitary Sun, the prominence of Yisroel 
will outshine the vast numbers of the other nations. And, so conclude 
the words of the Kol Omer Kara. 
At times, out of a sense of pure numbers, we cannot help but feel that 
we Jews among the multitudes of the other nations are insignificant and 
inconsequential. But, could anything be further from the truth? It has 
always been, and will always be, the spirit of Yisroel and the light of 
the Torah which have illuminated the paths of all the other inhabitants 
of this planet, as much as they might not appreciate admitting it. 
Our Sun delivers the astonishingly huge amount of 400 trillion trillion 
watts of energy daily to the earth (11 billion horsepower). To put this 
into a different context, every second the Sun produces the same energy 
as about a trillion 1 megaton bombs. In one second, our Sun produces 
enough energy for almost 500,000 years of the current needs of our so 
called civilization. Of course, effectively harnessing this energy 
remains an enigma for mankind. 
Rather than displaying the stars to Avram, HaKadosh Baruch Hu 
displayed to him the awesome power of the Sun, which negates the light 
of all the other stars in the universe. And, in like manner, so too will 
the seed of Avram, although comparatively small in population, negate 
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all the other nations through the prominence of Yisroel and the Torah 
HaK’dosha. 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos. 
In addition to being a M’chaneich, Rabbi Greebel is the part time Rav 
of Congregation Children of Israel of Youngstown, Ohio, and delivers 
a Gemarah Shiur via Skype. He can be contacted at 
weeklysidra@yahoo.com or at belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com 
Divine Plans 
By Rabbi Dov Shapiro 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
The old adage, “Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance” 
originally used by the military, has since become utilized by leaders 
and professional trainers in the fields of business, education, and 
athletics. It underscores the importance of identifying one’s goal and 
the steps necessary to achieve it, before taking action. 
In this week’s parsha, the Torah seems to take the opposite approach, 
dispensing with basic planning. With the words “Lech Lecha 
Mei’artzecha…”,Hashem instructs Avrohom to leave his homeland and 
embark on a journey without disclosing the final destination. Not 
knowing where one is headed makes it difficult to plan properly and 
Rashi wonders about the mysterious nature of Hashem’s instructions. 
Rashi (12:3) quotes the famous (yet cryptic) midrash and explains that 
Hashem did not reveal Avrohom’s destination immediately in order 
“l’chav’vah b’einav v’lases lo schar al kal dibur v’dibur - to enhance 
its value in his eyes and to give him reward for every instruction”. Rashi 
brings several similar examples of similarly cryptic instructions. When 
Hashem commanded Avrohom to bring Yitzchok to the akeida, 
Hashem described Yitzchok as “Your son, the single one, whom you 
love, Yitzchak” rather than simply specifying Yitzchak by name, and 
he also did not identify the location where the akeida would take place. 
When Hashem instructed the Navi Yonah to travel to Ninveh and 
prophesize to the people of the city, the message was described simply 
as the “prophecy that I will inform you”. Through these varied 
references Rashi seems to conclude that this ambiguity is Hashem’s 
way of enhancing the reward of the individual performing the mitzvah. 
After analysis this explanation of the midrash raises a few questions. 
Rashi words imply two separate goals: Firstly, to make the land more 
precious in Avrohom’s eyes and secondly to give him reward for each 
instruction that he was following. How do these two factors work 
together? How is an unidentified goal more cherished, and how does 
making the destination more precious yield a greater reward? 
Furthermore how does this concept of “lchav’va b’einav” apply to the 
other examples quoted? Was there an attempt to make the har hamoriah 
more beloved to Avorohom? Or to make Yona cherish the prophecy he 
would eventually proclaim to the people of Ninveh? In those parallel 
situations how do we understand the ambiguity generating more 
chavivus and greater reward? 
In light of these questions the Mizrachi explains that the Midrash and 
Rashi are actually asking two separate questions on Hashem’s choice 
of words, and offering separate answers for each question. 
The first question bothering Rashi is why Hashem prolonged the 
description of the land Avrohom was departing from, [describing it as 
“Mei’artzecha, mimoladitcha , umibeis avicha – your land, your 
birthplace, and your father’s home”]. Hashem could have just said to 
Avrohom: “go to Eretz Cna’an”, the meaning of which would be clear. 
The second question is why Hashem was vague when identifying 
Avrohom’s destination [saying “el ha’aretz asher ar’echa – to the land 
that I will show you] rather than telling Avrohom that he was headed 
to Eretz Cna’an? 
Rashi answers both of these questions as follows: 
L’fum tzara agra – the more difficult a mitzvah is, the greater its reward. 
Underscoring the challenges involved in this trip, how Avrohom would 
need to leave his homeland, his birthplace, and his father’s home, 
would increase its difficulty to Avrohom and consequently, the reward. 
Similarly focusing on Avrohom’s love for Yitzchok, “es bincha, es 
y’cidcha, asher ahavta - Your son, the single one, who you love” would 
increase the difficulty of the challenge, and the resulting reward. 
In a similar vein, leaving the destination vague (Avrohom’s destination, 
the final location of the akeida, and the content of the prophecy that 
Yona was to deliver) increases the difficulty of that particular 

challenge. People like to know what lies ahead of them so that we can 
anticipate and plan for the future. Being left open-ended, not knowing 
what will be expected of you, not knowing what and when your next 
move will be is an unsettling feeling. Hashem created this additional 
element in Avrohom’s nisayon in order to further challenge him and 
see how he would react. The midrash describes this idea as: “Hashem 
creates puzzlement and uncertainty for tzadikim and afterwards reveals 
to them His true plan”. In this way they are further challenged how they 
will react to this uncomfortable situation and their reward for their 
emunah is enhanced. 
What emerges from this discussion is that Hashem’s wording to 
Avrohom was very carefully planned and scripted; it was an elaborate 
presentation designed to generate reactions and feelings that would 
maximize Avrohom Avinu’s reward. 
We all have challenging events and difficult situations in our lives. We 
often wonder how things will play out, and we wish we knew the end 
game. We don’t know the future and it can be excruciating to wonder: 
how will my child turn out, will the sick person recover, will I get the 
job I am seeking etc… Our challenge is to ride that wave of uncertainty 
with emunah, realizing that although we don’t know what lies around 
the next corner, the future is being controlled by a loving, caring God 
who wants only what is best for us in the large picture. From this 
Midrash we see that living with that uncertainty is not an accident; it is 
a specific type of challenge designed to help us grow in our emunah 
while finding and accepting comfort that Hashem has our lives and our 
futures under complete control. To the extent that we embrace that 
recognition, we turn the challenge into an opportunity for growth. 
Because sometimes living without knowing the plan is part of 
Hashem’s plan. 
Parshas Lech Lecha: Abraham Cedes His Desires For The Will of 
Hashem 
Parshas Лех Леха: Авраам уступает свои желания к воле 
Всевышнего 
By Rabbi Yisroel Yitzchok Silberberg 
Mara D'atra, Young Israel of Mapleton Park 
Первые слова Торы записи, что было сказано от Аль-могучий 
Аврааму было "Лех Леха", игра слов фразы, что означает "вы 
должны пойти". Казалось бы, что первая встреча между Аль-
могучий и первый еврей, еврей, которая признала, что есть творец 
в молодом возрасте до трех лет, будет более значительным. Аль-
могучий мог подтвердил Аврааму, что он действительно является 
автором, как он сделал, когда он говорил с Моисеем на горящем 
кусте на их первой встрече. 
В этой главе мы подбирать величие Авраама и его истинный 
характер от многих эпизодов, которые упоминает Тора. Мы все 
выгравированы в нашем сознании образ Авраама как великого 
человека Chessed и благотворительности. Действительно хорошая 
часть жизни Авраама была посвящена помогать другим. Тем не 
менее, рассказ о недельной главе раскрывает нам, что сущность 
Авраама не было основано на гуманитарной желание помочь 
другим. Тело Авраама и душа были проникнуты любовью к его 
создателя и вся его жизнь была посвящена исполнить волю своего 
создателя. Как сын, который любит своих родителей и хочет, 
чтобы принести радость своим родителям. 
Первый противостояние, что Авраам имеет с его племянником 
Лотом, Авраам сразу предположить, что два из них отдельно. Эта 
точка зрения кажется странным для гуманитарной выступать за 
разделения вместо того, чтобы работать конфликт, и повлиять на 
его племянника, чтобы быть лучше индивидуально. Тем не менее, 
Авраам стремится разделение, как его единственном самая важная 
цель в жизни, чтобы исполнить волю своего создателя. Все, что 
стоит как препятствие для этой директивы дистанцировался и 
избегать. Как много, как Авраам любил своего племянника и 
пожелал, чтобы воздержится его пастуха от кражи, он решительно 
решил, что он не мог позволить себе останавливаться с Лотом, как 
его семья, возможно, под влиянием от случайного толерантности 
Лота кражи. 
Когда Авраам позже узнает, что его племянник находится в 
опасности, он не тратит времени, чтобы урегулировать конфликт 
дипломатическим путем. Он быстро вытаскивает меч и 
восстанавливает его племянника из плена. Гуманитарная сначала 
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исчерпать все варианты, прежде чем мирно поспешно выполняя 
один человек спасательной миссии. Единственным движущей 
силой Авраама, что диктовал свои действия были действовать в 
соответствии с волей своего создателя. Авраам не имел личных 
гуманитарных желания, которые он посмотрел выполнить. Если 
просуммировать бы до жизни Авраама в одной фразе было бы: 
"Все для босса". 
Кроме того, недоверчиво, Авраам позволяет его жена Сара, чтобы 
изгнать Агарь служанка, в, казалось бы, uncompassionate акта. 
Гуманитарная наверняка отвергают причинения такого страдания 
другого человека. Тем не менее, уход Авраама для других 
вытекает из выполнения не свои личные потребности, чтобы 
помочь другим, но от его искренней воли, чтобы сделать то, что 
правильно в глазах творца. Как трудно, как это должно было 
отослать Агарь, Авраам, не колеблясь, чтобы Сара Агарь, чтобы 
наказать ее неуважение своей благочестивой женой. 
В конце недельной главе, Авраам приказал выполнить мицву из 
обрезании. Авраам в нежном возрасте девяносто девять не спорит 
со своим создателем, что эта акция будет отделить его от 
остальной части населения. Он выполняет заповедь о себе и своей 
семье с готовностью и бодрости. Авраам не был заинтересованы в 
том, понравился и похож на остальных цивилизации. Он не 
стремился быть гуманистом. Он признал, что сообщение о 
обрезании, что мы не все созданы равными, и мы не все имеют 
одинаковые цели в нашей жизни. Как евреи Авраам признал, что 
он должен быть отделен от других, которые не признают своего 
создателя и цель в жизни. 
Это было послание Аль-могучий привил Авраама в их первой 
встрече. Аврааму было велено идти! Аль-могучий хотел Авраама, 
чтобы оставить свое окружение и жить отдельно от тех, кто может 
повлиять на Авраама против он цели в жизни. Даже если Авраам 
был настолько сильным, и отверг языческие пути отца, Аль-
могучий не был доволен Авраам пребывания с семьей и их 
отношениях. Первое сообщение и философия, которая вела жизнь 
Авраама и перспективы действительно пойти, и быть отдельным 
от девяноста девяти процентов в мире. И это, как заключает паршу 
с тем же сообщением о обрезании. Авраам был добрым и давая 
человек, но его движущей силой было быть евреем, и еврей 
должен иметь разделение и границы. 
Может мы все стремимся, чтобы следовать по стопам Авраама 
выполнения воли нашего Творца и помогать другим не из наших 
личных нужд, но исполнить желание Аль-могучий годов. Давайте 
не будем забывать, что, будучи отдельным не 
дискриминационные, но это наша обязанность, чтобы быть 
избирательным и исключительно в наших жизненных выборов. 
Хорошие Шаббат! 
 
Aish.Com - Rabbi Kalman Packouz 

Shabbat Shalom 
Lech Lecha 5777 
GOOD MORNING! It was an awesome lightning storm in South 
Florida -- God's fireworks! For some reason, the question popped 
into my mind "How many people die from being hit by lightning 
each year in the USA?" Google provided the answer: 73. How many 
by being hit by a golf ball? The answer: 49 -- though 900 people die 
while playing golf each year. And how many people die from falling 
coconuts? About 150 yearly worldwide. Then my thoughts turned 
to the question, "Besides staying off of a golf course during a 
lightning storm and not walking under coconut palms, how does one 
live long? 
The answer was short in coming! I came across articles on how to 
live long -- while not written in stone, these are the latest 
observations from scientific studies -- though they seem pretty 
obvious: 
1. Stay young mentally -- make new (and younger friends), read, 
develop hobbies. 
2. Eat a plant based diet -- more fruits and vegetables -- as well as 
olive oil, legumes, nuts and whole grains. 
3. Being optimistic, joyful, flexible and adaptive. 
4. Eat fish and raise your omega-3 levels. 
5. Regularly taking a 30 minute nap reduces heart disease. 

6. Remaining active -- running, walking, biking ... and weight 
training. 
7. Have a purpose in life. Do something meaningful that you enjoy... 
and makes you feel productive and needed. 
8. Keep your weight down. 
What does the Torah teach us about living long? Of all the 
commandments in the Chumash, the Five Books of Moses, which 
contains 613 commandments, only 1 includes the words "very 
much" --that you should guard your health (Deut. 4:9, 4:15). 
The Talmud takes a decidedly more spiritual approach. The Talmud 
(Avodah Zorah 19b) tells the story of Reb Alexandry who called 
out in a market place, "Who wants life? Who wants life?" Figuring 
that he had an elixir for long life to sell, people gathered around. 
Reb Alexandry then quoted Psalm 34:13-14, "Who is the man who 
desires life and loves days that he may see good? Guard your tongue 
from evil and your lips from speaking deceit." In truth, Reb 
Alexandry gave people a prescription for long life in this world as 
well as the World to Come! So, if you would like to live long and 
be healthy, here are: 
10 Practical Guidelines for Positive Speech 
1. Do not express damaging or derogatory information about 
someone that might cause him physical, psychological or financial 
harm, even if it is true and deserved. 
2. Promote people's well-being. When in doubt, don't speak out. 
3. Humor is great, but make sure jokes aren't at someone else's 
expense. 
4. Be kind to yourself. Speaking badly even about yourself is 
unethical. 
5. Don't listen to gossip. If you can't change the direction of the 
conversation, it is advisable to leave. 
6. If you inadvertently hear damaging information, you should 
believe that it is NOT true. 
7. Always give others the benefit of the doubt and focus on the 
positive. 
8. Words once spoken can't be erased. Think before you speak, 
especially if you are angry, hurt or jealous. 
9. Use kind and supportive words with your children and spouse 
whenever possible. Harsh words can cause irreparable harm as can 
speaking derogatorily to others about the ones you love most. 
10. It is not only permitted, but required, to warn a person about 
potential harm -- for example, that a potential business partner has 
a repeated record of embezzlement. 
A must read for every individual desiring to perfect the gift of 
speech ... and to live long ...is Guard Your Tongue, by Rabbi Zelig 
Pliskin. 
Torah Portion Of The Week - Lech Lecha 
The Almighty commands Avram (later renamed Avraham) to leave 
Haran and go to the "place that I will show you" (which turned out 
to be the land of Canaan -- later renamed the Land of Israel). The 
Almighty then gives Avram an eternal message to the Jewish people 
and to the nations of the world, "I will bless those who bless you 
and he who curses you I will curse." Finding a famine, Avram 
travels to Egypt (once renamed to be part of the United Arab 
Republic) asking Sarai (later renamed Sarah), to say she is his sister 
so they won't kill him to marry her (the Egyptians were particular 
not to commit adultery ... so they would kill the husband instead). 
Pharaoh evicts Avram from Egypt after attempting to take Sarai for 
a wife. They settle in Hebron (also known as Kiryat Arba) and his 
nephew Lot settles in Sodom. Avram rescues Lot -- who was taken 
captive -- in the Battle of the Four Kings against the Five Kings. 
Entering into a covenant with the Almighty (all covenants with the 
Almighty are eternal, never to be abrogated or replaced by new 
covenants), Avram is told that his descendants will be enslaved for 
400 years and that his descendants (via Isaac, "... through Isaac will 
offspring be considered yours." Gen. 21:8) will be given the land 
"from the river of Egypt unto the great river, the river Euphrates." 
Sarai, childless, gives her handmaid Hagar to Avram for a wife so 
that he will have children. Ishmael (the alter zedeh -- the grandfather 
-- of our Arab cousins) is born. The covenant of brit mila, religious 
circumcision, is made (read 17:3-8), God changes their names to 
Avraham and Sarah and tells them that Sarah will give birth to 
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Yitzhak (Isaac). Avraham circumcises all the males of his 
household. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Torah states: 
"And (the Almighty) took (Avraham) outside and He said to him, 
'Please, look heavenward and count the stars if you can count them 
... so, too, will be your descendants" (Gen. 15:5). 
Why did the Almighty direct Avraham to look at the stars to tell 
him about his offspring? 
According to the Midrash, Avraham knew that according to 
astrology, he and Sarah would not have children. Rashi cites the 
Talmudic statement (Nedorim 32a) that the Almighty told Avraham 
to discount the effects of astrological influence. Even if there is a 
sign in the stars that you will not have children, you will rise above 
this and merit having children. 
From here, the Talmud (Shabbos 156a) states, "There is no mazal 
(astrological influence) for Israelites. "This then is one meaning of 
the latter half of the verse, 'so, too, will be your descendants." The 
Jewish people need not fear any negative predictions in the stars. 
Some people become nervous if someone predicts a negative future 
for them through astrology, chirology (palm reading), cards, etc. 
Trust in the Almighty and awareness of His unlimited power will 
free a person from any fears of such predictions.Prayer and the merit 
of good deeds will be able to change a negative destiny to a positive 
one. 
Quote of the Week 
Enjoy your birthdays. The more you have, the longer you live! 
With Everlasting Gratefulness, Craig & Karen Kirsner 
With Deep Appreciation to Jay & Caroline Schechter 
With Great Gratitude, Lawrence Kopelman 
With Special Thanks to Dorit Pourdavoudi 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/400168771.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on readers like you 
to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like you around the world. Make a secure 
donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright 
© 1995 - 2016 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Weekly Chizuk 
Parashas Lech Lecha 
Bitachon - Against All Odds 
The Shield of Avraham 
After these things the word of Hashem came to Avram in a vision, 
saying, "Don't be afraid, Avram, I am your shield [ïâî]." (Bereishis 
15:1) 
The Vilna Gaon, in the tefillah for the three Festivals in the Siddur 
Ha-Gra, discusses this verse.) 
At the end of the first blessing of the Shemoneh Esrei, the text reads: 
"ïâîå òéùåîå øæåò êìî” - "the King who helps, saves, and shields." It 
would seem that helping, saving, and shielding are all expressions 
of aid, but what exactly is the difference between them? 
Furthermore, the berachah concludes by stating: " íäøáà ïâî ,'ä 
äúà êåøá " - "Blessed are You, Hashem, the shield of Avraham." 
Why doesn't it say "the help, salvation, and shield of Avraham"? 
These three expressions represent three ascending levels of 
bitachon in the face of threat, and corresponding grades of 
salvation: 
1. On the first level, a person performs some action to bring about 
the desired result, and the Almighty helps (øæåò) him accordingly. 
Here, a person's actions are blessed by G-d. 
2. On the second level, a person does absolutely nothing, and 
Hashem saves (òéùåî) him. Here, a person is not even required to 
exert any effort on his own behalf - G-d blesses him with direct 
salvation. 
3. On the third and highest level, the person performs an action even 
though it is contrary to reason. According to all laws of nature, this 
action is doomed to failure. But for the Almighty's sake, he exposes 
himself to risk, and Hashem protects (îâï) him by nullifying the 
danger that threatens him. Here, G-d protects those who rely upon 
Him and put themselves in danger for the sake of the Almighty. 
We are now in a position to understand why this blessing - which 
corresponds to Avraham (Pesachim 117b) - concludes by only 
mentioning the Almighty in His role as "shield": Avraham Avinu 
trusted in G-d with the highest level of bitachon and braved many 

dangers for His honor. Therefore, Hashem appeared to him and 
promised, "I will protect you and save you from all dangers, so that 
they will not have any power over you." Thus, the expression 
"shield" alone is employed because of Avraham's great bitachon in 
his Creator. 
Escape from Auschwitz 
(From a recorded lecture by Rabbi Mordechai Neugershal: "Out of 
the Upheaval - äëéôää êåúî.") 
One of the most outstanding stories of escape from Auschwitz-
Birkenau is the story of Alfred Wetzler and Rudolph Vrba-
Rosenberg. It took place on April 7, 1944. According to the 
opinions of several historians, the Vrba-Wetzler Report, often 
referred to as the Auschwitz Protocol, one of the most famous 
documents in the free world at that period, was a major contributing 
factor in multitudes of Hungarian Jews not being sent to Auschwitz. 
Wetzler and Vrba, two Jewish youths from the city Tirnau in 
Slovakia, arrived at Auschwitz early in the operation of the camp. 
They progressed in various positions up the ranks of the inmates. 
Having been witness to the atrocities occurring in the camps, they 
found themselves in positions as official secretaries of the camp. 
This job gave them access to files which contained information 
about all the horrific activities, the torture, and brutality, and of 
course the murder. They copied down all the information they could 
lay their hands on, thus endangering their lives. If discovered, the 
SS would torture them and then murder them on the spot. Yet, they 
felt it their sacred duty to document the atrocities and publicize the 
whole story to the free world. Thus they had to escape. But how to 
escape Auschwitz-Birkenau? Very few were successful in avoiding 
the guards, and of those few, only a handful actually survived. 
Auschwitz-Birkenau was made up of three main camps and twenty-
nine secondary camps - Auschwitz, Birkanau, and Mamanowitz. 
Around each one of these main camps was a security ring, an 
internal double fence of electrified barbed wire. Powerful flood 
lamps lit up the area each night. For every ten yards, there was a 
guard tower manned by an SS soldier armed with a heavy machine 
gun. A non-electrified barbed wire fence surrounded the three 
camps, without flood lamps, also with towers every 10 yards 
manned by an SS soldier armed with a heavy machine gun. 
This was the daily schedule: each evening the Jews would return 
from their work and gather inside the outside fence. A count was 
made. If the number matched the number count from the morning, 
the guards in the outside towers were released from duty for the 
night. If one Jew, even one, was found missing, an alarm was 
sounded and immediately two things happened. The guards in the 
outside towers were not released from duty for three days. And a 
massive search was commenced, encompassing thousands of 
personnel, accompanied by two hundred dogs. This continued until 
either the escapees were caught, or three days passed. In the interim, 
the watch around the outside fence was maintained day and night. 
At the end of three days, if the escapees were not tracked down, the 
Germans assumed that they would not be found in light of the 
intensive search that had transpired within the confines of the 
camps, and everything returned to the normal routine, while the 
search was handed over to the authorities outside the camps. 
Vrba and Wetzler's plan was simple. They would hide for three 
days, somewhere outside the inner fences, within the outer wall. On 
the third night, after the guards were released, they would slip away 
under the fence. But how could they hide in a place so well guarded, 
and where there was no place wherein to hide? And how could they 
evade the intense search that would be carried out? 
Luck had it, that at that time, the Germans decided to build a new 
camp called Mexico, in expectation of the Hungarian Jews. In 
advance of the building they brought long wide boards of wood with 
which to build the barracks. The boards were to be temporarily 
stored in piles. A group of Jews had the job of piling up the wood. 
The Jewish underground arranged that one of the piles would be 
arranged such that inside was a small compartment, large enough 
for two or three people to hide, but which could not be discerned 
from the outside. The pile would look just like all the other piles. It 
was into that tiny compartment that Vrba and Wetzler crawled and 
hid. 
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Night fell, and they heard the Jews returning to the camp; they knew 
that they were being counted. Then the alarm siren went off, and the 
search began. For two and a half days dozens of patrols of armed 
Germans accompanied by dogs passed by, and on top of, their pile. 
But they weren't discovered. How is it that the dogs didn't detect 
them? They learned a trick from a Russian officer that Russian 
tobacco soaked in kerosene confuses a dog's sense of smell and so 
the dogs went right past them. 
Two days passed, then night, and then another half a day. It 
appeared they were about to succeed. The search parties were tiring. 
They continued merely as a formality as the Germans had really 
given up hope of finding them. It was the afternoon of the third day. 
All they had to do was to wait for night to fall on the camp. 
Suddenly Vrba and Wetzler heard two German criminals, inmates 
of the camp, pass by. One said to the other, "Otto, perhaps they're 
inside the pile of wood?" "Yeah!" answered the second German, 
"and Vrba and Wetzler are inside the pile listening. Forget it. The 
dogs were here tens of times." "Yes, but maybe they have something 
to ruin the dogs' sense of smell." "O.K. You know what? It is worth 
trying." 
Vrba and Wetzler were lying inside, their nerves on the verge of 
bursting. Tens of attempts at escape had failed, and finally they 
were almost successful in slipping away, and here were two 
Germans approaching their hiding place. The Germans removed 
one layer of boards. They removed a second layer of boards. 
Altogether there had been 3 layers of boards covering them from 
the top. Each layer was half a foot thick. Two layers had already 
been removed. Vrba and Wetzler, hiding inside, were preparing 
their knives as a welcoming for the two Germans. But they also 
realized that everything was lost. Even if they would be able to kill 
those German criminals, someone else would catch them. They 
were already imagining themselves in the torture chamber; they saw 
themselves being led up to the gallows, beaten and mutilated. They 
cursed the whole world. Now at the last minute, right at the verge 
of their great escape, right before their getaway had succeeded, they 
were about to be caught! Let us imagine ourselves in Vrba and 
Wetzler's place at that moment. 
Suddenly they heard some noise, and the two Germans said to each 
other, with Vrba and Wetzler listening, "They caught them!" and 
they ran away. Two hours passed, night fell, and they heard the all-
clear signal pass from one tower to the other. They knew that the 
guards in the outside towers were being released from duty. They 
waited another two hours until it was total pitch black darkness. All 
that was left was to lift up the boards, step outside, to slip under the 
outside non-electrified fence, to freedom. 
Simple to say, perhaps even to do. But not for inmates of 
Auschwitz. They attempted to push up the pile of boards on top of 
them. Only one row of boards remained above them, and they found 
they just didn't have the strength. The inmates of Auschwitz were 
fed a starvation diet, even the most privileged of inmates. For three 
days they had not eaten or drunk. And they had almost not slept. 
Under such stress, such a nerve-racking strain, cramped into such a 
small compartment, they didn't have the strength to lift up the 
remaining boards. 
Imagine them, laying there in the prison they had built for 
themselves, either to die of starvation, or be caught in the end. Out 
of desperation they mustered their last remaining ounce of strength, 
and slowly, slowly they pushed up another inch, another inch, until 
they finally managed to push off the boards and step out of their 
hiding place. They sat down on the pile of planks. Vrba said to 
Wetzler, "Imagine what would have been if those two blasted 
German criminals hadn't taken off two layers of boards? If we 
couldn't remove one layer a half a foot thick, then for sure we had 
no chance with one and a half feet of wood." 
Within two hours they were already outside. Luck had it that the 
first person they met was a German peasant woman whose son had 
been sent to an SS prison camp. She hated the Nazis with a passion. 
Instead of turning them in, she gave them food. The first Pole they 
met was a member of the underground and he helped them escape 
over the border to Slovakia. The first Slovak they met was also a 
member of the underground and he helped them make contact with 

the Jewish community in Jernina. And thus was written the famous 
Vrba and Wetzler Report outside the borders of Auschwitz. 
Let us imagine Vrba and Wetzler sitting in their hole. The two 
Germans are removing the two layers of boards that are protecting 
them and they are sitting there cursing the whole world. What they 
didn't realize was that these two German criminals were really 
Heaven-sent help. It was only through their actions that Vrba and 
Wetzler were able to escape in the end. 
"And in that day you shall say, O Lord, I will praise You; though 
You were angry with me, Your anger is turned away, and You 
comforted me" (Yeshaya 12:1). In the future we will see how 
everything that occurred to us was a piece of the plan for our 
deliverance. As it says in Tehillim (40:6), "Many, O Lord my G¬ d, 
are Your wonderful works which You have done, and Your 
thoughts which are toward us; none can compare to You; if I would 
declare and tell of them, they would be more than can be 
numbered." 
We, too, often find ourselves inside the hole. The Germans are 
lifting off the layers of planks. But we are in a better situation than 
Vrba and Wetzler. Vrba and Wetzler thought they were about to be 
caught and they were cursing the whole world. They were not able 
to know that at that very moment HaKadosh Baruch Hu was 
opening the door for their escape to freedom. We, on the other hand, 
are clearly aware of this, because the parts of the play that we do 
see are so obviously part of a master plan. 
Wishing Everyone A Gut Shabbos! 
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Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
Jewish Stubbornness 
This week sponsored לעילוי נשמת מלכה בת הרב מאיר ע"ה 
The Torah has great respect for family and community. Why, then, 
was Avraham Avinu forced to isolate himself in order to lay the 
foundations of the Jewish people? 
It was not out of contempt for homeland and family that Avraham’s 
separation was required—on the contrary, appreciation for 
community made Avraham’s test even greater. 
As we see from the end of Parshas Noach, the story of the dor 
haflaga—the generation in which Avraham Avinu developed, 
which under the slogan “Naaseh lanu sheim” built a tower 
glorifying man—was not a story of individualism. The dor haflaga 
was not about the recognition of individual worth and significance, 
but of centralization, which deprived the individual of his personal 
worth. Although Judaism attaches importance to the 
community and forbids an individual from isolating himself. 
Nevertheless, on the first page of Jewish history, the Torah says: 
Lech lecha, go for yourself. Go your own way. 
No one can say, “I’m not perfect, but I’m as good as everyone 
else.” Every individual is directly responsible to G-d for his 
personal conduct. It’s true that your community should represent 
lofty values, but if it does not—you must go it alone. 
This was the attitude Hashem demanded of Avraham, as the starting 
point for his mission and the mission of the Jewish nation that would 
descend from him. True, there are strong bonds between a 
person and his homeland. But the bond between us and Hashem 
must be stronger. How could we have survived this long if we 
had not inherited from Avraham Avinu the courage to be a 
minority? 
Up-to-date Judaism? The Torah’s strongest protest against such a 
notion is conveyed by the first command given to Avraham: Lech 
lecha! Were Avraham's beliefs up to date with Chaldea, Babylonia, 
Assyria, Phoenicia, and ancient Egypt? Except for a few faint 
traces, the idea of one G-d had vanished—until Avraham. 
At a time when everyone else in the world was trying to integrate 
and win the rights of a citizen, Avraham gave up his homeland to 
become a outsider, openly denying all the gods the nations 
worshipped. 
Such conduct demands courage, as well as firm belief in the 
truth of your convictions; it demands Jewish awareness, Jewish 
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"Stubbornness". This was the great test thrust upon Avraham 
Avinu. 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, Moshe Pogrow 
Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
Please note: The “Gem of the Week,” is based on excerpts 
from Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch zt”l’s collected writings, 
with permission from the publisher.. 
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Knowledge - Food For The Soul 
“And there was a famine in the land, and Avram descended to 
Egypt to sojourn there, for the famine was severe in the land.” 
Bereshis 12:10 
The Midrash tells of ten famines that occur throughout the history 
of the world. The first was during the lifetime of Adam, and the 
second took place during the lifetime of Lemech. The one described 
in our verse, during the lifetime of Avraham, was the third. 
The tenth and final famine is the one described in the time of the 
prophet Amos (8:11): “Behold, days are coming...when I will send 
hunger into the land; not a hunger for bread nor a thirst for water, 
but to hear the words of God.” Ironically, it is this final famine that 
the Pirkei D’Rebbe Eliezer reports will be the most severe of all the 
famines. This is surprising, to say the least, for we would consider 
a situation where everyone thirsts to hear the word of Hashem as a 
tremendous blessing, not as a severe crisis. 
Yet, the Ponovitzher Rav explains that we can understand this as 
we analyze how people react under famine conditions. When an 
extreme shortage is experienced, everyone is forced to survive on 
meager rations. When normal food is unavailable, even a few 
morsels are considered as a feast. When no water is to be found, 
even a few drops can suffice, and people cannot afford even to 
check how pure and clean those drops may be. 
As the Messianic days approach, the world will come to realize that 
the only knowledge of value is the word of Hashem. People will 
thirst for Torah and experience a craving for Hashem’s words. Yet, 
due to their critical shortage, many people will tragically suffice 
with a minimal exposure to Torah, and they will develop a false 
sense of being satisfied with the little knowledge of truth which they 
find. Furthermore, many people will fail to even discern whether 
the words they hear are legitimate and well-founded, just as a 
parched person will drink even tainted water due to his critical need. 
Spiritual “Glow” 
“And it occurred, as he was about to come to Egypt, that he said 
to his wife Sarai: ‘Behold, now have I known that you are a 
woman of beautiful appearance.’ ” Bereshis 12:11 
In his Sefer Eretz Chaim, Malbim notes that there is a beauty of 
grace and aura of dignity which emanate from a person who is 
blessed with a divine spirit. There is also an aspect of physical 
beauty and personal charisma which accompanies a person who is 
endowed with personal dominance. The name “vFxh” which 
according to the Midrash was given to Sarah (see Bereshis 11:29) 
is discussed in the Gemara (Megilla 14a). Some say that she “saw” 
with divine inspiration, while others say that those around her gazed 
upon her beauty. We can say that both of these meanings were 
present. 
When Avraham and Sarah arrived in Egypt, which was a place of 
intense spiritual impurity, and Avraham noticed that the beauty of 
Sarah still radiated, he commented that he now realized that even 
when the spiritual aspect of her presence was in check, she was still 
“a woman of beautiful appearance”. 
Eretz Yisrael - A Physical And Spiritual Legacy 
“Arise, walk about the land through its length and its breadth for 
to you I will give it.” Bereshis 13:17 
In Verse 15, God told Avraham to look over the entire land that He 
will give to him and his descendants forever. From this verse it 
seemed that Avraham acquires the land by merely looking at it. Yet, 
in our verse Avraham is told to walk through the land in order to 

acquire it. Further, in the earlier verse, Avraham is told that the land 
belongs to his descendants forever, yet, in our verse, his 
descendants are not mentioned. 
Kli Yakar explains that we can say that Avraham acquired the land 
on two levels, one spiritual and one physical. On the spiritual level, 
the land is acquired by viewing it. On the physical level, one must 
do an act of acquisition by physically walking on the land. By 
looking at a holy place, such as the location of the Temple, one 
acquires spiritual elevation which not only influences him 
permanently but also is passed down as a spiritual inheritance to all 
generations regardless of whether the Temple is standing. This is 
the acquisition mentioned in the earlier verse. 
Our verse, in contrast, is discussing the physical acquisition of the 
Land of Israel. One acquires an elevated status in the physical world 
in the Land of Israel. To acquire land, one must do a physical act, 
such as walking its boundaries. However, continued existence in the 
land depends upon faithfully adhering to the precepts of the Torah. 
As the Torah itself warns, the consequence for not keeping the 
Torah is exile from the land. Therefore, our verse does not say that 
the land is Avraham’s for all of his descendants, since the fact that 
Avraham acquired it by walking on it does not guarantee that all of 
his descendants will automatically be able to benefit from his 
acquisition. 
Consider The Source 
“And the king of Sodom said to Avram: ‘Give me the people and 
take the possessions for yourself.’ ” Bereshis 14:21 
When the King of Sodom offered Avraham the spoils of the war, 
Avraham replied that he would not take anything, so that Sodom 
would not claim: “I made Avraham rich.” This seems like a very 
noble gesture. Yet, earlier in the parasha we find that Avraham took 
money from Pharaoh without being concerned that Pharaoh would 
claim: “I made Avraham rich.” In fact, this would be a more likely 
claim, since at that point Avraham had no prior wealth, while at the 
time of our pasuk Avraham was already quite wealthy. 
Rabbi Yaakov Weinberg offers one possible answer to this 
question. Besides being the outstanding person that he was, 
Avraham was also the leading role model for serving Hashem. He 
preached that following in Hashem’s ways brought success and 
happiness in this world, and that acting with kindness to others 
ultimately resulted in Hashem’s doing kindness in return. Sodom, 
on the other hand, preached the opposite - that giving to others 
means losing for yourself. The great proof to Avraham’s ideology 
was Avraham himself, for Avraham was very wealthy, yet his 
devotion to Hashem was so strong. The greatest setback for 
Avraham and his teachings would be for Sodom to claim, “We 
made Avraham rich”, for that would serve to disprove Avraham’s 
lesson. It was for this reason that it was specifically from Sodom 
that Avraham did not want to take money, while from Pharaoh there 
was not so much at stake. 
A Statement Of Appreciation 
“And at the age of eight days every male among you shall be 
circumcised, throughout your generations - he who is born in the 
household or purchased with money from any stranger who is not 
of your offspring.” Bereshis 17:12 
When we recite the Birkas HaMazon at the seudah arranged after a 
bris, we recite a series of special prayers, each beginning with the 
word "injrv" - “May the Merciful”. One of them states: “May the 
Merciful bless the father of the child and his mother, and may they 
merit to raise him, to educate him, and to make him wise. From the 
eighth day onward may his blood be accepted...” In analyzing this 
paragraph, we notice that it begins by addressing the parents of the 
child. Yet, it concludes by offering a prayer in which the child is the 
subject (“may his blood be accepted”). This is incongruous, 
especially when we note that a subsequent paragraph of "injrv" 
indeed focuses upon the infant himself, as we proclaim, “May the 
Merciful One bless the tender one circumcised on the eighth day, 
and may his hands and heart be faithful to God...” Perhaps the 
prayer that “his blood be accepted” would be more fitting to be 
placed in this second paragraph, and not in the one which features 
the blessings for the parents. 
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Rabbi Avraham Mordechai Alter, the Admur of Ger, explains 
that when a child is entered into the covenant of Avraham Avinu, it 
is not clear whether he himself is happy about that which is taking 
place. Is he pleased that he has had the opportunity to participate in 
a mitzvah, in spite of the pain which may be associated with it? 
Certainly, as a newborn, he has no say in the matter. However, when 
the child grows and becomes an adult, and he is blessed with the 
birth of a son, he now has the personal opportunity to bring his son 
into the bris, and he may eagerly fulfill the mitzvah of milah for his 
son on the eighth day. This is how and when the father declares his 
own satisfaction that he was accorded this same privilege when he 
was an infant. It is in reference to this development that the words 
of the "injrv" are directed. “The father of the circumcised one has 
brought his own son into the covenant on the eighth day.” As we 
witness this wonderful exhibit of devotion, we can now realize “that 
[the father’s own] blood shall now be accepted”, as we are witness 
that the mitzvah in which he participated passively many years 
earlier was, in fact, a willful act on his part. This is why this 
particular phrase is truly appropriate in its being placed in the 
paragraph which highlights the virtues and blessings of the parents 
themselves. 
Halachic Corner 
There are four situations for which a person has to recite Birkas 
HaGomel: 1) A person who arrives from an ocean voyage - most 
authorities hold that if one travels over the ocean by plane, he also 
qualifies to recite Birkas HaGomel; 2) A person who travels through 
the desert; 3) A person who has been freed from prison; 4) A person 
who has recuperated from a serious illness or survived a life-
threatening incident. (MB 219:28) (Beiur Halacha) 
It is best to recite Birkas HaGomel within three days of the 
obligation. Thus, if one returned on a Monday after Krias HaTorah, 
he/she should not wait until Thursday for the reading of the Torah 
to recite the Birkas HaGomel. (MB 219:19,20) However, if one did 
not recite it within three days, he can still say it afterwards. The 
Be'er Hetev says that a person has up to five days. Some say (AH 
219:7) that one can say it as long as one still feels gratitude due to 
the incident. It should be recited in the presence of a minyan of at 
least ten men. If possible, at least two of them should be sages who 
know halacha. The custom is to say it after Krias HaTorah since 
there would have to be a minyan present. If a person says it without 
the presence of ten men, there is a difference of opinion as to 
whether he has fulfilled his obligation. He therefore should say the 
bracha again without God’s name. (MB 219:7,9) (Beiur Halacha) 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. Which words in the blessings of Avraham allude to the curses of 
Bilaam? See Ba’al HaTurim 12:3 
2. Why does the Torah have to tell us in both Pasuk 12:4 and Pasuk 
12:5 that Avraham travelled? See Ohr HaChaim 12:4 
3. What was the difference between the punishment of Pharaoh 
himself and that of his household? See Sforno 12:17 
4. Why does Hashem need to tell Avraham that he should see the 
land “from the place where you are” ("oJ vTt rJt oIenv in")? 
From where else would he see the land? See Ohr HaChaim 13:14 
5. What was the “fear and great darkness” ("uhkg ,kpb vkIsd vfJj 
vnht") that “fell upon Avraham”? See Ramban 15:12 
6. Which two people shared a birthday that is alluded to in this 
week’s parasha? See Ramban and Rashi to 17:26 
Answers: 
1. The words "rtt WkkenU" - “and the one who curses you I will 
curse” - are numerically equal to "WhbC kkek tCv ogkcU" - “and 
Bilaam, who comes to curse your children”. 
2. This was to indicate that Avraham was so dedicated to serving 
Hashem that he started travelling as Hashem was still talking to him. 
Only afterwards did he organize his family to go with him. 
3. Pharoah himself was punished with "ohksd ohgdb" - “a severe case 
of a plague [of the skin]”. His family was punished with a less 
severe case, as they are mentioned separately. 
4. The Torah is pointing out that, miraculously, Avraham could see 
all of Eretz Yisrael from where he was standing. 
5. The "vnht" refers to kcC, the "vfJj" refers to hsn, the word 
"vkIsd" refers to iuh, and ",kpb" refers to oIst. These are the four 

kingdoms that would subjugate Bnei Yisrael throughout history if 
they sinned. 
6. According to Rashi, Avraham and Yishmael shared a birthday. 
This is indicated by the words "vzv oIhv omgC"- “on that very day”. 
This shows that they had their circumcisions on the same day, which 
was also their birthday. Ramban disagrees, saying that this was to 
indicate that Avraham, Yishmael, and all of the servants were 
circumcised on the same day. 
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Rabbi's Message 
Each Step Counts 
The Parsha begins by describing the first steps taken by Avraham 
to forge the destiny of the Jewish People. Hashem tells Avraham, 
“Go… to the land that I will show you.” 
The Medrash asks: Why didn’t Hashem reveal the destination to 
Avraham? 
The Medrash answers: So that he would receive reward for every 
step that he takes. 
The simple understanding is that it would be very difficult for 
Avraham to travel to an unknown destination. Picture the scene. 
Avraham starts traveling with his family, and suddenly someone 
asks, “Are we there yet?” Avraham has no way to answer the 
question. He can’t say, “We will be there in an hour” or “We will 
be there in twenty-four hours.” For all he knows, Hashem could be 
taking him on a forty- year journey through the desert. By Hashem 
not revealing the destination, Avraham would get that much more 
reward for doing the Mitzvah, because it would be a difficult 
mitzvah. 
This is the simple explanation. But I believe that there is a deeper 
dimension to the Medrash as well. 
Every morning, when we recite the Blessings on the Torah, We 
describe the Mitzvah of Torah study: "To toil in the words of 
Torah." Indeed, Torah is a unique form of scholarship. In academia 
one is judged by the results of his research. In contrast, if one spends 
time researching or exploring an insight which later is disproven, he 
still is rewarded for Torah study. As long as the purpose was to 
legitimately understand Torah, it is a Mitzvah. 
In fact, the Talmud relates that a certain scholar spent much time on 
a thesis regarding the word “es”. He contended that the function of 
this short word was to expand the scope of whatever mitzvah was 
being discussed in the verse. Eventually he arrived at a word “es” 
which he could not explain in this way. He was forced to say that 
this short word was there for grammatical purposes and not as he 
previously contended, as a critical part of the verse. Nevertheless, 
the Talmud teaches, that he will be rewarded for those lectures. The 
reason is that his effort to understand Torah was legitimate. 
Sometimes in life we become so goal oriented that we forget to 
enjoy the steps that take us to the goal. As the Jewish People take 
the first steps into destiny, Hashem reveals a new concept about 
reward. The key question isn’t whether you succeeded. The key 
question is whether you tried. “Why didn’t Hashem reveal the 
destination?” Because He was introducing a new concept about 
reward. Reward is based on whether we take the steps towards the 
goal. Success in reaching the goal isn’t necessarily in our hands. 
The question is, “Did you take the steps to try?” 
I received a phone call not long ago from a woman whose family is 
in crisis. Thank G-d it isn’t a financial crisis. Thank G-d it isn’t a 
medical crisis. But it is a tremendous crisis- a family feud, a 
Machlokes. One side has prohibited its children from talking to the 
children of the other side. Simply said, the family isn’t doing well. 
I listened carefully to her description, and I suggested a three step 
strategy by which to address the issues. She must offer an apology 
to a certain person; another part of the family must be invited to the 
Chanukah party. She listened to my suggestions, and asked, “Do 
you think it will work?” I told her that I don’t know if it will work. 
We are dealing with people, and people have free choice. But I think 
it could work. And if it could work then we have an obligation to 
try. We are not judged by our success, but rather by the steps that 
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we take in an effort to reach the goal. The Parsha has introduced a 
new approach: “To give reward for each step that is taken.” 
Later in the Parsha we find that Avraham has successfully acquired 
this skill. He is able to take steps even when the goal isn’t in sight. 
The possuk describes how Hashem takes Avraham outside and 
stands him under the nighttime sky. Hashem says to Avraham, 
“Count the stars- Can you count them- So shall be your children.” 
The possuk seems a bit choppy, but Rabbi Meir Shapiro explains. 
Put yourself in Avraham’s shoes. Hashem just took you outside and 
told you to count the stars. What do you do? You start counting, 
1…2…3! Hashem looks at you and asks, “Do you really think you 
can count the stars?” You respond, “I don’t know. But if Hashem 
told me to count the stars then I most certainly am going to try.” 
Hashem heard Avraham’s beautiful response and blessed him, “So 
may your children be!” They too will have the ability to start 
mitzvos even if they have no idea how they are going to complete 
them. 
With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos. 
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Yeshiva Kesser Torah 
A Commentary Published by Yeshiva Kesser Torah of Queens  
Lech Lecha Let Us Not Stray From Our Sacred Mission 
"And when Avram heard that his brother (Lot) was taken captive 
he armed [vayarek] his students born in his house, three hundred 
and eighteen, and pursued as far as Dan. (Bereishis 14:14)" 
The Gemorah in Nedarim (32A) states that "VaYarek" means that 
Avram brightened his students with gold [He gave them much gold]. 
Why did Avrohom Avinu give them gold? Tosfos (Sukkah 31b) 
explains, "So that they would not be tempted to secure for themselves 
spoils of war, and would be able to concentrate on saving lives (see 
Matnos Kehuna on Bereishis Rabba 43:2)." 
According to this explanation of Tosfos, the Posuk is saying that prior 
to their embarking on their sacred mission to rescue Lot from 
captivity, Avrohom Avinu gave each and every one of his students an 
abundance of gold. The reason for this somewhat strange behavior for 
people going to war was that in the course of battle, these students 
might be tempted by the glitter and glare of the spoils of war lying 
on the battlefield. They might stop, even if only briefly for "a few short 
moments", to acquire this newfound wealth, and thus jeopardize their 
goal of saving Lot. Avrohom Avinu foresaw this possibility and gave 
them gold to counter this temptation. They no longer would need to 
stop. They would now be independently wealthy on their own. 
This clearly implies that had Avrohom Avinu not given them the gold, 
there would have been a significant possibility that, indeed, these 
students of Avrohom Avinu would have stopped and become 
diverted from their sacred mission to rescue Lot, by the lure of 
financial gain. 
This is mystifying. Who were these students? They were Gedolei 
Torah and Tzaddikim in their own right (Nedarim 32a), worthy of 
being disciples of the Patriarch of Klal Yisroel, Avrohom Avinu. 
These noble people had volunteered to risk their lives LeShaim 
Shamayim, for the holy Mitzvah of Hatzolas Nefashos, of rescuing 
Lot from captivity. Is it conceivable that such great and idealistic 
people would jeopardize their entire mission by stopping to acquire 
for themselves spoils of war? Wouldn't rational people, as they surely 
were, understand how precious every moment actually was? 
Shouldn't they realize that tarrying even for a few short moments could 
jeopardize their entire mission? Surely, it made no sense for them to 
stop, even for one moment. Why then did Avrohom Avinu deem it 
necessary to give them gold? 
Furthermore, for what reason should the Talmidei Avrohom Avinu 
have any desire whatsoever to deter from their path to pick up spoils 
of war? What worth is monetary spoils of war to people who are 
willing to sacrifice their most priceless possession, namely their very 
lives. Is it at all conceivable that they would be willing to give up their 
lives for the sake of this mission, but would not be willing to give up 
this opportunity to amass for themselves precious spoils of war? 
Surely not! If so, it would be wholly illogical for the Talmidei 

Avrohom Avinu to deter from their path to pick up spoils of war. Why 
then did Avrohom Avinu give them gold to counter such a temptation? 
We see from here a profound insight into the human temperament. 
Even rational people, Gedolei Torah and Tzaddikim embarking on a 
sacred life saving mission, willing to risk their own lives for the sake 
of this goal, might stray from their path and engage themselves in 
insignificant matters. 
While on the path to attain their holy objective, they will see the 
enticing gleam and glitter of the spoils of war lying on the battlefield, 
and they will be attracted to it. When the radiance of the precious 
stones and pearls will shine on their faces, a hypnosis will befall 
them, a temporary paralysis that would cause the logic of their 
mission and its holy objective, to cease. This is the mechanism of 
human nature. Avrohom Avinu, with his brilliance and depth, foresaw 
and understood these inner temptations of the human being. He, 
therefore, addressed the issue directly by satiating that desire from 
the outset, by giving his Talmidim an abundance of gold prior to their 
embarking on their mission to rescue Lot, in order to counter that 
temptation. 
Perhaps we can apply this thought to our very own lives. Hashem 
created us and charged us with a mission and purpose in life, to do 
Hashem's will, to study and observe His Holy Torah, and to 
disseminate it. Despite the fact that we are fully cognizant of this 
sacred mission, - which is our obligation on earth and the purpose of 
our creation, - and despite the fact that we may set out to attain this 
goal with great self-sacrifice, we can nevertheless become distracted 
from this noble goal. We can involve ourselves in trivial pursuits, and 
in matters of zero spiritual consequence. We can tarry on the way, to 
the extent that we may never attain our holy objective, which means 
so very much to us, and for which we are willing to sacrifice so very 
much. 
May we recognize this inherent weakness within us, and may we find 
the inner strength to overcome it. May we be zoche to never be 
distracted from the sacred mission for which we have been created. 
Amen. 
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Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks 

Covenant & Conversation 
On Being a Jewish Parent (Lech Lecha 5777) 
8 November 2016 
The most influential man who ever lived, does not appear on any 
list I have seen of the hundred most influential men who ever lived. 
He ruled no empire, commanded no army, engaged in no 
spectacular acts of heroism on the battlefield, performed no 
miracles, proclaimed no prophecy, led no vast throng of followers, 
and had no disciples other than his own child. Yet today more than 
half of the 6 billion people alive on the face of the planet identify 
themselves as his heirs. 
His name, of course, is Abraham, held as the founder of faith by the 
three great monotheisms, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. He fits 
no conventional stereotype. He is not, like Noah, described as 
unique in his generation. The Torah tells us no tales of his childhood 
as it does in the case of Moses. We know next to nothing about his 
early life. When God calls on him, as He does at the beginning of 
this week’s parsha, to leave his land, his birthplace and his father’s 
house, we have no idea why he was singled out. 
Yet never was a promise more richly fulfilled than the words of God 
to him when He changed his name from Abram to Abraham: 
“For I have made you father of many nations” (Gen. 17:5). 
There are today 56 Islamic nations, more than 80 Christian ones, 
and the Jewish state. Truly Abraham became the father of many 
nations. But who and what was Abraham? Why was he chosen for 
this exemplary role? 
There are three famous portraits of Abraham. The first is the one we 
learned as children. Abraham, left alone with his father’s idols, 
breaks them with a hammer, which he leaves in the hand of the 
biggest of the idols. His father Terach comes in, sees the 
devastation, asks who has caused it, and the young Abraham replies, 
“Can you not see? The hammer is in the hands of the largest idol. It 
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must have been him.” Terach replies, “But an idol is mere of wood 
and stone.” Abraham replies, “Then, father, how can you worship 
them?”(1) This is Abraham the iconoclast, the breaker of images, 
the man who while still young rebelled against the pagan, 
polytheistic world of demigods and demons, superstition and 
magic. 
The second is more haunting and is enigmatic. Abraham, says the 
midrash, is like a man travelling on a journey when he sees a palace 
in flames. 
He wondered, “Is it possible that the palace lacks an owner?” The 
owner of the palace looked out and said, “I am the owner of the 
palace.” So Abraham our father said, “Is it possible that the world 
lacks a ruler?” God looked out and said to him, “I am the ruler, the 
Sovereign of the universe.”(2) 
This is an extraordinary passage. Abraham sees the order of nature, 
the elegant design of the universe. It’s like a palace. It must have 
been made by someone for someone. But the palace is on fire. How 
can this be? Surely the owner should be putting out the flames. You 
don’t leave a palace empty and unguarded. Yet the owner of the 
palace calls out to him, as God called to Abraham, asking him to 
help fight the fire. 
God needs us to fight the destructive instinct in the human heart. 
This is Abraham, the fighter against injustice, the man who sees the 
beauty of the natural universe being disfigured by the sufferings 
inflicted by man on man. 
Finally comes a third image, this time by Moses Maimonides: 
After he was weaned, while still an infant, Abraham’s mind began 
to reflect. Day and night, he thought and wondered, “How is it 
possible that this celestial sphere should continuously be guiding 
the world and have no one to guide it and cause it to turn, for it 
cannot be that it turns itself?” He had no teacher, no one to instruct 
him in anything. He was surrounded, in Ur of the Chaldees, by 
foolish idolaters. His father and mother and the entire population 
worshipped idols, and he worshipped with them. But his mind was 
constantly active and reflective, until he had attained the way of 
truth, found the correct line of thought, and knew that there is one 
God, He that guides the celestial spheres and created everything, 
and that among all that exists, there is no God beside Him. 
This is Abraham the philosopher, anticipating Aristotle, using 
metaphysical argument to prove the existence of God. 
Three images of Abraham; three versions, perhaps, of what it is to 
be a Jew. The first sees Jews as iconoclasts, challenging the idols of 
the age. Even secular Jews who had cut themselves adrift from 
Judaism were among the most revolutionary modern thinkers, most 
famously Spinoza, Marx and Freud. Thorstein Veblen said in an 
essay on “the intellectual pre-eminence of Jews,” that the Jew 
becomes “a disturber of the intellectual peace . . . a wanderer in the 
intellectuals’ no-man’s-land, seeking another place to rest, farther 
along the road, somewhere over the horizon.” 
The second sees Jewish identity in terms of tzedek u-mishpat, a 
commitment to the just society. Albert Einstein spoke of the “almost 
fanatical love of justice” as one of “the features of the Jewish 
tradition which make me thank my stars that I belong to it.” 
The third reminds us that the Greek thinkers Theophrastus and 
Clearchus, disciples of Aristotle, speak of the Jews as a nation of 
philosophers. 
So these views are all true and profound. They share only one 
shortcoming. There is no evidence for them whatsoever in the 
Torah. Joshua speaks of Abraham’s father Terach as an idolater 
(Josh. 24:2), but this is not mentioned in Bereishit. The story of the 
palace in flames is perhaps based on Abraham’s challenge to God 
about the proposed destruction of Sodom and the cities of the plain: 
“Shall the judge of all the earth not do justice?” As for Abraham-
as-Aristotle, that is based on an ancient tradition that the Greek 
philosophers (especially Pythagoras) derived their wisdom from the 
Jews, but this too is nowhere hinted in the Torah. 
What then does the Torah say about Abraham? The answer is 
unexpected and very moving. Abraham was chosen simply to be a 
father. The “Av” in Avram/Avraham means “father”. In the only 
verse in which the Torah explains the choice of Abraham, it says: 
For I have chosen him, so that he will direct his children and his 

household after him to keep the way of the Lord by doing what is 
right and just, so that the Lord will bring about for Abraham what 
He has promised him.” (Gen. 18:19) 
The great scenes in Abraham’s life – waiting for a child, the birth 
of Ishmael, the tension between Sarah and Hagar, the birth of Isaac, 
and the binding – are all about his role as a father (next week I will 
write about the troubling episode of the binding). 
Judaism, more than any other faith, sees parenthood as the highest 
challenge of all. On the first day of Rosh Hashanah – the 
anniversary of creation – we read of two mothers, Sarah and Hannah 
and the births of their sons, as if to say: Every life is a universe. 
Therefore if you wish to understand the creation of the universe, 
think about the birth of a child. 
Abraham, the hero of faith, is simply a father. Stephen Hawking 
famously wrote at the end of A Brief History of Time that if we had 
a Unified Field Theory, a scientific “theory of everything”, we 
would “know the mind of God.” We believe otherwise. To know 
the mind of God we do not need theoretical physics. We simply 
need to know what it is to be a parent. The miracle of childbirth is 
as close as we come to understanding the-love-that-brings-new-life-
into-the-world that is God’s creativity. 
There is a fascinating passage in Yossi Klein Halevi’s book on 
Christians and Muslims in the land of Israel, At the Entrance to the 
Garden of Eden. Visiting a convent, he is told by a nun, Maria 
Teresa: 
“I watch the families who visit here on weekends. How the parents 
behave toward their children, speaking to them with patience and 
encouraging them to ask intelligent questions. It’s an example to the 
whole world. The strength of this people is the love of parents for 
their children. Not just the mothers but also the fathers. A Jewish 
child has two mothers.” 
Judaism takes what is natural and sanctifies it; what is physical and 
invests it with spirituality; what is elsewhere considered normal and 
sees it as a miracle. What Darwin saw as the urge to reproduce, what 
Richard Dawkins calls “the selfish gene”, is for Judaism high 
religious art, full of drama and beauty. Abraham the father, and 
Sarah the mother, are our enduring role models of parenthood as 
God’s gift and our highest vocation. 
1. Midrash Bereishit Rabbah 38:13 
2. Ibid., 39:1 
Beyond the Politics of Anger 
This is not politics as usual. The American Presidential election, the 
Brexit vote and the rise of extremism in the politics of the West are 
warnings of something larger, and the sooner we realise it, the 
better. What we are witnessing is the birth of a new politics of anger. 
It is potentially very dangerous indeed. 
No civilization lasts forever. The first sign of breakdown is that 
people stop trusting the ruling elite. They are seen as having failed 
to solve the major problems facing the nation. They are perceived 
as benefiting themselves, not the population as a whole. 
They are out of touch and surrounded by people like themselves. 
They have stopped listening to the grassroots. They underestimate 
the depth and breadth of popular anger. That happened in both 
Washington and Westminster. The governing class fail to see the 
blow coming. That is how the party of the status quo is defeated by 
the candidate of the angry party, however incoherent his or her 
policies actually are. 
Therein lies the danger because anger is a mood, not a strategy, and 
it can make things worse not better. Anger never solves problems, 
it merely inflames them. The danger down the road, as it has been 
throughout history, is the demand for authoritarian leadership, 
which is the beginning of the end of the free society. We shouldn’t 
forget Plato’s warning that democracy can end in tyranny. 
There is only one viable alternative. It is not a return to the status 
quo. It is bigger than traditional divisions between the parties. It is 
the creation of a new politics of hope. 
Hope is not optimism. It begins with a candid acknowledgment on 
all sides of how bad things actually are. Vast swathes of the 
population in Britain and America have not benefited from 
economic growth. They have seen their living standards fall, 
relatively and absolutely. They have watched while traditional jobs 
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have been outsourced to low wage economies, leaving once-
thriving industrial centres as demoralized wastelands. 
We need a new economics of capitalism with a human face. We 
have seen bankers and corporate executives behaving outrageously, 
awarding themselves vast payments while the human cost has been 
borne by those who can afford it least. We have heard free-market 
economics invoked as a mantra in total oblivion to the pain and loss 
that come with the global economy. We have acted as if markets 
can function without morals, international corporations without 
social responsibility, and economic systems without regard to their 
effect on the people left stranded by the shifting tide. We who are 
grandparents know only too well that life is harder for our children 
than it was for us, and for our grandchildren it will be harder still. 
We need to rebuild our social ecology. When a civilization is in 
good order it has institutions that provide support and hope in hard 
times. In the West these have traditionally been families and 
communities. Neither is in a good state throughout the West today. 
Their breakdown led two of the most important thinkers in America, 
Charles Murray on the right and Robert Putnam on the left, to argue 
that, for large sections of the population the American dream lies 
broken beyond repair. The sooner we abandon the politically correct 
but socially disastrous view that marriage is outmoded, the better. 
We need to recover a strong, inclusive sense of national identity if 
people are to feel that those in power care about the common good, 
not simply the interests of elites. The West is still suffering from the 
damage done by multiculturalism, living proof that the road to hell 
is paved with good intentions. Unless we can restore what George 
Orwell called patriotism as opposed to nationalism, we will see the 
rise of the far right, as is happening already in Europe. 
The religious voice is important also, and I say this not because I 
am religious but because historically the great faiths have given 
people a sense of dignity and worth that was not tied to what they 
earned or owned. When religion dies and consumerism takes its 
place, people are left with a culture that encourages them to buy 
things they don’t need with money they don’t have for a happiness 
that won’t last. It is a bad exchange and it will end in tears. 
All this is big and deep and serious, and it will need us to move 
beyond the confrontational politics and divisive zero-sum thinking 
that have so brutalized public debate. Anger is always a hazard of 
politics in ages of rapid change, but it has not always been as 
dangerous as it is now. The revolution in information technology 
has transformed the entire tone of global culture in the twenty-first 
century. Smartphones and the social media empower groups that 
might otherwise lack a collective voice. The Internet has a 
disinhibition effect that encourages indignation and spreads it like 
contagion. 
A politics of hope is within our reach. But to create it we will have 
to find ways of strengthening families and communities, building a 
culture of collective responsibility and insisting on an economics of 
the common good. This is no longer a matter of party politics. It is 
about the very viability of the freedom for which the West fought 
for so long and hard. We need to construct a compelling narrative 
of hope that speaks to all of us, not some of us, and the time to begin 
is now. 
(First published in The Daily Telegraph on Friday 11th November 2016.) 
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Rabbi A. Leib Scheinbaum 

Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Lech Lecha 
Hashem said to Avram, "Go for yourself from your land, from 
your relatives, and from your father's home. (12:1) 
Although the Torah relates the birth of Avraham Avinu at the end 
of Parashas Noach, we are introduced to the Patriarch in Parashas 
Lech Lecha. In Derech Hashem, the Maharal explains that 
originally the plan of Creation was that all human beings would 
share equally in fulfilling the Divine mission and that the Torah 
would be given to all mankind. Twenty generations of failure from 

Adam to Noach to Avraham precluded this reality from occurring. 
Thus, the title of Hashem's Chosen People was given to the nation 
that earned it: Avraham, followed by his progeny. They would 
receive the Torah; they would carry out its mitzvos and 
moral/ethical mandates; they would be the ones to lead the world 
community to perfection by serving as the example of how a human 
being should act; they would bring all people to accept Hashem's 
sovereignty. 
Avraham Avinu earned his position as Patriarch of our nation after 
passing the Asarah Nisyonos, Ten Trials, which not only proved his 
own personal greatness, but also demonstrated his unequivocal 
commitment and devotion to Hashem. How did Avraham achieve 
this status? How did he discover Hashem? Chazal teach that 
Avraham was three years old when he realized that the world had a 
Creator. Although he had been raised in a home steeped in idolatry, 
lived in an environment replete with idolaters, his own home a 
center for paganism, he analyzed the world and came to the 
realization that there had to be Someone, some entity, that not only 
created the world, but continues to guide every facet of it. All at the 
age of three, he discovered the greatest verity: the world has a 
Creator. All of this occured because he delved into the world around 
him. 
Do we delve into Creation? Do we try to understand Creation? In 
today's technology-filled world there is very little room for us to see 
Hashem, unless we are misbonein, delve into wisdom, try to 
understand. Horav Shraga Feivel Medlowitz, zl, once told his 
talmidim, students, that, in the large cities that have skyscrapers, 
these edifices cover up Hashem. The huge building conceals His 
Presence. What does this mean? Horav Moshe Aharon Stern, zl, 
explains that, when one is in a city in which every building was built 
by man, where one hardly sees grass, trees, mountains, hills, seas or 
rivers, which were all created by Hashem, one loses perspective on 
what is taking place in the world. A person must attempt to 
understand Creation. This is why we were given the power of binah, 
the ability to understand. 
Rav Shraga Feivel would quote the Kotzker Rebbe, zl, who said, 
"Hashem wrote a composition, which is the Torah. The explanation 
for the composition is the world. When the Zohar teaches that 
Hashem looked into the Torah and created the world, it means that 
the Torah is the blueprint for the creation of the world. 
Alternatively, since Hashem looked into the Torah and created the 
world, we may understand the Torah by looking at the world. 
Creation gives meaning to the Torah. Rav Shraga Feivel would 
recognize Hashem's ways from His creations. He was always so 
impressed with the glory of Creation and the beauty of the universe 
which are Hashem's handiwork. He saw Hashem's love for His 
creations by delving into the glory of the universe. 
Rav Moshe Aharon relates that a group of students of the Chafetz 
Chaim wanted to observe their revered rebbe on the manner in 
which he conducts himself. One Rosh Hashanah they made a point 
to observe him closely to see what this holy saint did on the holy 
day. He davened with the yeshivah and then went home to eat the 
meal. Following his meal, he took a walk outside. The students 
followed very carefully -- from a distance. He walked outside of the 
city and sat down to observe the scenery. At this point, the students 
"caught up" with him. They did not have to ask him why he was 
there. He was their mentor and, understandably, they wanted to 
learn from his every nuance. He explained that the Rambam says 
that, when one delves into Creation, he increases his love for 
Hashem. The Chafetz Chaim felt that he was deficient in this area. 
He could love Hashem more. Therefore, on Rosh Hashanah, he 
walked outside of the city to ponder the surrounding scenery, so that 
he could increase his love of Hashem. 
We are neither Rav Shraga Feivel nor the Chafetz Chaim. This, 
however, does not preclude our ability to ponder the beauty and 
sheer brilliance of the world around us. We see a technological 
marvel, and we are amazed at the genius of the man who created it. 
Do we stop to give Hashem the "credit" due Him? The person's 
genius is a gift from Hashem. The surgeon's skill is a gift from 
Hashem. Everything that we mortals achieve is a gift from Hashem. 
Yet, we tend to applaud the agent and ignore the Benefactor. 
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He proceeded on his journeys. (13:3) 
L'masaav, on his journeys, implies that Avraham Avinu took a 
specific, planned itinerary. It was not a haphazard trip. Chazal teach 
that our Patriarch lodged in the same places that hosted him on his 
original trip to Egypt. Our sages derive a lesson in mentchlichkeit, 
human decency, proper etiquette, from this idea. One should stick 
to his usual lodgings. There is no reason, --nor is it appropriate - to 
switch from one's customary lodgings unless he has suffered 
harassment and anguish there. Otherwise, he inadvertently gives the 
impression that he was displeased with his lodgings, which could 
cause a financial loss to his host, or he discredits himself by having 
people think he is a difficult guest to please. Alternatively, Rashi 
suggests that Avraham incurred charges during his original trip, 
relying on the good graces of the inn owners to extend credit to him. 
He now returned to pay his bills. The Baalei Mussar, Ethical 
Masters, add that, when he left Charan, Avraham was not yet 
wealthy. Thus, he chose the simple, economically correct, motels as 
a place of lodging. On his return trip, he was a wealthy man who 
could have stayed in a five star hotel. He did not waste his money 
on luxury. What was good for him earlier would suffice now. His 
bankbook might have grown, but he did not change. He found it 
necessary neither to compete with others nor to publicize his good 
fortune. 
Rashi's pshat, exposition, suggesting that Avraham returned to pay 
his credit bills, begs erudition. When Avraham left Charan, he was 
far from wealthy. He had not established himself in the world. For 
all intents and purposes, his financial portfolio was non-existent. 
Who would extend credit to him? True, he was a respectable, 
dignified person - in the Torah's barometer. In the pagan world that 
prevailed at the time, Avraham was a rabble-rouser, who claimed 
that idol worship was false worship, who stood up to the country's 
leadership and mocked them. Why would anybody trust him? 
Horav Aharon Walkin, zl, explains that the credit Avraham owed to 
people was not financial- it was ideological. They demanded an 
explanation, which he owed them and was now delivering, so that 
he could validate his earlier predicament. Avraham Avinu had 
proclaimed Hashem's Name throughout the world. He decried the 
fallaciousness of the idols, claiming that the only true G-d was 
Hashem. Great! So why was he compelled to leave as a result of the 
hunger? If G-d was so great, why was He not sustaining Avraham? 
Our Patriarch had listened to Hashem and reached out to the pagans. 
He took everything that he had and supported those in need. He did 
all this so that he could speak with them about Hashem. People 
listen more intently on a full stomach, especially if they did not pay 
for the food. Yet, despite all of Avraham's constant chesed, 
kindness, he was forced to leave due to the hunger. He was poor, 
without a morsel of food for himself. Is this the manner that a 
benevolent G-d treats His most loyal devotee? These were good 
questions - powerful questions, which demanded answers, which 
Avraham was not prepared to give - at this time. The people were 
not committed enough to understand. They would only scoff. 
On his return trip, Avraham was powerful. He had amassed great 
wealth. He was now an important, well-known and dignified 
person. After all, he had money. To these people, that is all that 
counted. With his return, he was intimating that we are all part of 
Hashem's Divine plan. Everything that He does is for our benefit. 
At times, we are afflicted; we are down; we have economic woes, 
but it is all part of a scenario that must play itself out. We must trust 
in Him and be patient. Our turn for success will evolve and be 
realized when we least expect it. We must trust and maintain our 
faith, not permitting setbacks to define or sully our life's 
perspective. In the eyes of the weak people of that generation, 
Avraham's plight represented a chillul Hashem, desecration of 
Hashem's Name. He now returned to correct it and show them the 
true glory of the Almighty. Patience and trust - and more patience. 
Horav Eliezer Sorotzkin, zl, offers a practical explanation about 
why Avraham returned to his original hosts. Let us face it, when 
Avraham left Charan, he had no money and less fame. Very few 
people were interested in extending themselves to him. Money talks 
and people listen. Only individuals with very acute hearing are able 
to apprehend the cries of the less fortunate. It was these kind-

hearted, decent people who opened their homes to Avraham. They 
knew he had no money, but they did not care. He was a human being 
who needed a place to rest his head, to have a warm meal. They 
were more than happy to accommodate him and offer their 
hospitality. Now, as Avraham, who had achieved great wealth and 
dignity, was returning, he did not ignore those who had cared for 
him when he had nothing. Unlike common practice, Avraham 
remembered those who had opened up their hearts to him when he 
had nothing. He did not forget the little shteibel, shul, that had 
welcomed him when he was but a poor refugee. He did not ignore 
the simple, well-meaning people who had reached out to him when 
he had nothing. He did not forget - and neither should we. 
And there was quarreling between the herdsmen of Avram's 
livestock and the herdsmen of Lot's livestock… so Avram said to 
Lot, "Please let there be no strife between me and you, and 
between my herdsmen and your herdsmen." (13:7, 8) 
Some people love to quarrel. It gives them something to do. Decent 
people, however, understand that strife is destructive, regardless of 
the motivation. If one is in a community, no matter the size, and a 
quarrel begins to ensue, he should distance himself from there as if 
from a contagious plague - because that is what quarrels lead to. At 
first, the Torah writes that a riv, quarrel, commenced between 
Avram's herdsmen and those of Lot. When Avram spoke to Lot, he 
referred to the quarrel as a merivah. Why the change in spelling? 
The Shlah Hakadosh explains that this is what usually evolves 
during a quarrel. At first, it is a riv, simple, small argument. With 
time, it becomes a full-blown merivah, with everyone taking a part 
in the "festivities." 
In his Emunah Sheleimah, Horav Tzvi Nakar, Shlita, relates the 
following incident, which took place in the beginning of the 
twentieth century. In one of Europe's large cities, there lived a 
distinguished Jewish family whose daughter had reached 
marriageable age. Being a wealthy family with access to most 
everything, her parents sought a spouse for her with whom she 
could carry on their family legacy of Torah and chesed. She was a 
lovely girl and deserved a fine ben Torah. The fact that she was 
wealthy did not hurt. Baruch Hashem, in a short time she met a 
wonderful ben Torah, and the two seemed to "hit it off" nicely. It 
became a shidduch, and the two became engaged to be married. The 
entire city, people from all walks of life, joined in the festivities, as 
the two young people prepared for the road to matrimony. 
Shortly before the wedding, the chassan, young man, asked to break 
the engagement. He was not prepared to marry this girl. Nothing 
could be done to change his mind. Apparently, he had heard lashon 
hora, slander, about his bride to be, which turned him off. There was 
nothing to say. He was not going through with the marriage. People 
in the public eye, who have accumulated wealth or have been 
fortunate in other areas, often become victims of sick people whose 
self-hatred provokes a jaundiced outlook on life in general and 
successful people in particular. The bride's family had fallen victim 
to one such individual or group whose only pleasure in life was to 
hurt and inflict damage on a family and an innocent young girl - 
whose only offense had been her family's success. 
Nothing lasts forever, even perpetuated evil. The young lady once 
again became engaged to a wonderful young man. The family 
prayed fervently that nothing would happen to this match. So far so 
good, and the young couple was married amidst great pomp. The 
festivities reflected the overwhelming joy experienced by the 
bride's family. In the back of their minds, the threat of slander still 
lurked, but they hoped that whoever had earlier hurt them was 
satisfied with the pain and havoc wrecked against them. With great 
trepidation, they hoped that the worst was behind them. 
Three days into Sheva Brachos, seven-day nuptial celebration, the 
chassan, groom, gave his wife a letter. She began to read, and, 
suddenly, her face turned white. By the time she had read the entire 
letter, her body was shaking with fright and anger. The letter, from 
beginning to end, was filled with slanderous lies about her. She 
looked at her husband, and, in a shaky voice, asked, "Do you see 
what this person has written about me? I? Since when have I been 
afflicted with a deadly, contagious disease? I am a member of the 
Maskillim, Enlightened Jews, who are for, the most part, apostates? 
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My moral compass is deficient, and I have had a number of unholy 
liaisons? Do you believe any of this?" She then calmed down and 
asked, "Why are you showing me this?" 
Surprisingly, her husband began to smile, "Absolutely not! This is 
the work of a deviant mind. Indeed, I received this letter a day 
before our wedding. I read the entire letter with a heavy heart. 
Nonetheless, I sincerely believed that this could not be true. After 
meeting you, I became certain that you have impeccable character, 
and this entire letter is a fabrication. I kept the letter, because I 
wanted you to see the terrible effect of slander. It can destroy an 
individual and shatter the lives of entire families." 
That marriage lasted for many years, as the two grew old together 
sharing in the incredible nachas of seeing their children, 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren all remain deeply committed 
to Torah and mitzvos. Their oldest son lived in an Eastern Europe 
community, in which a dispute broke out that affected the status quo 
of the community. People began to take sides, with slanderous 
accusations hurled by each side. This son, having been raised in a 
family whose legacy concerning the terrible effects of machlokes, 
controversy, was prominently drummed into the hearts and minds 
of its descendants, made a decision. Despite knowing that it would 
hurt him financially, he picked himself up and moved his family 
elsewhere. People questioned his sanity. A few years later, the 
Nazis arrived and wiped out the entire Jewish community; the 
community to which he had moved was not affected by the war. 
I always wondered what happened to the slanderer who had once 
foiled the girl's engagement and almost did the same to the next one. 
Was he punished? I realize now that his punishment was to live with 
himself! Obviously, he was a bitter, negative person, whose hatred 
for another Jew was so obsessive that it had destroyed him. 
One more story. I just saw a story quoted by Rabbi Sholom Smith, 
which he had heard from Horav Avraham Pam, zl, which shows 
how supposed frumkeit, misplaced religion, can play a role in 
stoking the fires of strife; how irrationality can take over a dispute, 
causing two parties, who are actually sane, thinking people, to act 
atypically. 
Radziner chassidim wear what they consider to be techeiles, Tzitzis 
with blue-dyed thread. Their Rebbe, Horav Gershon Chanoch 
Leiner, zl, had, in 1889, extracted it from a type of squid, called a 
cuttlefish, which he believed was the chalazon fish, the dye from 
which techeiles was derived. A number of Europe's distinguished 
rabbanim agreed with the Radziner's psak, while others did not. 
Thus, there were those who asserted that the mitzvah of wearing 
techeiles be revived, while others were in opposition. Thousands of 
Jews, many of whom were not Radziner chassidim, wore techeiles. 
Certainly, those who were Radziner chassidim wore techeiles. 
Discord is bad enough when one is alive, but in this case, it extended 
beyond this world. A Radziner chassid who lived in a small town 
died. His family insisted that he be buried in the Tallis that he wore 
during his lifetime (which is the prevalent custom). The Chevra 
Kaddisha, Jewish Burial Society, whose members did not ascribe to 
the Radziner chassidus, refused to bury the deceased with a Tallis 
of techeiles, claiming that it would be a disgrace to the other dead 
who were not buried with techeiles. The deceased's family 
countered that their father had worn techeiles during his lifetime; 
the other dead had not. 
A tremendous machlokes, controversy, broke out, with everyone 
taking sides. A machlokes brings out the worst in people, and it is 
common for those individuals who have very little involvement 
with the community to wake up suddenly and climb out of their self-
imposed holes, just to add to the fires of strife. It did not take long 
before news of this dispute reached the ears of the Chafetz Chaim. 
The sage refused to take a position and render his halachic 
perspective on the subject. He did, however, offer the following 
comment: "I do not understand. To protect the honor of the dead, 
scores of Jews are vilifying and pouring out venomous words 
against the living! Does this make sense?" 
And he trusted in Hashem, and He reckoned with it to him as 
righteous. (15:6) 
On a recent trip to an area, which was completely foreign to me, I 
was forced to rely totally on my GPS to guide me, literally every 

step of the way. I did not know when a turn was coming up, when I 
should just go straight. I was at the mercy of my GPS. As Jews, we, 
too, have a GPS system that guides us through life. It is called 
emunah, faith. Without emunah, we do not function; we are unable 
to function. It is our lodestar, our beacon of light, our guide which 
takes us by the hand and helps us navigate around and over the many 
obstacles and challenges that are present in our path. The Jew whose 
faith is deficient is in serious trouble. He not only does not know 
where he is going, he also does not know what to do when he arrives 
at his destination. Perhaps, the following vignette will elucidate this 
idea: 
Horav Yonasan Eibyshutz, zl, was walking on the street when he 
was met by the mayor of Prague. The mayor asked the Rav, "Where 
are you going?" Rav Yonasan replied, "I do not know." The mayor 
became enraged with this insolent answer. A man as distinguished 
as the city's Rav does not just walk around without purpose. 
Certainly, he knew where he was going. He called for his guards to 
incarcerate the Rav. This was life in the big city centuries ago. If a 
Jew offended a gentile, even if a gentile just perceived that the Jew 
was offending him, it was cause for serious repercussion; in this 
case, it was incarceration in the city's dungeon. 
After a few days passed, the mayor, who had heretofore been 
friendly with the Rav, had a change of heart. He summoned the 
guards and had them bring Rav Yonasan to him. When Rav 
Yonasan arrived, the mayor had his chains removed. After all, Rav 
Yonasan was not a common thief. He then asked him, "Rabbi, tell 
me, does a person walk and not know where he is going? Why did 
you respond so insolently to me?" 
The Rav replied, "If the mayor would have asked, 'where are you 
planning on going?' I would have responded, 'I plan on going to the 
bais hamedrash to learn.' Instead you asked me, 'Where are you 
going?' I thus replied, 'I do not know.' Veritably, that was the truth. 
I had planned on going to the bais hamedrash; instead, I ended up 
in prison!" 
This powerful response defines the life of a Jew. Do we really know 
where we are going? Do we have any idea where we will end up at 
the end of the day? We make plans - but do they materialize in 
accordance with our intentions? We must follow our GPS/emunah 
and rely on where Hashem Yisborach leads us, because that is 
where we are going - plans or not. 
Horav Mordechai, zl, m'Lechowitz, says, "Without Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu, one cannot cross the threshold of his house. With 
Hashem, one can split the sea." It is so true. Yet, we try to convince 
ourselves that we can do it alone. One does not discover Hashem by 
probing, but by believing. Indeed, as the well-known dictum goes, 
'For the believer, there are no questions; for the non-believer, there 
are no answers." To him who questions G-d, who has difficulty 
serving a G-d whose ways are incomprehensible, we respond with 
the words of the Kotzker Rebbe, "I would definitely not want to 
serve a G-d whose ways are compensable to the minds of human 
beings." 
While we may assume that Klal Yisrael is a nation of believers, 
whose emunah in Hashem is part of their "Jewishness"; at times, 
this emunah may be selective. We believe when it is convenient, 
and when it is not, we find an excuse to justify our indifference. We 
believe in Hashem when we have exhausted all other beliefs; after 
we have seen how ineffective they are, we then turn back to 
Hashem. One should believe in Hashem first and all the way 
through, even when life appears bleak. We believe that if the results 
differ from our hopes, it is Hashem's decree, and it is for the best. 
There is also limited belief. Horav Bunim, zl, m'Peshischa, asks 
how, on Motzoei Yom Kippur, after a complete day of fasting and 
intense prayer, we recite in Shemoneh Esrai the prayer, Selach lanu 
Avinu ki chatanu, "Forgive us our Father, for we have sinned!" 
When did we have the opportunity to sin? All day long was spent 
in prayer. Immediately following Neilah, the closing prayer of Yom 
Kippur, we commence with Maariv. When did we have the 
opportunity to sin? What are we asking Hashem to forgive? 
The Rebbe explains that we ask forgiveness for our lack of belief 
that Hashem really forgave us. The fellow feels that he is still the 
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same sinner that he was before Yom Kippur. We believe in Hashem, 
but we do not believe that Hashem 
believes in us! To believe in Hashem is to believe totally in Him, to 
give ourselves over to Him with complete trust and faith. We do not 
limit our belief. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
V'Shimcha kadosh. And Your Name is holy. 
Obviously, if Hashem is holy, everything connected to Him, such 
as His Name, is also holy. How do we understand the concept of 
Hashem's Name? Horav S. R. Hirsch, zl, explains that the word 
shem, name, is related to sham, which means "there." Thus, in the 
realm of the mind, by naming and defining something, we give it an 
identity and put it in its proper place. A name designates the 
placement of the entity that it names. Hashem's Names are the way 
through which we know Him. While the human mind can have no 
conception of Hashem's essence, we can learn about Him through 
His Name. 
Horav Shimon Schwab, zl, quotes the Zohar Hakadosh, which says, 
"The entire Torah is comprised of Hashem's Names." This means 
that every word in the Torah is another shem, another revelation of 
Hashem. The Torah's lessons are Hashem's Names. We learn about 
Hashem from His deeds, from Creation, from history. Since what 
Hashem does is endless, when we study His deeds and recognize 
that it is all a "drop" of His true greatness. By declaring that 
Hashem's Name is holy, we are affirming that everything that He 
does is the essence of perfection, since holiness is perfection, and 
His Names are His deeds. 
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Haftorah 
Parshas Lech Lecha - Yeshaya 40:27 
This week's haftorah teaches us never to despair or feel abandoned. 
The Prophet Yeshaya opens with sharp words of rebuke to the 
Jewish people for their shameful attitude regarding Hashem's 
concern for them. He asks, "Why does Yaakov say, 'My path is 
concealed from Hashem and my judgment alludes Him?'" 
This desperate plea is based on the tight control the nations exercise 
over the Jewish people during their seemingly endless years of 
exile. They exclaim in bewilderment, "If Hashem really cares how 
could He allow the world to continue on its present course!? Where 
is the Jewish nation's reward for their perseverance throughout the 
ages? Why doesn't Hashem respond to the nations' cruelty and 
deliver them their well deserved catastrophic blows?" These 
emphatic cries reflect the Jewish people's deep-seeded feelings of 
pain and anguish during their difficult moments in exile. 
Yet, this similar perspective is shared by the mighty powers of the 
world who perceive themselves in total control. They see Hashem 
as aloof from His world and incapable -Heaven forbid - of 
interfering with their vicious hatred towards His devout children. In 
this week's haftorah, Hashem responds to the Jewish nation's plea 
and calls the world's mighty powers to task. Hashem engages them 
in heavy dialogue and invites them to defend their audacious 
position about Him. Hashem says, "Be silent distant nations and 
mighty powers recharge yourselves. Draw near and speak; come 
together for judgment. Who inspired the (dweller) of the east to 
proclaim My righteousness with his every step; delivered nations 
into his hands and gave him the control over the kings? Who 
transformed dirt into his sword and chaff into his bow? ... It is I, 
Hashem, who declares the generations from the beginning. I am the 
first and will remain with the final ones." (41: 1,2,4) 

The Sages explain that the "dweller of the east" here refers to our 
patriarch Avrohom Avinu. (Breishis Rabba 43:3) In this moving 
dialogue Yeshaya reveals to us the secret behind Avrohom Avinu's 
success. In truth, Hashem was responsible for this total turnabout of 
an entire world. Hashem inspired this lone soul, Avrohom to reject 
the universally accepted practice of paganism that had distorted the 
view of every known human being on earth. Hashem kindled the 
fire within Avrohom Avinu to educate the entire world about their 
perversions. Hashem, likewise, protected Avrohom Avinu against 
every attempt to thwart his sacred undertaking of preaching the 
unpopular to the masses. And Hashem assisted Avrohom Avinu in 
his miraculous war against the four mighty kings that resulted in 
Hashem's universal acceptance by all leading world powers. (See 
Breishis Rabba 42:3; Rashi Lech Lecha 14:17) 
The above words send a powerful message to all regarding 
Hashem's active concern for the world and its affairs. Historically 
speaking, Avrohom Avinu's generation could have brought anyone 
to total despair. The entire world - save a hidden pocket of Shemites 
- had no clue of Hashem's existence and were engaged in aggressive 
idolatry. Yet, even during those times, Hashem controlled His 
world and ministered its spiritual development. In response to this 
tremendous spiritual decline Hashem designed from the outset for 
Avrohom Avinu to be born in that dark era. Hashem armed 
Avrohom Avinu with an incredible mind to oppose an totally 
misguided generation and launch a single-handed campaign in the 
belief in the one, true Hashem. In fact, Meiri teaches us that through 
lectures, writings and personal example Avrohom Avinu convinced 
most of the world's population to believe in Hashem. (Intro to Avos) 
This incredible accomplishment, against all odds, displays 
Hashem's interest and in volvement in His world. Hashem secured 
the world's direction by planting Avrohom Avinu - the greatest of 
all thinkers- in the generation most needy of him. 
This remarkable upheaval serves as perfect testimony to Hashem's 
ability and involvement. The fact that one lone soul convinced an 
entire generation to abandon its previous beliefs speaks for itself. 
The shocking phenomena that Avrohom was not executed for his 
beliefs but was instead miraculously spared and victorious against 
the mightiest powers tells the complete story. Obviously, Hashem 
controls the world and is constantly leading it to its necessary 
perfection. Consequently one must conclude that even the nations' 
control over Hashem's people only happens with His permission. 
With these words Yeshaya addressed the Jewish people and 
emphatically declared Hashem's concern for them. When Hashem 
appears to be removed from them this can only result from their 
wrongdoings. Ramchal teaches us that, in truth, Hashem is involved 
at all times in leading the world to perfection. Overtly, Hashem 
operates the world through the system of reward and punishment 
allowing for free will, good and bad. This general policy leaves 
room for one to perceive that Hashem is not involved in His world. 
He permits evil to reign in untold proportions and allows His dearest 
to suffer for their most minute of transgressions. True reward and 
punishment is reserved for afterlife and only faint traces of 
Hashem's response can be discerned during one's lifetime. Yet, 
irrespective of all the above Hashem is secretly leading His world 
to its fulfillment. Working under cover, Hashem is perpetually 
involved in directing all world events in preparation for the final 
day of redemption. (see the Knowing Heart section 48) 
Avrohom Avinu's era is a perfect example of this. On the surface, 
the world was as far away from its purpose as one could fathom. 
Civilization already experienced partial and total destruction during 
the days of Enosh and the devastating flood. The world's population 
was forced to separate and disperse in response to their rebellious 
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attempt to build the tower of Babel. Yet despite all the above 
humanity did not learn its lesson and was totally absorbed in the 
ugly practices of idolatry. This was the world's record within the 
system of free will, good and bad, reward and punishment. 
However, Hashem conducts His world with a second system of 
sovereignty wherein He directs the world to its ultimate purpose. 
According to the time tables of this system the time had arrived for 
Hashem's truths to illuminate the world. The Sages explain that 
Hashem's original plan of creation called for six thousand years of 
existence divided into three equal segments. The first of them 
allowed the world to remain spiritually void, the second demanded 
the dissemination of the Torah's truths and the final segment was 
designated for the years of Mashiach. (see Mesichta Avoda Zara 9a) 
Prior to Avrohom Avinu, the first segment was drawing to a close 
with practically no trace of Torah ideals or people to personify 
Hashem's truths and ethical lessons. The sad reality was that not one 
person existed who could be entrusted with the sacred task of 
furthering the world's spiritual development. 
Suddenly, out of nowhere emerged the perfect candidate. Avrohom 
Avinu, born to a family of idolators discovered the truth of Hashem 
and developed into the pillar of the world. His contagious and 
uncontrollable love for his newly discovered Creator inspired 
everyone who came within his midst to sign up to the program. 
Within a span of fifty years there was not a person in the world who 
had not heard of Avrohom Avinu and his principles of faith. 
In addition to Avrohom's personal lessons Hashem extended these 
truths through miracles and revelations revolving around Avrohom 
Avinu. Until this point Hashem's overt involvement in this world 
was limited to severe punitive responses to mankind's wrongs. 
Avrohom Avinu, however, merited Hashem's constant protection 
manifested through open tangible miracles. These experiences 
convinced the world of Hashem's existence and involvement and 
eventually led them to crown Avrohom as the prince of Hashem. 
Avrohom Avinu's story is perfect testimony to Hashem's system of 
sovereignty. During those days one could never have imagined how 
the world would shape up. Virtually no one was on the proper path 
or even reflected interest in getting there. Yet, Hashem's system of 
sovereignty called for the world's accelerated upswing. Immediate 
action needed to transpire with a relentless commitment to the 
furtherance of truth. The answer came within the system of free will 
and the world was privileged to the shining beacon of Avrohom 
Avinu. Hashem inspired, guided and protected Avrohom Avinu 
throughout his struggle until the world was eventually pointed in 
the direction of perfection. 
The Prophet Yeshaya reminds the Jewish people that their path is 
never concealed from Hashem. The world is constantly moving 
towards its ultimate purpose with the Jewish people playing the lead 
role in this development. Hashem spares no effort in accomplishing 
His goal and, as we learn from Avrohom Avinu's era, steps in and 
guides the entire world towards its necessary spiritual climax. 
This timely insight is so apropos for our times. The rapid moral 
decline in our times coupled with mass rejection of the practice of 
Judaism are certainly significant factors for despair. The descending 
direction of the world's population through secularism and 
immorality projects its ultimate detachment from Hashem. 
However, Hashem declares that He never loses sight of His world 
and His people. He secured Avrohom Avinu's appearance in his 
appropriate time and inspired him to lead his nearly insurmountable 
campaign. In this same vein Hashem secured the salvation of His 
world through the eventual arrival of Mashiach. Hashem pledged to 
send the world an individual of Davidic descent wiser than Shlomo 
Hamelech blessed with a similar prophetic level to that of Moshe 

Rabbeinu. Mashiach, like Avrohom Avinu, will totally devote 
himself to Torah and Mitzvos, educate and inspire all Jewish people 
in the Torah's ways and fight the wars of Hashem. (see Rambam 
Hilchos M'lochim 2:4 an d Hilchos Tshuva 9"2) Hashem never 
forsook His world or people and secured their spiritual perfection 
since the beginning of time. Mashiach's successful campaign, like 
Avrohom Avinu's, will eventually educate the entire world and 
bring them to the true recognition of Hashem in its fullest capacity. 
May we merit to witness this speedily in our days. 
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Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
Ten generations have passed since Noach. Man has descended 
spiritually. In the year 1948 from Creation, Avram is born. By 
observing the world, Avram comes to recognize G-ds existence, and 
thus merits that G-d appear to him. At the beginning of this weeks 
Torah portion G-d tells Avram to leave his land, his relatives and 
his father's house and travel to an unknown land where G-d will 
make him into a great nation. Avram leaves, taking with him his 
wife Sarai, his nephew Lot, their servants, and those whom they 
converted to faith in G-d. When they reach the land of Canaan, G-
d appears to Avram and tells him that this is the land that He will 
give to his descendants. A famine ensues and Avram is forced to 
relocate to Egypt to find food. Realizing that his wife's beauty could 
cause his death at the hand of the Egyptians, Avram asks her to say 
that she is his sister. Sarai is taken to Pharaoh, but G-d afflicts 
Pharaoh and his court with severe plagues and she is released 
unmolested. Avram returns to Eretz Yisrael (Canaan) with much 
wealth given to him by the Egyptians. During a quarrel over grazing 
rights between their shepherds, Avram decides to part ways with his 
nephew Lot. Lot chooses to live in the rich but corrupt city of 
Sodom in the fertile plain of the Jordan. A war breaks out between 
the kings of the region and Sodom is defeated. Lot is taken captive. 
Together with a handful of his converts, Avram rescues Lot, 
miraculously overpowering vastly superior forces, but Avram 
demurs from accepting any of the spoils of the battle. In a prophetic 
covenant, G-d reveals to Avram that his offspring will be exiled to 
a strange land where they will be oppressed for 400 years, after 
which they will emerge with great wealth and return to Eretz 
Yisrael, their irrevocable inheritance. Sarai is barren and gives 
Hagar, her Egyptian hand-maiden, to Avram in the hope that she 
will provide them with a child. Hagar becomes arrogant when she 
discovers that she is pregnant. Sarai deals harshly with her, and 
Hagar flees. On the instruction of an angel, Hagar returns to Avram, 
and gives birth to Yishmael. The weekly portion concludes with G-
d commanding Avram to circumcise himself and his offspring 
throughout the generations as a Divine covenant. G-d changes 
Avrams name to Avraham, and Sarais name to Sarah. G-d promises 
Avraham a son, Yitzchak, despite Avraham being ninety-nine years 
old and Sarah ninety. On that day, Avraham circumcises himself, 
Yishmael and all his household. 
Insights 
You’ll Always Be My Baby 
“...he (Avram) armed his disciples who were born in his house...” 
(14-14) 
However many the grey hairs that appear on the heads of our 
offspring, or however many the lines that appear on their faces, they 
will never cease to be our “babies.” 
Obviously the relationship of a parent to a child traverses many 
phases. You can’t compare diapering your son to discussing with 
him a moot point in Jewish law, but there is always an unchanging 
fixed point in that relationship. 
And maybe that fact should teach something: Bringing up children 
doesn’t end at their Bar or Bat Mitzvah. It doesn’t end when they 
get engaged or married. It’s a lifetime duty to be there for them. 
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And as they grow and mature, so do their needs become more 
sophisticated. 
“...he (Avram) armed his disciples who were born in his house...” 
Rashi comments that “his disciples” refers to Eliezer, whom 
Avraham initiated into the performance of mitzvot. The concept of 
chinuch (often translated as “education”) implies the initiation of a 
person or, for that matter, a tool or implement, into the service that 
it will eventually continue to fulfill as – says Rashi - “in the case of 
the chinuch of children.” 
If a father teaches his son Torah in his younger years, but doesn’t 
give sufficient care to his son’s continuing development as a Torah 
Jew, that cannot really be called chinuch. 
It’s clear from Rashi that we can only say that we have truly 
‘educated’ our children if they continue to fulfill the instruction they 
received in their early years. 
Source: based on Rabbi Meir Shapira of Lublin in Mayana Shel 
Torah 
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Torah MiTzion 
Lech Lecha 
We tend to take things for granted, not realizing that every good thing 
has its roots in some good act which preceded it and every bad thing is 
a result of some bad act which caused it. For example, when we see that 
some woman was privileged to have a son who is a great Torah scholar, 
we may be envious and wish that our children would be the same. 
However, we should realize that this woman, or, perhaps, her husband, 
must have done something great in order to deserve such a special child. 
Perhaps by emulating their acts, we can merit similar reward in this 
world and in the World-to-Come. 
In this week's parashah, we learn that our Patriarch Avraham was very 
concerned that there be no strife between him and his nephew Lot. 
"And there was quarreling between the herdsmen of Avram's livestock 
and the herdsmen of Lot's livestock …So Avram said to Lot - 'Please 
let there be no strife between me and you, and between my herdsmen 
and your herdsmen, for we are kinsmen'" (Bereishis 13:7-8). The Torah 
wants peace and harmony among us and commands us to try our utmost 
to avoid conflict and disunity. Often that is quite difficult to accomplish 
but one who overcomes all obstacles will be blessed profusely. Indeed, 
the Talmud (Chulin 89a) declares that the very world exists in the merit 
of one who controls himself and is silent during times of quarrel. 
The following inspiring story should serve as a good lesson for all of 
us. 
Most of us were born in the Technological Age and witness, practically 
day by day, as more and more devices are developed to make the 
complexities of life easier and easier to deal with. But some of us 
remember how our parents, or grandparents, had to struggle with 
challenges which today are as simple as pressing a button. For example, 
automatic washers and dryers make laundry day a cinch. But it was 
once a formidable task which took at least a full day of tiring labor. 
When it was all over, the housewife needed and deserved a good rest. 
But not always was she granted that respite. In a Jewish neighborhood 
in Europe, about ninety years ago, a woman spent many hours doing 
her laundry. Actually, there was not really that much to do, since she 
and her husband had not yet been blessed with a child, although they 
had been married for many years. But whatever there was had to be 
washed and scrubbed by hand, and that was no easy task by any means. 
Finally, when the clothes were spotlessly clean, the young woman tied 
two long ropes from one end of the courtyard to the other and hung her 
wash upon them. It was no easy job for a woman to do and she was 
grateful that she only had to do it once a week. 
Suddenly, to her horror, she was attacked by her downstairs neighbor 
who decided, for some unknown reason, that the laundry disturbed her 
freedom to walk through the courtyard which they both shared with 
other neighbors. It did not take long for her to decide to take matters 
into her own hands. Rather than discuss her complaint with her 
neighbor, she simply took a pair of scissors and cut the two ropes, 
bringing all of the clean laundry tumbling down into the mud. 
The shocked housewife wanted to pour out her wrath upon the 
insensitive, wicked neighbor but she decided to overpower the burning 

sensation growing within her and avoid squabbling at all costs. She 
silently gathered all of her clothes, washed them all a second time, and 
found some corner where she could hang them up to dry without 
anyone even imagining that they were being disturbed by them in any 
way. 
That evening, when her husband came home from the Beis Midrash 
(study hall where people learn Torah), the exhausted housewife, who 
was still quite unnerved, wanted to tell him what had transpired earlier 
that day. But once again she decided to make a super-human effort to 
control her natural instincts and did not let her Yetzer Hara (Evil 
Inclination) persuade her to speak lashon hara (slander) against another 
Jewish woman; even one who had caused her so much unnecessary 
anguish. She did not say a word about the incident and kept her pain to 
herself. 
Later that night, a frantic knock was heard at their door. The housewife 
opened it up and was startled to meet her wicked neighbor face to face, 
and expected to hear some more of her groundless complaints. Much 
to her surprise, the neighbor began to cry and begged her to forgive her 
for the thoughtless act she had performed that morning. "I have already 
received my just punishment," she explained. "My young son suddenly 
came down with a very high fever, and I realize that I am the cause of 
it. Please forgive me with all your heart and I will never do anything 
like that again," she pleaded. 
The righteous woman did not take revenge nor did she even take the 
opportunity to reprimand her neighbor who, probably, had done many 
other things to disturb her. She forgave her from the depths of her heart 
and soul and even wished a speedy recovery to the sick child. 
One year later, this wonderful woman was privileged to give birth to a 
remarkable son; one who lights up the world with his ingenious Torah 
knowledge. He was none other than the Posek Hador (the Halachic 
Authority of the generation): Hagaon Harav Yosef Shalom Eliashiv, 
zt”l! 
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Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Lech-Lecha 5777 - D'var Torah 
G-d said to Abram… "Go for yourself… to the land that I will show 
you… and you shall be a blessing" (12:1-2). 
That is G-d's first recorded communication with Abraham. Abraham 
had already turned his back on Ur, his home city. He and his family 
migrated to Haran (11:31), a town located on the route between Ur, the 
Land of Canaan, and Egypt. 
Rashi comments that G-d's command to Abraham was for Abraham's 
own benefit. Based on his interpretation of the text (to 12:2), G-d 
implied to Abraham that unless he moved again, he would neither have 
children nor would his teachings have an impact on society. 
The Sforno interprets the words "Go for yourself" to mean "go and do 
what you are here to do". Go to the specific part of Canaan which I will 
reveal to you in due course, avnd where I will provide further guidance. 
The Kli Yakar presents Lech-Lecha in a more mystical framework, 
based on Midrash Bereishit Rabba 14:8. This source brings a tradition 
that when G-d formed Adam out of soil from the ground (2:7) it was 
from the earth of Mount Moriah itself. That soil was spiritually linked 
to Beth El, to the north of Jerusalem (B.R. 69:7, see also Rashi to Gen. 
28:17). "Go for yourself" means to the specific part of Canaan that is 
connected with your intrinsic being. "Go for yourself" actually means 
"go to yourself". Go to the very soil where your essence as a human 
being originated. Indeed, it was near the spiritually-connected Beth El 
that Abraham was to build a place of worship and connect with G-d by 
calling on Him by name (12:8). 
For Abraham's connection with the creation of Man lay in his own 
uniqueness. In contrast to his idolatrous ancestors (Josh. 24:2), 
Abraham initiated the Creation towards a new, higher level. He did 
more than recognize G-d; he encouraged others to live in harmony with 
Him (18:19, see also Rashi to 12:5). He thus raised service to G-d and 
the Creation from the work of individuals to the work of communities, 
and towards connecting the Creation back to the Creator. For it was 
through the seeds planted by Abraham that the key to living in harmony 
with the Creator and the Creation would eventually be revealed through 
the Torah and through nevua (prophecy). 
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Thus Lech-Lecha means to go to yourself, to the soil where your 
essence comes from. To what in due course will be the part of Eretz 
Yisrael where the Divine Presence is strongest. Through Abraham, it is 
designed to be the place where that essence of creation will flourish, 
and spiritually and socially raise the whole of mankind with it. 
As Isaiah emphasized: "Those who seek G-d: Look to… the hollow of 
the pit from where you were dug; look to Abraham your forefather" 
(Isaiah 51:1-2). 
Parashat Lech-Lecha (Haftara) 5777 
Do not fear, O worm - Jacob, O men of Israel! I shall be your Helper, 
says G-d; and your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel (Isaiah 41:14). 
Guided Tour… 
Like the previous two weeks, the Haftara is taken from later chapters 
of the Book of Isaiah. Isaiah was a navi: an individual who personally 
received the word of G-d and conveyed it to the people. Isaiah himself 
lived at around 720 BCE. That was when both the kingdoms of Israel 
and Judah were going through spiritual and moral decline. In 
consequence, his earlier prophesies - messages directly from G-d - 
foresaw the exiles of both the northern Kingdom of Israel (which took 
place in his lifetime), and ultimately the southern Kingdom of Judah. 
The Book of Isaiah also contains deeply inspiring words of 
encouragement, applying to both the Israelites and the world at large. 
It repeatedly stresses, as seen in this Haftara, that the Israelite exiles 
and Divine punishments suffered will be temporary, and that G-d will 
eventually redeem His people and settle them permanently in His land. 
This Haftara is a continuation of that read on Shabbat Nachamu 
(Haftara of Parashat Va-etchanan) - which together are words of 
comfort to Israel for the trauma of the Babylonian exile (from before 
586 BCE) that was about to come to an end with its defeat by Cyrus, 
King of Persia. During this period of turmoil in the latter part of the 
exile, the Jews would have been caught in a most dangerous position 
between the Babylonians and their Persian attackers - each one likely 
to accuse them of being an ally of the other. The Haftara encourages 
the Jews to maintain their optimistic spirit and faith even in the face of 
their own trauma of being on foreign soil during such a dangerous 
period. "He gives strength to the weary, He gives abundant might to the 
powerless." (40:29) 
In fact Cyrus did become the great power of the region after defeating 
the Babylonian Empire in 539 BCE, and allowed to Jews to return to 
the Holy Land (Chronicles II 36:23). Historians point out that this also 
applied to other captured nations, and some contend that Cyrus' 
declaration was not so much humanitarian as pragmatic: by letting the 
disaffected foreigners return to their lands of origin, he would turn them 
into useful friends and informers keeping him in touch with events in 
his far-flung empire. 
D'var Torah 
Why, in the heading, does the Book of Isaiah refer to Israel as 'worm - 
Jacob'? Few words are more pejorative that 'worm'. 
Rashi and Metzudat David understand that word to refer to the Jew's 
strength and weaknesses. Their strength does not lie in their physical 
strength and warfare, but in their connection with G-d through prayer - 
through their mouths. Metzudat David compares the quiet, but effective 
power of the worm gnawing through wood, to that of Jew's quiet, but 
effective power of prayer in obtaining His support. 
However, other creatures go through life silently, unobtrusively, and 
yet effectively. Why did the Prophet compare the Jews to a worm, 
rather than some to some other more aesthetic member of the animal 
kingdom? 
A suggestion lies in a more careful look at the place the worm occupies 
in natural life. 
Many worms play an important role in soil ecology. By being 
continually loosened, stirred up, and aerated by the action of 
earthworms, soil is made more fertile and drainage is improved. They 
usually live in the upper layers of the soil, but in winter they descend 
more deeply to escape frost. During unusually hot weather they also 
penetrate downward to avoid dehydration. Such worms shun daylight 
but frequently come to the surface of the soil at night to feed and to 
deposit their casts, improving soil fertility. 
This is the implied message of the Prophet: the Jews in exile are indeed 
comparable to the worm. When their conduct - in all fields - promotes 
the values and traditions revealed to them through the Torah, they make 

their host society all the better. Indeed, history shows many countries 
that had been culturally, professionally, and financially enriched 
through their Jewish communities. Like the worm with the soil, they 
made their 'host society' 'more fertile'. 
There are times when, like in the war between Babylon and Persia, the 
Jews are best out of sight: in that case, to prevent being caught in 
between two very powerful empires in a campaign that is nothing to do 
with them. The Prophet urges that the Jews should be like the worm - 
'penetrate the soil deeply and continue their good work down there'. In 
such a situation they should 'shun daylight' - keeping a high profile, as 
physically they are too weak to survive when things inevitably go 
wrong. Instead 'work at night' - by keeping a low profile… 
Indeed, even when not in exile, G-d did not express His Power to Elijah 
in wind, earthquake, or fire, but through 'the still small voice' (Kings I 
19:13). And today great deeds are achieved not through pomp and 
ceremony, but through 'the still small voice' - exemplified by the 
'mouth' of the 'worm' - the humble people… as the following story 
illustrates: 
Old Man Haimson… hardly seemed like the hero type. But heroes… 
are not limited to battlefields and stages. They can flourish in even the 
unlikely setting of a half-empty shul on Simchat Torah eve. This is a 
shul in a dying section, and a petty man has gained leadership of the 
few minyanim of Jews who had not yet moved away. Atta Hareita had 
been sold, and its buyer gave the president the privilege of honors of 
saying the verses that launch an evening of Torah celebration. The 
crowd was small enough for each man to recite a pasuk (verse), but 
petty men will seek to settle scores at even such a moment of spiritual 
elevation. Berel, the unfortunate family-less friendless schlimazel, 
rubbed the president the wrong way. So he was bypassed. The slight 
was not lost upon the small congregation, but who had time for 
demanding justice when the … hakafot were about to begin? Well, Old 
Man Haimson, who appeared to be the last man in the world to even be 
aware of what's going on, suddenly came up with a request that Atta 
Hareita should be sold for a second time. What shul president would 
pass up an opportunity to effortlessly gain a few more dollars for the 
congregation's depleted treasury? Old Man Haimson won the bidding 
with a respectable sum and asked the president to honor Berel with the 
very first pasuk. (Weinbach M, in Wolpin N: Seasons of the Soul, p.48). 
As the Talmud recalls: 
Joseph told his father, R. Joshua b. Levi, about his vision of the World 
to Come as he momentarily stood on the threshold of death: 
"I saw a topsy-truvy world. This who are on top in this world are lowly 
up there, while those on the bottom here are on the top up there." 
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Series may be viewed on the Shema Yisrael web-site: http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/solomon/archives/archives.htm This article is provided as part of Shema 
Yisrael Torah Network Permission is granted to redistribute electronically or on paper, provided that this notice is included intact. For information on subscriptions, 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Lech Lecha 5777 - “The Road Home” 
Rabbi Noach Weinberg zt’l, the legendary founder and Rosh Yeshiva 
of Aish HaTorah, related(1): “Years ago my father taught me the 
Mishna in Avos which states, “In a place where there is no man, strive 
to be a man.” In 1966 I opened a yeshiva for kiruv. People would point 
at me and say, ‘There goes Noach the crack pot, the meshuganah. He 
thinks he can teach Torah to secular Jews. At that time the concept was 
so foreign. 
“Before I opened the yeshiva I went to speak with Rabbi Lazer Yudel 
Finkel zt’l, the Rosh Yeshiva of the Mirrer Yeshiva in Yerushalayim. 
It was common courtesy to ask his permission to start a new yeshiva in 
Yerushalayim. When he asked me what I wanted to accomplish, I 
explained that I wanted to teach chilonim (secular Jews) the beauty of 
Torah. We had a lively debate with him explaining why they would 
never be interested and me countering with arguments of how it could 
be accomplished. Finally he said, “I understand what you want to do. 
You want to make a factory that produces Baa’lei Teshuva. Du bist 
meshiguh givurin(2)!” I replied, “Rebbe, the Torah states, “Torah 
tzeevah lanu Moshe miorasha kehillas Ya’akov – The Torah was 
commanded to us by Moshe; an inheritance to the congregation of 
Ya’akov.” On that verse the gemara states, “Don’t read it miorasha (an 
inheritance) but miorasa (betrothed).” If I introduce a secular Jew to his 
fiancé will he walk away from me?” 
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“He looked at me and said, “If you really believe that, you’ll succeed”.” 
“G-d said to Avram, ‘Go for yourself from your land, from your 
relatives, and from your father’s house to the land that I will show 
you… Avram took his wife Sarai and Lot, his brother’s son, and all 
their wealth that they had amassed, and the souls they made in 
Charan…” 
Rashi explains that “the souls they made in Charan” refers to their many 
disciples whom they had converted to faith in G-d. Avrohom converted 
the men and Sarah converted the women. 
The sefer Cheshbon Hanefesh writes that Avrohom is analogous to the 
Acadia tree. The Acadia has many branches that grow in all directions, 
those branches keep growing until they reach the ground. Those 
branches then root themselves in the ground and become offshoots of 
the original tree. Thus from one Acadia tree a whole forest can 
eventually grow. So too, Avrohom (as well as Yitzchok and Yaakov) 
were like the original sources from which branched new wellsprings of 
faith, that in turn were able to develop students of their own. 
In a similar vein Ramchal(3) writes that it’s incumbent upon every 
person to constantly contemplate what the Patriarchs accomplished, 
and what it is that G-d desired about them. It is man’s responsibility to 
live for others, to assist those in his surrounding, and to be a source of 
blessing. 
Rabbi Moshe Scheinerman(4) notes that at the beginning of the parsha 
there is repeated mention of the word “nefesh – souls” in regards to 
Avrohom. “In parshas Noach the masses were referred to as “basar – 
flesh”(5). Due to their inferior character traits and crass unethical 
behavior they did not achieve a nobler encomium than flesh, which 
conceals their blood and limbs. That was the generation which 
ultimately was destroyed in the flood. But Avrohom and Sarah 
understood and valued the individual greatness of every person. They 
saw each person as a noble soul with tremendous ability and potential. 
It was that perspective which drew so many close to them, and enabled 
them to teach so many about the truth of G-d. Avorhom’s influence was 
so profound that when the wicked King of Sodom came to bargain with 
him even he referred to his subjects in that fashion, “Give me the souls 
and take the possession for yourself(6).” 
However, at times we feel that we are not worthy to teach others. We 
feel that it is not becoming for people like ourselves to assert ourselves 
to teach others when we have not perfected ourselves. After all, does 
the gemara not say, “Adorn yourself and then adorn others”? 
At one of the first meetings of the newly formed Agudas Yisroel 
organization, the elderly Chofetz Chaim addressed the assemblage 
about every person’s obligation to teach others, to his family, in his 
city, and in his community. Every person must give of himself with 
whatever talent and ability he possesses. 
Later during the afternoon, the Chofetz Chaim surprisingly requested 
to speak again. He explained that during the break he was told that 
people were commenting that his words were directed at the rabbis and 
others scholars who have the ability to influence and teach others. But 
the majority of people cannot teach others before they have perfected 
themselves. To counter that argument the Chofetz Chaim related the 
following parable: 
There were a simple Jew named Mushka who was appointed to oversee 
all of the houses and fields that belonged to the Poritz. On one occasion 
the Poritz came to visit Mushka and Mushka served him a glass of tea. 
The Poritz noticed that half the cup was filled with tea while the rest 
was filled with sand. 
The Poritz shouted at the Jew full of rage, “What is this? How dare you 
serve me a glass of tea that has sand in it?” Mushka sighed, “What can 
I do your honor? That is how the water flows from the pipes in our 
city.” “Perhaps”, replied the Poritz, “but you still can purify the water 
by straining the sand.” Mushka promised to do so in the future and the 
Poritz bid him farewell. 
Sometime later, the Poritz heard that a massive fire had broken out in 
his city, and no one was putting it out. The Poritz immediately raced to 
the city to investigate. He headed straight to Mushka’s home where he 
found him straining buckets full of water. “You fool!” roared the Poritz, 
“When you are drinking tea the water must be pure. But to put out a 
fire you grab any water you can and try to douse the flames as quickly 
as possible.” 

The Chofetz Chaim explained that there was indeed a time when the 
community was holy and only the greatest scholars and most righteous 
people could teach and influence others. But sadly, in our time there 
are spiritual fires raging in the street. We cannot wait until the water is 
pure and unsullied. We must grab whatever water we have and use it to 
douse the flame. Every Jew, on whatever level he/she is on, has to use 
his own capabilities to help extinguish the evil flames that burn all 
around us. 
Rabbi Weinberg concluded the interview with these words: 
“We cannot fail; the Almighty is with us. We have a Torah that is 
beautiful beyond compare. We just have to present it the right away. 
We have a people who are thirsty for meaning, for truth, who are 
idealists in every way… they want truth and meaning. We have to do 
our job. We cannot fail if we do our effort. 
I pray(7), “Almighty I know You care about this more than I do, and I 
know You want me to succeed. I know that if You help me we can 
change the whole world. I know You want to help me, and I know I just 
have to want it enough. Please help me, help me to want it, to feel this 
pain the way You feel it. So that you can help me do it!”” 
“The souls they made in Charan” 
Rabbi Dani Staum, LMSW, Rabbi, Kehillat New Hempstead., 
ebbe/Guidance Counselor – ASHAR, Principal – Ohr Naftoli- New 
Windsor 
1. The quotes from Rabbi Weinberg are taken from interviews on the 
video “Inspired Too” 
2. “You’re crazy!” 
3. Derech Eitz Chaim 
4. Ohel Moshe 
5. e.g. (6:12) “for all flesh had become corrupt” 
6. 14:21 
7. In response to the question, “When you pray to G-d, what do you say 
to G-d?” 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Lech Lecha 
10 MarCheshvan 5777/ November 11, 2016 
Mr. Irwin Cohen, writes a column in the Jewish Press, entitled “The 
Baseball Insider”. In one article, he related a personal experience from 
October 8, 1956. At the time, he was a ninth grader at Detroit’s Yeshiva 
Beth Yehudah. That day was Game Five of the World Series between 
the Brooklyn Dodgers and the New York Yankees. The series was tied 
2-2. 
Sal Maglie, a 39-year-old veteran who had a 13-6 record and 2.89 ERA 
during the 1956 season, was pitching for the Dodgers. Don Larsen, 27, 
who hadn’t lasted through the second inning of Game Two, was 
pitching for the Yankees. 
During the yeshiva lunch break, Cohen made his way to the nearby gas 
station, where he saw all of the attendants huddled around the radio. 
The unthinkable had happened – the unlikely Don Larson had pitched 
a Perfect Game, not one Dodger had reached base the entire game. No 
one before and no one since to date has ever pitched a Perfect Game in 
the Post Season. 
Cohen relates that he ran back to yeshiva and met his rebbe in the 
hallway. His rebbe asked him who won the game. When he replied that 
the Yankees won, and Larson had pitched a perfect game, his rebbe 
slapped him across the face, wagged his finger towards him and said 
“Don’t lie!” 
When he reminded his rebbe of the incident years later, the rebbe would 
chuckle and reply, “Would you believe me if I told you Larsen pitched 
a perfect game?” 
On Erev Succos a few weeks ago, I was hanging up decorations in our 
succah together with our (almost) Bas Mitzvah daughter, Aviva. As she 
was stapling a poster depicting the seven Ushpizin, Aviva asked me 
why it is specifically those seven – Avrohom, Yitzchok, Yaakov, 
Moshe, Aharon, Yosef, and Dovid – who have the distinction of being 
the Ushpizin whose “spirit” joins us in the succah each night of the 
Yom Tov. 
Just a few hours earlier, I had seen an explanation from Rabbi Gamliel 
Rabinowitz shlita, in his sefer, Tiv HaSuccos. Rabbi Gamliel explains 
that each of the seven Ushpizin – known in kabbalah as the “Sheva 
Roim – seven Shepherds of Klal Yisroel”, experienced tremendous 
challenges during their lifetimes. As there is no person who doesn’t 
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experience significant challenges in life, I assume Rabbi Gamliel 
means that the challenges they faced had national ramifications for Klal 
Yisroel. Avrohom passed ten major tests, Yitzchok allowed himself to 
be offered on the akeidah, Yaakov dealt with challenges of Eisav, 
Lavan, Dinah, and Yosef, Moshe dealt with the ongoing tribulations of 
leadership, Aharon was together with Moshe, and also encountered the 
loss of his two holy sons, Yosef had to traverse the incredible test of 
temptation with the wife of his master, and he had to deal with familial 
rejection and isolation, finally Dovid’s whole life was challenge after 
challenge – internally and externally. 
On Yom Kippur, in a certain sense, we all pitch “a perfect game”. We 
spend the day immersed in spiritual pursuits, committing ourselves to 
growth and improvement, and seeking to rectify the follies and 
iniquities we have committed. 
But we do not, and cannot, live our lives on that lofty Yom Kippur 
level. Yom Kippur comes to and end and regular life resumes. The 
holiday of Succos gives us an extra infusion of spirituality to help us 
maintain all that we have gained during the Days of Awe. What greater 
chizuk could there be than from the seven supreme leaders of our 
nation, whose greatness was only achieved through overcoming 
challenges and vicissitudes. 
And when the holiday of Succos concludes, we spend the dark months 
of winter reminding ourselves of the lessons of those Seven Shepherds, 
each week through the Torah reading (Two of the haftoras in Bereishis 
are about Dovid Hamelech). 
It’s not perfection that we seek, but slow and steady growth, 
overcoming daily challenges, and never settling on who/what we can 
become. 
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, R’ Dani and Chani Staum 
 

Rav Moshe Twersky ZT”L HY”D - OU 

Vayigdal Moshe 
ֶזר (טו:ב) ֶׂשק ֱאִליֶעֽ י ֖הּוא ַּדֶּמ֥ ֶׁשק ֵּביִת֔ י ּוֶבן־ֶמ֣ ֑ י הֹוֵל֣ ֲעִרירִ י ְוָאֹנִכ֖  ַמה־ִּתֶּתן־ִל֔
When Avraham Avinu is describing his plight that he has no 
children, he says, "I am going barren and the custodian of my home 
is Damesek Eliezer." Why is Eliezer mentioned here? We 
encountered Eliezer previously in the war against the four kings. 
There he was described as "chanichav" of Avraham Avinu, 
equivalent to 318. Chazal refer to him as a sagacious servant, one 
who exercised dominion over the Torah instruction of his master. 
Here, where Avraham is bemoaning his barren state, we are told of 
his city of native origin, Damesek. Why? 
The answer to this question is based on the statement of the Gaon 
regarding that which Chazal say, "Kol ha’melamed es ben chaveiro 
Torah k'ilu yelado, one who teachers another’s child Torah, it is as 
if he gave birth to him." The Gaon says that this is not merely a 
metaphor. Rather it is a real birth; not a physical birth, but a spiritual 
birth. A spiritual birth that parallels biological birth. 
Regarding physical birth, Chazal teach us that there are three 
partners in every child that is born: Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu, the 
child’s father, and the child’s mother. Chazal further delineate the 
respective input of these three partners. The father and mother 
provide the various physical components - the infrastructure - and 
Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu provides, “ruach u’neshamah dei'ah binah 
v’haskeil, spirit and soul, knowledge, understanding, and 
intellectual achievement." 
Teaching Torah is the spiritual equivalent of birth. Teaching Torah 
can create spiritual offspring. What role, we may ask, is given to the 
partner, to Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu, in spiritual birth? 
The obvious answer is that there is a parallel between the two. In 
teaching Torah, there are also two components. The words of Torah 
themselves, what we call gufei Torah, are transmitted by the Rebbi 
to the Talmid. Then there's the nishmas chaim, the inner living soul 
of the words of Torah. The ruchaniyus of the ruchaniyus. Just as in 
the human being there is the spiritual life-force within the physical 
structure; so too, the spiritual words of Torah must have an inner, 
spiritual component. Their own living soul. This is the “knowledge, 
understanding, and intellectual achievement” that give vitality to 
the words of Torah. 
The Rebbi gives of himself to the Talmid. He transmits to his talmid 
his Torah; his perception and comprehension. Ha’Kadosh Baruch 

Hu, who is partnered in the teaching, gives each talmid his own 
“knowledge, understanding, and intellectual achievement”, his own 
living soul. In every successful transmission of Torah, there exists 
a corollary of the "Torah tzivah lanu Moshe" from the Rebbi, and 
the “mi’pi ha’Gevurah”, the contribution of the partner, Ha’Kadosh 
Baruch Hu. 
The Gemara in Chagigah says, "words of Torah are fruitful and 
multiply." A talmid learns and receives Torah from the Rebbi in 
accordance with the comprehension of that Rebbi. The talmid then 
applies his own creativity to Torah, developing his own nuances and 
insights. Each talmid chacham has his own particular way of 
viewing a given topic. Divrei Torah are fruitful and multiply when 
a talmid chacham uses his power of understanding in extrapolating 
new concepts and principals from that which he has already learned. 
Divrei Torah are fruitful and multiply when we see the 
materialization of the knowledge and understanding that is 
bestowed by Hashem. 
We can conclude, then, when is a talmid a true spiritual offspring 
of his Rebbi? It depends on whether Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu was a 
partner in the teaching, in the transmission of Torah. If we see that 
the talmid has achieved his own unique portion in Torah, that the 
divrei Torah are alive with vitality within him - that to his words of 
Torah he applied knowledge, wisdom, and intellectual achievement 
- it must be that Ha’Kadosh Baruch Hu was, as it were, a partner in 
the process and there was a complete process of a spiritual birth. 
Chazal tell us that Damesek is an acronym for “doleh u’mashkeh 
mi’toras rabo, he draws and waters from the teachings of his 
master.” Eliezer drew fresh waters of Torah from the wellsprings of 
Avraham Avinu. The Rambam writes in Hilchos Avodah Zarah that 
Avraham Avinu had tens of thousands of talmidim. Eliezer was at 
the helm of all those Yeshivos Kollelim and other Torah 
institutions. He must have delivered an impeccable review of 
Avraham Avinu’s shiurim. 
However, he was merely drawing the water and pouring it further. 
Water that goes into a pail emerges unchanged. In Eliezer, the 
words of Torah were not in a state of being fruitful and multiplying. 
For whatever reason, there was no nishmas chaim in his Torah. This 
is why Avraham Avinu mentions Eliezer in this context, and 
specifically refers to him as Damesek Eliezer. He was bemoaning 
the fact that he had neither biological progeny nor spiritual offspring 
either. He was barren in the full sense of the word. 
(Audio recording, available here 
http://nermichoel.org/index/shiur/speaker/rabbi-
twersky/title/dinner) 
 ותן טל ומטר
On Rosh Chodesh during the winter, what is the halacha if someone 
forgot to say v’sein tal u’matar, and when he repeated Shmoneh 
Esrei, he forgot yaaleh v’yavo? 
In Brachos (26b) there is a machlokes Rishonim brought down in 
Tosafos and the Rosh regarding someone who forgot to say yaaleh 
v’yavo in Mincha of Rosh Chodesh, and only realized after 
nightfall. By then, it was no longer Rosh Chodesh. One shitah holds 
that there is no reason to daven a teffilas tashlumin (a make-up 
Shmoneh Esrei which immediately follows the one he is currently 
davening), because what will he gain by doing that? The whole 
reason he needs to daven again is in order to get the missed yaaleh 
v’yavo, and he is not going to get that since tashlumin is always the 
same Shmoneh Esrei as that of the current teffilah. The other shitah, 
though, says that having missed yaaleh v’yavo is as if he did not 
daven, and he must daven a teffilas tashlumin to make up for that 
lost teffilah. 
The first shitah holds that missing yaaleh v’yavo is not as if you 
didn’t daven. Yaaleh v’yavo, according to the first shitah, was not 
enacted as an inherent part of the Shmoneh Esrei; rather, it is a 
separate obligation of b’chol yom v’yom tein lo mei’ein birchosav 
– a requirement to mention mei’ein ha’meorah, the specialness of 
that particular day. 
To sharpen the point, consider the following question. In general, 
when one has to daven again because of forgetting yaaleh v’yavo, 
is he allowed to eat before davening again? The answer is that it 
depends if he is considered to have already davened or not. 
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According to the first shitah, it makes sense to say that he is allowed 
to eat since he davened already, just he has a chiyuv to daven again 
in order to facilitate the recitation of yaaleh v’yavo. Whereas 
according to the second shitah that it is as if he has not davened, 
then the issur of lo sochlu al ha’dahm should still apply. 
Another nafkah minah that sharpens the point: when someone 
forgot yaaleh v’yavo, are all the brachos of his first Shmoneh Esrei 
l’vatalah? According to the first shitah no, and according to the 
second shitah yes. There is a maaseh that Rav Meir Soloveitchik 
once forgot yaaleh v’yavo on Shabbos. His father, the Brisker Rav 
said to him, “Nu, so now you have another seven brachos towards 
your meiah brachos.” Such “offhanded” comments from the Brisker 
Rav contained hilchesah gevirtah. What he meant is this, that the 
brachos are not l’vatalah (like the first shitah); although there is a 
chiyuv to daven again in order to be able to say yaaleh v’yavo, it 
doesn’t mean that the first teffilah was not a teffilah, it was. 
It would seem, then, that the above case of someone who forgot 
v’sein tal u’matar the first time around and yaaleh v’yavo the 
second time around, is going to be subject to this machlokes. 
According to the second opinion, he will for sure have to daven a 
third time – since each time he missed something which is l’ikuvah 
it is as if he did not daven; and according to the first opinion he 
should not have to daven again since he already fulfilled his 
obligation of mei’ein ha’meorah in the first Shmoneh Esrei, and 
now, in the second one he said v’sein tal u’matar. 
However, that is not so pashut. 
In Chiddushei Ha’Grach (stencils) it says that someone who forgot 
v’sein tal u’matar in Mincha of Erev Shabbos – and only realized 
his mistake after nightfall – must daven two Maariv’s. Why? Harei, 
according to the first shitah in Tosafos we should ostensibly say, 
“What does he stand to gain?! He is now holding by Maariv of 
Shabbos in which there is no v’sein tal u’matar, so his tashlumin 
will not make up for what he lost?! The reasoning that Reb Chaim 
gives is, “because he was meshaneh mi’matbeiah sheh’tavu 
Chachamim.” In other words, v’sein tal u’matar is not an extraneous 
hazkarah, it was enacted as an essential part of the actual Shmoneh 
Esrei. Therefore, when one forgets v’sein tal u’matar, his 
requirement to re-daven Shmoneh Esrei is not just in order to be 
able to say the hazkarah of tal u’matar; rather, it is the din teffilah 
itself that requires him to daven again. This is in contrast to yaaleh 
v’yavo which the first shitah holds is not part of the teffilah itself, 
but just and added hazkarah of mei’ein ha’meorah. 
That being the case, one could posit that everyone would agree that 
in the aforementioned scenario (of forgetting tal u’matar the first 
time around and yaaleh v’yavo the second time around) that he has 
to daven a third time since the context in which he said yaaleh 
v’yavo the first time around was deficient. 
However, there is room to argue that even according to Reb Chaim, 
he does not have to daven a third time (according to the first shitah). 
How is that? It is as follows. What is the halacha if someone forgot 
v’sein tal u’matar in Bareich Aleinu and remembered in the middle 
of Shma Koleinu? The din is that he says the bakasha of v’sein tal 
u’matar right there in Shma Koleinu! Now, what if he forgot the 
entire bracha of Bareich Aleinu – or any other bracha for that matter 
– can he make it up in Shma Koleinu? For sure not! There is no 
question that if someone omitted a bracha, he has thereby ruined the 
Shmoneh Esrei and it cannot be “fixed” by inserting it into Shma 
Koleinu. A Shmoneh Esrei has to be a Shmoneh Esrei, and without 
all the brachos, it simply isn’t. What we see, then, from the fact that 
v’sein tal u’matar can be made up in Shma Koleinu, is that the 
omission of v’sein tal u’matar from Bareich Aleinu does not make 
it as if you are now missing that bracha. The bracha is still in place, 
just you still have a chiyuv to say v’sein tal u’matar. 
What could come out, then, is that what Reb Chaim means is that 
when one omits v’sein tal u’matar (completely), the requirement to 
daven again is because he does not have a kiyum of teffilah, he did 
not fulfill his obligation of davening a proper Shmoneh Esrei. 
However, it could nevertheless be that it was still in fact a cheftzah 
of teffilah; the Shmoneh Esrei that he davened did not become null 
and void, and therefore may well be a valid enough of a context in 

which he could fulfill his obligation of mei’ein ha’meorah of yaaleh 
v’yavo. 
(Audio recording, available here: http://nermichoel.org/index/shiur/category/sefer-beraishis/subcategory/lech-
lecha/speaker/rabbi-twersky/title/v'sein) 
To receive these Divrei Torah directly to your inbox, or to make a 
dedication, please email vayigdalmoshe@vayigdalmoshe.com 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

That Is What It Is 
There is a great mantra that is repeated very often in Israeli society that 
basically states “That is what it is.” Basically it is a stoic observation of the 
never-ending problems, challenges, disappointments and frustrations of 
life. Many if not even most of these issues are far beyond one’s ability to 
change or influence. That fact many times serves to make those problems 
and frustrations even more maddening. 
We long to feel that we are in control of our lives and destinies but we 
innately realize that this, in the main, is untrue – a false assessment of our 
abilities and of life’s circumstances. We realize that acceptance of life’s 
situations and difficulties are a necessary trait if one is to be able to be 
productive and vital. We cannot be King Canute, raging against the sea and 
hoping somehow to accomplish much thereby. 
Yet, governments and individuals spend enormous amounts of time and 
resources in attempting to fix the unfixable. We have made great strides at 
lengthening the span of lives in this past century yet we are always aware 
that eventual mortality awaits us all. Judaism is not a pessimistic faith. It 
does not limit or denigrate human ingenuity, accomplishment, potential or 
achievement. Yet it is not a faith that offers easy salvation and freedom 
from human toil and difficulties. It is this sense of the realities of human 
existence that allows people to say ‘that is what it is’ and move on with life. 
There was once a senator from the state of New York, upon surveying the 
debris of wrecked family life, crime and societal and educational 
dysfunction, directly or indirectly caused by massive governmental welfare 
programs meant to help the poor, who said that the issues involved could 
benefit from a period of “benign neglect.” 
He was roundly chastised for this comment by the media and his fellow 
senators. Yet fifty years later in spite of massive funding, a bloated 
bureaucracy and countless new laws and regulations, all intended to help, 
the situation regarding welfare and the underclass of American society has 
gotten worse and not better. Every piece of legislation and/or governmental 
regulation automatically brings with it unintended consequences. 
And, after fifty years of unintended consequences one should not be 
surprised that the situation has so deteriorated that many now despair of 
helping it at all. A recent survey taken here in Israel reveals that almost 
seventy percent of all laws passed by the Knesset over the last sixty years 
are either ignored by the governmental authorities themselves or are simply 
not enforced and are irrelevant to daily Israeli life. 
Jews are supreme practitioners of the idea of benign neglect. It has stood 
us in good stead over our long and difficult history. Judaism has high 
expectations of human beings. It does not have unrealistic expectations. It 
takes into account human shortcomings and societal difficulties and it does 
not strive to eliminate them. Rather, it provides a program and a way of life 
as to how to live with the situation for that is what it is. 
Is peace – true peace, not cold peace – ever to be attainable with our Arab 
neighbors? We certainly hope so but the near term prospects for achieving 
it are pretty dim. So we have to be prepared for all of the difficulties that 
the current conflict has imposed upon us. There will be daily attempts to 
kill Jews and our security forces will have to continue to do their utmost to 
foil those murderous attempts. 
That is the environment we live in and it is foolish to think that there is any 
new brilliant plan or ingenious compromise lurking somewhere that will 
magically change the reality of our situation. The Oslo agreements proved 
the danger of being seduced by unrealistic expectations and ignoring 
human nature. If after seventy years of United Nations enmity and 
discrimination against Israel and the Jewish people, only fools would have 
expressed surprise at the latest UNESCO decision regarding the connection 
between Jerusalem, the Temple Mount and the Jewish people. 
We have to continue to treasure and visit the Western Wall and build 
Jerusalem with all of its beauty and holiness. Because, that is what it is and 
it would be unthinkable for us to act differently. Changing reality is often 
tilting at windmills. Dealing with reality, squarely and honestly, is a 
necessity in Jewish national and personal life. And that, my friends, is what 
it is. Shabbat shalom, Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Lech Lecha 
Our father Avraham is an inveterate wanderer. For a great deal of his 
life he is a traveller, always an immigrant in a new and alien society. 
Though he is recognized and respected as being a prince of God and a 
special person, an asset to any society in which he chooses to dwell, he 
still remains the eternal “outsider.” He constantly hears, reverberating 
in his mind, God’s original instruction to him to go forth, to travel to a 
destination that is as yet unknown to him. 
In spreading the message and idea of monotheism throughout the 
world, his mission drives him to journey. He is not a nomad in any 
sense of that word, for he has a purpose and a goal and his journeys are 
a means to achieve his end. But being a traveller automatically shapes 
his life and is itself one of the major challenges that he faces in his 
lifetime. 
In this respect, he is the accurate forerunner of the fate that will befall 
the Jewish people, his beloved descendants, throughout its long and 
difficult history. The Jewish people have wandered the face of this earth 
and have brought blessing and enriching achievement to every society 
it visited and settled in. Yet, again like their father Avraham, the Jews 
remained “outsiders” even though they were part of a particular society 
for centuries and felt themselves comfortable and perfectly integrated. 
In fact, and in inexplicable irony, the more integrated they were in a 
society, history shows us, the stronger was the reaction to treat them as 
“outsiders.” And many times in our history this has ended very badly 
for all concerned. 
Part of the lesson of the life of Avraham is that Jews must at one and 
the same time be a part – a loyal and contributing part – of the general 
society where they reside and somehow remain distinct, unique and 
special. Again, as history has shown us, this is no easy task, not for any 
individual, let alone for an entire group of people numbering in the 
millions. Bilaam, the intellectual champion of the non-Jewish world, 
would wonder in amazement that Israel “dwells alone and is not 
reckoned with the other nations of the world” and yet it plays such a 
dominant and disproportionate role in the affairs of the general world 
society. 
In this it mirrors accurately the life and role of Avraham during his long 
and productive lifetime. To be the “outsider” and yet to be the cog that 
drives the engine of progress in civilization is one of the greatest 
achievements of the Jewish people over the ages. The non-Jewish world 
begrudgingly realizes this but, as in the case of Abraham and his 
society, this in no way softens their attitude or behavior towards the 
Jewish society and nation. 
Whether there is anything that we can do to improve this situation is a 
difficult question to answer. But, as in the case of Avraham, our task is 
to persevere and remain constant to our goals, mission and eventual 
destination. Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Lech Lecha: Solidarity or Separation? 
What is a family to do when one member abandons its norms and 
traditions? This problem has confounded families since the beginning 
of time. How does a family handle its prodigal son, or sons? 
Curiously, the term “prodigal son” is associated in the popular 
consciousness with a wayward son who is welcomed back into the 
family hearth. This association is based upon a story found in the 
Christian Bible. However, the word “prodigal” originates in the old 
French prodigere, which means “to drive forth or away,” not to 
“welcome or bring close.” 
Entire societies, even nations, have historically been confronted with 
this problem. How are internal schisms to be dealt with? The choice is 
clear. One can attempt to retain solidarity by keeping the rebellious 
group in the fold. Although much is to be gained by such an approach 
there are risks. The group challenging the status quo is likely to 

influence others, eventually diluting their commitment and 
endangering time-honored beliefs and practices 
The alternative is rejection. Expel the dissidents from group 
membership and demarcate them as “outside the camp.” Let them go 
their own way. This approach aims to maintain the status quo and hopes 
to insulate the “loyal” from ideological “contamination.” 
The Jewish people have faced this dilemma numerous times in our 
history. Moses himself had to deal with contentious subgroups that “left 
the camp,” one even retreating to Egypt. 
Much more recently, but already a century and a half ago, the rise of 
the Reform movement in Central Europe posed this very dilemma to 
the Orthodox communities there. Two great rabbinic figures, Rabbi 
Samson Raphael Hirsch of Frankfurt and Rabbi Seligmann Baer 
Bamberger of Wurtzburg feuded heatedly over this issue. Should the 
Orthodox community take advantage of the Austrittsgesetz of 1876 and 
secede from the general Jewish community, now dominated by the 
reformers, or should unity be preserved, at almost any cost? 
In our own times, young Orthodox rabbinical students face this 
dilemma. Should they pursue positions in traditional synagogues, 
thereby protecting self and family from exposure to those ignorant of 
or hostile to Orthodox religious ideals? Or, connect to those with 
lifestyles and ideologies antithetical to their own in the interests of 
Jewish unity? Should they thus follow the approach of the kiruv 
(outreach) movement, but thereby possibly compromise their own faith 
commitments and risk the religious development of their families? 
A verse in this week’s Torah portion, Parshat Lech Lecha (Genesis, 
12:1-17:27) provides us with food for further thought about this critical 
question. In this week’s parsha, we learn of the very first schism in 
Jewish history, one which occurred in the family of the patriarch 
Abraham. 
From the time we were first introduced to him in last week’s Torah 
portion Abraham’s name has been linked with that of his nephew, Lot. 
They travel together to Canaan. A dispute ensues between Abraham’s 
shepherds and Lot’s shepherds, leading to a separation between the 
two. We then read: 
“And the Lord said to Abram, after Lot had parted from him, ‘Raise 
your eyes and look out from where you are, to the North and South, the 
East and West, for I give all the land that you see to you and your 
offspring forever.'” (Genesis 13:14-15) 
Rashi focuses upon the first several words of this passage. He notes that 
the Almighty postponed speaking with Abram and did not notify him 
of a most magnificent promise until after Lot parted from him. From 
Rashi’s perspective, Abraham’s long association with Lot was 
displeasing to the Almighty. Only after he had rid himself of Lot was 
the Almighty willing to directly address Abraham again. Rashi clearly 
endorses the separationist approach to the dilemma we have been 
discussing. 
But not all rabbinic authorities agree with Rashi. Note the dispute 
between two Talmudic sages recorded in Midrash Rabbah on our verse: 
“Rabbi Yehudah says, the Lord was angry with our father Abraham 
when he permitted Lot, his dear nephew, to separate from him. The 
Holy One, Blessed Be He said, ‘He tolerates everyone, and his own 
brother Lot he cannot tolerate?’ Rabbi Nehemiah disagreed, and said, 
the Lord was angry with our father Abraham when he permitted Lot to 
join him in the first place. The Holy One, Blessed Be He said, ‘I 
promised you that I would give this land to your own children, and yet 
you go and join with your nephew Lot, as if you intend to bequeath the 
land to him!'” 
Rashi apparently sides with Rabbi Nehemiah in this dispute. For them, 
Abraham was acting meritoriously when he allowed Lot to depart from 
him. His association with Lot brought upon him nothing less than 
God’s own wrath. Rabbi Yehudah, on the other hand, forcefully 
represents the totally opposite view. Abraham should have done all that 
he could to prevent Lot’s departure. Separatism is not the way to go. 
Unity and solidarity must be preserved. For Rabbi Yehudah, 
Abraham’s ability to reach out to others was his greatest strength, and 
he displeases God when he does not use that ability to reach out to his 
own kin. 
This dispute between these scholars of old is preserved for us by the 
Midrash for good reason. There is no simple answer to the dilemma of 
solidarity versus separatism. There are times and circumstances which 
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require the strength of resolve advocated by Rashi, in the footsteps of 
Rabbi Nehemiah. But there are other times, and different 
circumstances, which require the outreach approach that Abraham 
epitomized by his life example. 
Personally, I find it helpful to reflect upon the end of the story. 
Abraham and Lot do separate in the passage we have been studying. 
But Abraham does not abandon Lot. As the narrative develops, we learn 
that Abraham came to Lot’s rescue and engaged in battle in order to 
redeem him from captivity. 
Much later on in the Biblical narrative, we learn of Lot’s grandson 
Moab, whose descendant Ruth rejoined Abraham’s descendants. That 
ultimate reunion culminated in the birth of King David, Ruth’s great-
grandson and the forebear of the Messiah. It would seem, then, that 
whereas separation is sometimes unavoidable and even necessary, it is 
solidarity and unity that hasten the arrival of the Messiah. 
 
Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Straighter than Straight 
Avram took Sarai his wife and Lot his brother’s son, and all their 
possessions that they had acquired, and the souls they had 
acquired in Charan . . . (Bereishis 12:5) 
The issue of yashrus, personal integrity, spoken about last week, is 
more fundamental than many think. It is really the goal of character 
development and Tikun Olam—World Rectification. The world 
exists because of it, and is destroyed when there is a great lack of it. 
In fact, Noach was probably saved because of his yashrus. The Ohr 
HaChaim says, at the end of Parashas Bereishis, in explaining the 
concept of “chayn,” that there are some things that man does that 
matter more than others to God. These are the things that really give 
man “chayn” in the eyes of his Creator. 
Of course, God doesn’t tell us what those things are. If He did, we 
would end up focusing only on those matters and ignore other lesser 
but also important issues and acts. For example, some people focus 
on certain areas of learning which seem most important, but at the 
cost of others which are also important, and at times, even more 
important. 
Besides, we’re the ones who are supposed to figure out what matters 
most to God. It’s part of learning how to think like God, which 
learning Torah is supposed to make possible. As Rashi explains, 
Noach learned Torah so he was able to come to understand what 
God values most, achieve it to whatever degree he could, and earn 
chayn in the eyes of God as a result. Noach may not have been the 
most yashar person in history, but in such a crooked generation, his 
yashrus went a long way. 
This is what the Talmud means to teach when it says that anyone 
who has yiras Hashem—fear of God—must, by definition, exhibit 
chayn as well (Succah 49b). There is something about integrity, 
which is a strict commitment to truth, God’s truth, that earns the 
respect of others. Even in a place as corrupt as Egypt, Yosef’s 
adherence to the truth gave him chayn in the eyes of all those who 
knew him. 
This is when, as the verse states, a tzaddik becomes the 
“foundation” of the world (Mishlei 10:25). The world literally 
exists because of him, because of his yashrus, without which God 
loses interest in man and destroys the world. 
Though Noach had yashrus, it was Avraham who WAS yashrus 
itself. This is why the Talmud says that Sefer Bereishis is called 
“Sefer HaYashar,” literally the “Book of the Upright,” because of 
the Avos (Avodah Zarah 25a). It was Avraham, not Noach, who 
recognized the reality of God at age 3. It was Avraham, not Noach, 
who broke idols and tried to convince others to do the same. It was 
Avraham, and not Noach, who was prepared to burn to death rather 
than to submit to the threats of the evil king of his day. 
This, of course, begs the question. If Avraham was so yashar, why 
did he move to Egypt because their was a famine in the land. 
According to the Ramban, he should have stayed and trusted in God 
for his sustenance. Did God bring him all the way to Eretz Yisroel 
just to force him out again? This is why, the Ramban says, the 
Jewish people had to later go down into Egyptian exile. It was 
because of Avraham’s “sin.” 

Furthermore, if Avraham was so yashar, how could he lie first to 
Pharaoh, and later to Avimelech, about his wife just to save his own 
life? Wouldn’t the yashar thing have been to keep to the truth and 
trust God for the results? Yashrus goes out the window once a 
person finds wiggle-room to escape negative consequences. That is 
the very basis of most sins. 
What about Ya’akov Avinu, who is even called “Ish Emes,” the 
“Man of Truth”? He deceived his father to take a blessing intended 
for Eisav! Even if his mother commanded him to do it, it was still 
his father he had to deceive, a halachic problem for sure. Where was 
the “emes” in that? 
It had to be somewhere, because we never stopped calling Ya’akov 
Avinu “Ish Emes.” Other than the Ramban, no one faults Avraham 
for going to Egypt because of the famine in Canaan, and cite other 
reasons for the future Egyptian exile. In fact, it may have been 
Avraham’s initiative that paved the way for Jewish survival in 
Egypt later on in history. As Rashi explains in this week’s parsha, 
Avraham was constantly doing things in his time to spiritually assist 
his descendants in the future. 
We also see in both instances that God did not take exception with 
Avraham’s decision to distort the truth about his relationship to his 
wife. On the contrary, Avraham’s relationship to God only became 
stronger with each passing day and experience. 
The answer has to do with the definition of yashrus itself. It is not, 
as many might think, doing that which seems to be the obvious truth 
at the moment. Even shalom bayis, peace between people, can be a 
justification for a veiling of the truth. God Himself will teach us this 
at the beginning of next week’s parsha, as Rashi explains regarding 
Sarah’s remark about her husband’s age. 
Sometimes, the truth can even kill, and has. Eli HaKohen died when 
he found out that the Aron HaKodesh had been captured by the 
Philistines. The shock caused him to fall backwards and break his 
neck, a tragic end to such an illustrious career as Kohen Gadol and 
leader of the Jewish people. Similar results must have occurred to 
others numerous times throughout history. 
Once upon a time, back in the Garden of Eden and before history 
was turned upside down on its head, the truth was straight as an 
arrow. It was the era of Truth and Falsehood, and not yet of Good 
and Evil. The former is absolute, while the latter can be very 
subjective. Wars are fought between enemies who each claim to be 
right. Hitler, ysv”z, claimed to be doing mankind a favor by 
exterminating the Jewish people. 
Life outside the Garden is rarely so yashar: 
When Rav Yosef, the son of Rebi Yehoshua ben Levi was sick, his 
soul left him and then it returned and he recovered. His father asked 
him, “What did you see?” 
He answered him, “I saw an upside down world, where what was 
up (Rashi: those who are important in this world) was down, and 
what was down was up!” 
“My son,” he answered, “you saw a correct world . . .” (Pesachim 
50a) 
Sometimes people do not even know at the moment if what they are 
doing is the right thing for the moment, or forever. The road to 
Gehinom is paved with good intention means that though people 
mean to do the yashar thing, somehow it ends up making the 
situation more crooked. 
This is why God gave the Jewish people Torah. Life is not only “a 
corridor to the World-to-Come” (Pirkei Avos 4:16), it is an 
intellectual maze to the next world. Torah is meant to help man 
navigate that maze, so that he not get trapped within it and die, at 
least spiritually. 
The trouble is, Torah is most effective at its intended purpose when 
it has been well-learned, both in quantity and quality. Until a person 
reaches such a point in their learning, they have already be tested 
many times with respect to their yashrus. Some people won’t even 
have the opportunity to reach such a level of Torah learning and 
understanding. What are they supposed to do? Live a crooked life? 
The answer has to do with a revised and expanded definition of the 
concept of yashrus, spoken about here in the Talmud: 
Rav Yehudah said in the name of Rav: “A man should always 
occupy himself with Torah and the commandments even if not for 
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their own sake. By [occupying himself with them] not for their own 
sake, he comes to do so for their own sake.” (Sotah 47a) 
This is called “Torah Lishmah.” Literally, it means learning Torah 
and performing mitzvos for their own sake, not for any personal 
gain. It means living an altruistic existence, in a way that you serve 
life, not the other way around. It means living your life as a partner 
of God in the process of world rectification, not as a reason for its 
rectification in the first place. This is true yashrus in the ultimate 
sense. 
Not only is this the intellectual ingredient necessary to know what 
is yashar in a crooked world, it invokes Heavenly help when a 
person’s ability to do so fall short. This is why even unlearned 
people can end up doing the yashar thing without sufficient learning 
while learned people can end up doing the crooked thing with much 
Torah background. It has to do with a person’s yashar approach to 
life. 
This is also why Gedolei HaTorah can relate to reality on levels we 
can’t even fathom. Their decisions may look crooked to us, but that 
is only because we lack the totality of Torah they have, or the 
Heavenly help they enjoy to go above and beyond normal human 
abilities. This is also what made the Avos so unique. Their devotion 
to God’s truth and purpose of Creation gave them the ability to 
know, when others could not, when the “truth” was falsehood, and 
what seemed to be like “falsehood,” was really the truth. 
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HaRav Shlomo Wolbe Zt”l 

Bais Hamussar 
Dvar Torah # 550 Lech Lecha לך לך 
This week's Dvar Torah is dedicated l'refuas Rach Hanolad ben 
Esther, b'soch sha'ar cholei Yisroel 
After Avraham was informed that his nephew Lot was taken 
captive, the Torah tells us that Avraham set out in pursuit of Lot's 
captors: "He armed his disciples who had been born in his house - 
three hundred and eighteen - and he pursued them to Dan" 
(Bereishis 14:14). Rashi cites Chazal who explain that the three 
hundred and eighteen disciples in reality refer to Avraham's servant 
Eliezer (אליעזר) whose name has that numerical value. 
Rav Wolbe points out that it is clear from the ensuing pesukim that 
there were other people aside from Eliezer who took part in the 
chase. Nevertheless, Chazal interpreted the number mentioned by 
the Torah to be referring solely to Eliezer to convey that it was in 
his merit that they were victorious in battle. In the lens of the Torah, 
it is the quality not the quantity of the people which is important. 
Parenthetically, Rav Wolbe adds that in elections held in a 
democratic society, the opposite is true: The focus is placed on the 
quantity and not on the quality of the people voting. The vote of the 
lawyer well versed in politics carries as much weight as the peasant 
who never cared to familiarize himself with anything that has to do 
with the government. The outcome of the elections would be much 
more politically sound if each person was given voting points 
according to their knowledge of the proceedings. The equality of all 
voters highlights the weakness of democratic elections. 
When Avraham was ninety nine, Hashem appeared to him and 
"introduced" Himself: "I am Keil Shad-dai" (ibid. 17:1). Rashi 
explains that the root of this Name of Hashem is "dai" - sufficient. 
In other words, this name conveys the idea that "My Infiniteness 
suffices [to relate] to every person." 
Rav Wolbe elaborates on this concept. Hashem relates to each 
person according to their spiritual level regardless of how great or 
minimum it might be. He gives to each person and also demands 
from them according to their abilities. A young boy of thirteen is 
also commanded to fulfill the most lofty and demanding mitzvah of 
cleaving to Hashem (ושו תדשש). From the youngest of the young to 
the oldest of the old, every person has the ability to cleave to 
Hashem - on their individual level. 
Rav Yeruchom Levovitz zt"l compared this concept to a postcard 
that he once saw that had the entire Tehillim written on it in 
microprint. Every single chapter was there, down to the tip of the 
smallest letter. In a similar vein, every person contains Hashem's 

Godliness, just in microform. In the spiritual sense he has 
everything he needs to accomplish his purpose in life, down to the 
minutest detail. 
Accordingly, Rav Yeruchom would exhort his disciples not to wear 
"borrowed clothing." In other words, one should not dress himself 
with the behavior of others; rather, one should wear the perfectly 
tailored conduct that Hashem wants and expects of him. 
 

Rabbi Yochanan Zweig 

Insights into the Weekly Parsha 
Environmental Hazard 
“And it occurred, as he was about to enter Egypt, he said to his wife 
Sarai…”(12:11) 
As they approached Mitzrayim, Avraham asked Sarah to claim that 
she was his sister. This was to protect him from the Egyptians who 
might lust after Sarah, and kill him if they were to know that he was 
her husband.1 
Why is it necessary for us to know that this discussion transpired as 
Avraham and Sarah drew close to their destination? Why, in fact, 
was an issue of such gravity not discussed prior to their departure 
from Eretz Canaan? The Midrash explains that as they neared their 
destination, Avraham became aware of Sarah’s exceptional 
beauty.2 Why is this the juncture where Avraham becomes aware 
of his wife’s beauty? 
Mitzrayim was a country notorious for the immoral and lascivious 
behavior of its inhabitants.3 Generally, an individual living in such 
a society would be affected, even if he himself would not indulge 
in any perverse behavior. Perhaps the Torah is teaching us that 
although a tzaddik of Avraham’s caliber would not be dragged 
down by the immorality of the society where he lives, the influence 
of the society does have a subtle effect on him. In Avraham’s case, 
this manifested itself in his becoming aware of his wife’s beauty. 
1. 12:11  
2. Tanchuma 5 
3. 20:15 
It’s Not The Thought That Counts 
“Then there came the fugitive and told Avram…” (14:13) 
Chazal identify the “fugitive” as Og, the king of Bashan, who had 
escaped the onslaught of the four kings and fled to Avraham to 
inform him that his nephew Lot had been captured.1 The Midrash 
relates that for this deed, Og was blessed with longevity. At the 
same time, the Midrash reveals that Og’s true intentions were 
malevolent; he hoped that Avraham would pursue Lot’s captors and 
be killed, allowing him to marry Sarah.2 
In Parshas Chukas, we find that Hashem reassures Moshe, telling 
him not to fear, for Bnei Yisroel will successfully defeat Og and his 
nation.3 The Midrash explains that Moshe feared that the merit of 
Og’s service to Avraham would protect him against Bnei Yisroel.4 
It is difficult to understand Moshe’s fear, in light of the evil intent 
which was the impetus for Og’s actions. 
Human nature is such, that we find it difficult to express gratitude 
for benefits we have received from others. One technique we 
employ to avoid expressing gratitude, is to focus on the intent of the 
benefactor. We rationalize that if the intent of the benefactor was a 
selfish one, then the act was done for his benefit and not ours. 
Therefore, we are exempt from showing gratitude. Chazal are 
teaching us that “hakaras hatov” – acknowledging the benefit we 
have received, is not dependent upon the intent of the benefactor, 
rather the benefit which has been provided. The lesson can be 
especially helpful in the relationship between a child and his 
parents. The child should focus on the benefit he has received from 
his parents, the gift of life being the ultimate benefit, and not on 
their motivations. 
1. Bereishis Rabbah 42:8  
2.  Ibid  
3. Bamidbar 32:33  
4. Tanchuma ibid. 
Badge Of Honor 
“if so much as a thread to a shoe strap; nor shall I take anything of 
yours! So you shall not say ‘It is I who made Avram rich.'”(14:23) 
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After Avraham defeated the largest army ever amassed and 
recaptured all the spoils and captives from the four kings,1 the 
Torah records a dialogue between Avraham and the king of Sodom 
in which the king offered to divide the spoils with Avraham; 
Avraham would take the possessions, while the king of Sodom 
would receive the freed captives. Avraham rejected this proposal 
with the statement, “If so much as a thread to a shoe strap; nor shall 
I take anything of yours! So you shall not say ‘It is I who made 
Avram rich.”2 The Talmud teaches that for having refused to accept 
even a thread or a shoe strap, Avraham’s children merited to receive 
two precepts, Tzitzis for the thread and Tefillin for the strap.3 Aside 
from the obvious play on words, how is Avraham’s reward 
commensurate with his actions? 
Rashi explains that Avraham’s actions were particularly meritorious, 
for he did not want to benefit from stolen property.4 The Maharsha 
questions the claim that this was stolen property, for halachically the 
spoils of war are the legal possession of the victor.5 
Although Avraham was legally entitled to the spoils, it is clear that this 
was not the king of Sodom’s perception. The mere fact that he offered 
to divide the bounty with Avraham implies that he felt he had rights 
over these possessions, and that he was making a magnanimous 
gesture. What the Sages find meritorious in Avraham’s actions is the 
fact that he dealt with the king of Sodom within the context of the king’s 
perception. According to the king’s perception, if Avraham were to 
take everything by force, he would be a gazlan, a thief. As Hashem’s 
representative, Avraham could not allow for the perception that he had 
either stolen his fortune or that the money had been given to him as a 
mortal’s magnanimous act, for this would detract from Hashem’s 
honor. Avraham showed that in order to protect Hashem’s honor, he 
was willing to deal with people based upon the reality which they had 
created for themselves, even though the basis for their position was 
unfounded. 
This characteristic is rewarded with Tzitzis and Tefillin for the 
following reason: The same section in the Talmud that teaches that 
Avraham was rewarded with the mitzva of Tefillin, explains that when 
a Jew wears Tefillin, he instills awe in all who see him.6 This is not 
because they fear the person himself, rather they sense the presence of 
a Higher Authority who is being represented by this individual. We 
could compare this to a policeman who wears a badge; one does not 
fear the man himself, rather the institution which he represents. Tefillin 
are the badge that represents Hashem’s presence. It is interesting to note 
that the Tefillin are worn on areas generally designated for displaying 
a badge, the sleeve and the cap. Concerning Tzitzis, the Talmud teaches 
a similar concept. A Jew wearing Tzitzis is akin to a slave who wears 
the insignia of his master on his garment.7 These two mitzvos reflect 
the Jew’s designation as Hashem’s representative and facilitate the 
perception of Hashem’s presence in this world. 
Avraham showed the ability to accept someone else’s perception of 
reality. Therefore, he was a fitting candidate for the precepts which 
allow Hashem’s presence to be perceived. The reason is as follows: 
Egocentricity prevents a person from seeing a differing point of view. 
Avraham displayed a complete lack of egocentricity, which is the 
cornerstone for the acceptance of Hashem. All too often we require that 
others live within our reality, especially if we consider their position to 
be incorrect. Although it meant giving up that which was rightly his, 
Avraham dealt with the king of Sodom within the king’s own reality, 
in order to preserve Hashem’s honor in this world. 
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Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 17 - David: The Shepherd, 
The Warrior 
After Prophet Shmuel realizes that Shaul is too weak to be King of 
Israel, he goes looking for another candidate. 
Guided by HaShem, Shmuel finds himself in the town of Beis 
Lechem (today's Bethlehem), paying a call on a man named Yishai 
among whose sons the next king is to be found. 
Yishai presents seven of his sons, and Shmuel sees that all are 
amazing men -- physically-fit, well-educated in Jewish law, 

dedicated to HaShem. But not good enough. The Torah relates that 
as Shmuel is admiring one of Yishai’s sons, he gets a message from 
HaShem: 
HaShem said to Shmuel, "Do not look at his countenance and at his 
tall stature, for I have rejected him. For it is not as man perceives 
it; a man sees what is visible to the eyes but HaShem sees into the 
heart." (1 Shmuel 16:7) 
So Shmuel asks: "Don't you have any more sons?" Yishai, a little 
flustered, responds: "Well, there still the little one, but he is out 
tending sheep." 
The little one is David. Shmuel demands that Yishai go get him and 
as soon as little red-headed David appears, Shmuel knows he is the 
one. Despite the fact that physically he's not so impressive, he has 
what it takes to be the strong leader Israel needs. 
This teaches us a very important lesson on how we're supposed to 
judge people. We live in a superficial world. We are judged by how 
we look, which is why plastic surgery and looking eternally young 
is such a big thing. Judaism says true greatness of the individual is 
not measured by outward appearance; true greatness resides in the 
soul. 
The Anointed 
Shmuel takes a flask of oil and pours it on David's head. This is 
called "anointing" -- in Hebrew mashach, which is where the word 
Moshiach or Messiah comes from. 
When Shmuel anoints David, this does not mean David becomes 
king. It just means he has been designated by HaShem as next in 
line. 
Meanwhile, Shaul continues to reign not knowing what has 
happened, although previously he has been told by Shmuel that his 
days are numbered. 
The Torah relates that the moment that David was anointed, "the 
spirit of HaShem left Shaul" and he fell into a black depression. To 
help relieve his angst, his advisors decide to bring in a harp player, 
reasoning that listening to music will make the king feel better. 
And this is how David, still the shepherd, is brought to the palace -
- he plays the harp beautifully and his playing relieves King Shaul 
who doesn't know that this youth will soon replace him. 
David And Goliath 
During this time Israel is constantly at war with the Philistines 
(whom we introduced in Part 15 of this series.) 
We know that ancient warfare was highly ritualized. In Homer's 
Iliad, we read how battles were conducted in ancient times in the 
epic story of the siege of Troy, (circa 1200 BCE). We see that each 
side would send out its great champion who would fight on behalf 
of his people. Often the battle would end with that, because 
whichever champion won the other side would be so demoralized it 
would retreat. 
This is the same situation at this time in Jewish history -- the 
Philistines have a champion who is a pretty awesome guy. His name 
is Goliath and he's huge. 
(There used to be in world of wrestling a guy by the name of Andre 
the Giant. I remember seeing this guy. He was 7-foot-5" and 
weighed 450 lbs. He used to wrestle three guys at once. Goliath was 
even bigger.) 
The problem is that the Jewish forces have no champion at all. 
The Jewish troops are stationed on the one side of the Eilah Valley 
just south of Jerusalem -- a place which you can still visit today in 
Israel -- and the Philistines are on the other. Goliath is marching out 
in front of the Philistine lines, shouting curses at the Jews. And the 
mortified Israelite army has to listen to this, because no one is 
willing to take on Goliath. 
One day, David -- who is still too young to serve in the army -- 
shows up on the battlefield bringing food for his brothers and he's 
shocked by what he sees. 
Faith In HaShem 
Outraged that no one has the guts to fight Goliath, he volunteers for 
the job, though he has a hard time convincing everybody to let him 
go out into the field. Finally, he convinces King Shaul with his 
steadfast faith in HaShem: 
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And David said, "HaShem who saved me from the claws of the lion 
and the claws of the bear, He will save me from the hands of the 
Philistine." (1 Shmuel 17:37) 
To that Shaul answers: 
"Go and may HaShem be with you." 
David goes out to meet Goliath without sword or armor, only with 
his slingshot and a few stones, and his deep abiding faith in 
HaShem. 
Seeing him Goliath laughs: 
"Am I a dog that you come to me with sticks?" 
But David is undisturbed: 
"You come towards me with a sword, a spear and a javelin, but I 
come to you with the name of the L-rd of Hosts, the G-d of the 
battalions of Israel whom you have insulted. This day HaShem shall 
deliver you into my hand ... and this entire gathering shall know 
that it is not by a sword or with a spear that HaShem saves..." (1 
Shmuel 17:47) 
As Goliath advances toward him, David uses his sling to hurl a rock 
at the giant's face. It hits him in the forehead and he falls to the 
ground, flat on his face. David then removes Goliath's sword and 
cuts off his head. 
The stunned Philistines start running, pursued by the Israelite army. 
The end result is a tremendous victory for the Jews. 
Not By Might 
The words that David speaks on the battlefield are very powerful. 
He emphasizes that the true strength of the Jewish people is 
HaShem, echoing the famous words of the Prophet Zechariah: 
"Not by strength, not by might, but with My spirit," says the L-rd of 
Hosts." (Zechariah 4:6) 
Jews have to remember that they will win if HaShem is with them, 
but as soon as they lose sight of that, they are in trouble. We'll see 
this when we get to modern Israeli history -- the great victory in 
1967 and the terrible losses of 1973. 
Jews must always remember where the source of their strength 
comes from. 
David is one Jewish leader who is not likely to forget that, even 
though overnight he becomes a super hero. He marries the king's 
daughter, Michal. And even a song is composed about him and it 
becomes very popular: "Shaul has slain his thousands, and David 
his tens of thousands." 
The adoration of David makes Shaul insanely jealous. He tries to 
kill him, but, warned by Michal, David manages to flee. Shaul hunts 
him all over the country, and David has to go into hiding. 
But Shaul has not much left to his reign; he is about to be killed in 
battle. 
Shaul's Final Battle 
The Philistines attack again -- at Mount Gilboa, up north near the 
Galilee. 
It's amazing how far the Philistines manage to encroach into the 
country. They are no longer just on the coast, they have actually 
reached the area of the major trade route in the ancient Near East -- 
the King's Highway -- which led through Mount Gilboa, up to Beis 
She'an and then up to Damascus. Strategically they're in a bad place 
for the Jewish people. Shaul marches out with his army to go fight 
the Philistines. 
Shaul always knew the outcome of each battle by consulting with 
the prophet Shmuel. But now the prophet is dead. He manages to 
contact him in the other world however, and Shmuel tells him that 
he stands no chance, because HaShem is no longer with him. 
Nevertheless, Shaul is no coward and he leads the Jewish people 
into battle despite the odds. His sons are killed before his eyes and 
defeat appears certain. Lest he, himself, be captured by the enemy, 
the wounded Shaul falls on his sword and dies. 
The Philistines take Shaul's body and remove his head, which they 
send on tour around the country. They hang his body and the bodies 
of his three sons on the walls of the city of Beis She'an, but the Jews 
come back at night, steal the headless body and bury it. 
Meanwhile, David reappears down in the south in Chevron, where 
he is crowned king and it is the story of his reign that we shall take 
up next. 
Next: David, The King 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #2 Listen Effectively 
Were you ever in an important conversation and you felt like you 
weren't getting your point across? You started shouting: "Do you 
hear what I'm saying? You're not paying attention. Do you hear 
me!?" 
Everyone is guilty of this. How many times do we think we're 
listening to the other person, only to find out later that our mind was 
somewhere else? Before you decide whether to accept or reject an 
idea, before you argue, before you make statements, before you 
decry -- first make sure you're being objective. Otherwise, you're 
expressing an emotional prejudice -- not an intelligent opinion. 
Shmi'as b'ozen literally means "listen with your ears." When the 
Torah uses the word Shema -- as in "Hear O Israel" -- it implies a 
deeper level listening -- focusing, paying attention, understanding, 
and putting into action. Zero in on just what is being said and let the 
message penetrate your thoughts. 
Effective listening means: 
1. Hearing the words. 
2. Understanding the message. 
3. Putting it into action. 
Define Your Terms 
I was once talking to a tourist on his first visit to Israel. He seemed 
disenchanted. 
"They call this the Holy Land," he said. "But I've been up north, 
down south, to Jerusalem, Masada, all over -- and there's nothing 
holy about this place." 
So I asked him: "Tell me, are you a bafoofstik?" 
"What's that?" 
"Just answer the question: Are you a bafoofstik or not?" 
"How can I answer when I don't even know what you're talking 
about?!" 
"Aha," I stopped him. "And holiness? Is it angels flapping their 
wings down the street, in rainbows of color and light, swirling in 
and out of rocks?" 
We throw around concepts, but often our thoughts are vague and 
unsubstantial. Without an objective definition, we can't begin any 
intellectual process. 
"Are you a good person?" 
"Of course, I'm good! What kind of an insulting question is that?" 
"So tell me, what is the definition of a good person?" 
If you really desire to be a good person, you need more than feelings 
to determine whether you're reaching your goal or not. You'll need 
a clear way of measuring it. Otherwise people can do whatever they 
feel like doing and paint themselves "good." Even Hitler 
presumably had a goal of "doing good" -- ridding the world of 
Jewish vermin. But somewhere, something went wrong. 
Once you have an objective definition, then you can determine if 
your life is consistent with that definition. It's true, a person can 
twist anything. But the more clarity you've got, the harder it is to 
twist. 
The "I-You-He" Game 
The 48 Ways has a concept called the "I-You-He" game. It's based 
on the premise that we usually describe people on three levels. 
When we refer to ourselves, we paint the best picture possible. With 
others, we don't want be insulting to their face, so we paint them 
gray. And when someone is not around to defend himself, we paint 
him black. "I" am white. "You" are gray. "He" is black. 
You're the passenger in a car careening 90 miles an hour down a 
winding mountain road. As you grip the dashboard in fear for your 
life, you turn to the driver and say, "Aren't you being a bit 
foolhardy?" 
"Me? Oh, no. I'm brave. I'm not afraid of anything!" 
If you're lucky enough to live to tell about it, you say, "That guy's a 
reckless idiot!" 
The driver refers to himself as "brave." To his face, you call him 
"foolhardy." To a third party, he's a "reckless idiot." 
Which one is the reality? 
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By working through objective definitions, we can assess the 
situation without personal feelings getting in the way: 
A. "Brave" = taking a necessary risk for a worthwhile 
purpose (e.g. rushing into a burning building to save the children 
trapped inside). 
B. "Foolhardy" = taking an unnecessary risk, yet with a 
noble purpose (e.g. rushing in to save the children, but without any 
protective gear). 
C. "A Reckless Idiot" = taking an unnecessary risk, for no 
worthwhile purpose (e.g. rushing in just to watch the beams fall 
down). 
Back to the car on the mountain road. 
You turn to the driver and say, "Why are we risking our lives? What 
is the worthwhile purpose?" 
The driver will have to agree he's being a reckless idiot. 
That's being an intellectual. Leading with your head, rather than 
muddling through life based on feelings alone. Otherwise, you're 
always stuck on the level of: "I'm brave, he's a reckless idiot." 
Get Back To Basics 
To get your definitions straight, start with the basics. Think of 
concepts you use all the time, fundamentals upon which you've built 
your life. Don't use words until you have a definition. You'll be 
surprised how much you've assumed about a particular idea, and 
how that assumption has guided your life. 
You believe in "tolerance." What do you mean by it? You believe 
in justice? Truth? Love? Freedom? Fairness? Ask yourself: "What 
do these ideas really mean?" If it's a basic idea that shapes your 
world outlook, you had better know what it means! 
Take the example of free will. Judaism says that free will is the 
decision between what you "want" to do, and what you "feel like" 
doing. For example, if you harmed someone, you know that you 
"want" to apologize. Sure, it's the right thing to do and will make 
peace. But you don't "feel like" doing it because it may be 
embarrassing and unpleasant. 
With rare exception, no one consciously chooses evil in the sense 
of "evil, oooooh, I want to be bad and inflict suffering." No. We 
choose evil because in the short term, it's a less painful way of 
dealing with a difficult situation. We do what we "feel like" doing 
because it's easy. 
Apply this definition of free will to your life. Do you want to be 
great? Sure! But you don't feel like making the effort. You feel like 
postponing it, procrastinating it and ducking the issue. 
"I don't want to be great, I only want to be average." 
"Really? You want mediocrity?" 
"Of course not. I want greatness. Just not today!" 
"Why not today?" 
"Because I just don't feel like it..." 
Do you have a goal? You know you can do it. It's just too painful. 
Make the decision and nothing will stop you. That's using your free 
will. 
Objective Argumentation 
Sometimes we don't pay attention. We can talk for hours and not even 
know what we're arguing about. 
Beis Hillel and Beis Shammai are two famous disputants in Talmudic 
literature. They argued about almost everything and saw the world from 
nearly opposite perspectives. For example, Beis Hillel says we should 
light one Chanukah candle the first night, and add one candle each 
subsequent night. Beis Shammai, on the other hand, says to light eight 
candles the first night and then decrease one candle each night. 
Opposite perspectives! 
Jewish law follows Beis Hillel. Why? Because in any disagreement, 
Beis Hillel would always first state the opinion of Beis Shammai, and 
only then state his own position. In this way, Beis Hillel's position was 
deemed more objective, reflecting a truth that lay somewhere in 
between. That's why Jewish law follows Beis Hillel. 
The next time you find yourself in an argument, get the picture straight. 
Don't take any ideas for granted, even if you think you understand what 
they mean. Listen for the message behind the message. Very often the 
fight is about something entirely different than you thought it was. 
Maybe underneath the other person is feeling, "He doesn't respect me," 

or "He takes me for granted." Get the message, not only the words. Ask: 
"What is her point? What does she mean? What does she want?" 
Don't be busy getting your answer ready while the other person is still 
talking. Through questioning, you'll find there is always something 
deeper. Ask the person: "Do you mean to say... Please tell me if I 
understand you correctly." This way at least you know that you're 
arguing about the same thing." 
Once you think you understand the idea, make the effort to say it over 
in your own words. Similarly, choosing our own example to illustrate 
what others are saying forces you to zero in on the essence of that idea. 
It's a good test to see if you understand the message. And it will help 
you integrate it and remember it. 
Don't Be A Zombie 
Laziness is holding us back. Creatures use their best instruments 
effectively -- wings, claws, beaks. But man frequently fails to use his 
best instrument, his mind. Man will go to any amount of work to avoid 
thinking. You can read the New York Times for a few hours and then 
... nothing, blank! It's a great feeling, but what does it mean? What did 
you learn? 
Get into a defining mode. Acquire the habit of analyzing what's 
happening around you. Anything worth your time -- reading the 
newspaper, a novel, having a conversation, watching a movie, touring 
-- should be productive. Always define your goal ahead of time. What 
do you want to accomplish? 
Then afterwards, articulate what you learned. If you don't, you'll wind 
up living with intellectual confusion. For example, people who get fired 
from a job say they've learned a lot: "Now I know that I can't trust 
employers, that I'm incapable of a successful career, that the business 
world is hell, and that..." 
But that's not what you are supposed to learn. What you should learn is 
the importance of studying the keys to a successful career before you 
get a job! 
In Judaism, we go a lot deeper. We say "clarity or death." "Death" is 
the complete absence of consciousness; reduced consciousness is 
therefore partial death. Either you know what you are living for, you 
know what you want, you know what your pleasure is -- or else you are 
living like a zombie. That's why we need definitions. It gives us clarity 
for living. 
Torah Wisdom 
Proper definitions are especially important when you are learning about 
our Jewish heritage. Taken at face value, the Torah may appear 
simplistic. Yet we know from tradition that the deepest concepts are 
contained within Torah, often encoded in simpler messages. Every 
word is carefully chosen. 
If the Almighty is speaking, you ought to understand exactly what He's 
saying. When we speak of Torah, we're speaking of HaShem and 
eternity, forever. We cannot afford mistakes in this area of life. A 
mistake in understanding Torah is a mistake for eternity. It's like 
sending a rocket to the moon. If you send it in a general direction -- but 
you're off target by a fraction of a mistake in a logarithm of the arc -- 
then you're lost in space. 
Let's take an example. The Torah says there is a commandment to 
"know there's a G-d." So ask: "What is a commandment? What does it 
mean to 'know?' Who is HaShem?" Define your terms in order to get 
behind the message and discover deeper ideas for life. Decode the key. 
There's a crucial final step as well. Always ask yourself: "Now that I 
understand, what am I going to do about it?" 
Why Is "Effective Listening" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• "Listen" and "silent" have the same letters. 
• Get the picture straight, especially when you are emotionally 
involved. 
• Don't fall into the trap of the "I-You-He" game. 
• Without definitions, you can fool yourself into thinking you're 
living "the good life." 
• No one wants to be a bafoofstik. 
• Torah contains powerful tools for living. Make sure you dig 
out the depth of meaning. 
• There's no use arguing if you don't know what you're arguing 
about. No use in learning if you don't know what you've learned. No 
use in taking action if you don't know what you want to achieve. 
• If you use this tool for the rest of your life, you are rich. 
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Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parsha Parables- Noach 5777 - The Rainmaker 
Noach lived through trying times to say the least. He survived not only a 
generation of spiritual chaos, but physical annihilation as well. However, 
Hashem walked with him and guided him. He instructed him every step of 
the way. He warned him of the impending flood. He instructed him to build 
an ark. He told him to bring all the animals to the ark. Yet Noach is labeled 
as a man who was lacking in faith. The Torah tells us that, "Noach with his 
wife and sons and his son's wives with him, went into the ark because of the 
waters of the Flood" (Genesis 7:6). Rashi quotes a Midrash which proclaims 
that Noach, to a small degree, lacked faith as he only entered the ark 
"because of the waters of the Flood." The implication is that Noach did not 
enter the ark until the rain forced him to. The obvious question is how can 
we say that Noach lacked, even to a tiny extent, faith? He had to believe! 
After all, he spoke to Hashem! He built the ark! He gathered all the animals! 
He was the only one in his generation to worry about the impending doom! 
Surely, he must have believed! Why is there a complaint against Noach? 
What is wrong in waiting until he had no choice but to enter? To what 
degree is he considered lacking in faith? 
The Story 
Rabbi Shimshon Sherer, Rav of Congregation Kehilas Zichron Mordechai, 
tells the following story. In a small town there was a severe drought. The 
community synagogues each prayed separately for rain, but to no avail. The 
tears and prayers failed to unlock the sealed heavens, and for months, no 
rains came. Finally, the town's eldest sage held a meeting with prominent 
community rabbis and lay leaders. "There are two items lacking in our 
approach, faith and unity. Each one of you must impress upon his 
congregation the need to believe. If we are united and sincere, our prayers 
will be answered!" He declared that all the synagogues in the city would 
join together for a day of tefilah. Everyone, men women and children would 
join together for this event. "I assure you," he exclaimed, "that if we meet 
both criteria - faith and unity - no one will leave that prayer service without 
getting drenched!" There was no shul large enough to contain the entire 
community so the date was set to gather and daven in a field! For the next 
few weeks all the rabbis spoke about bitachon and achdus (faith and unity). 
On the designated day the entire town gathered in a large field whose crops 
had long withered from the severe drought. Men, women, and children all 
gathered and anxiously awaited the old sage to begin the service. The 
elderly rabbi walked up to the podium. His eyes scanned the tremendous 
crowd that filled the large field and then they dimmed in dismay. The rabbi 
began shaking his head in dissatisfaction. "This will never work," he 
moaned dejectedly. "The rain will not come." Slowly he left the podium. 
The other rabbis on the dais were shocked. "But rebbe everyone is here and 
they are all united! Surely they must believe that the rains will fall! 
Otherwise no one would have bothered to come on a working day!" The 
rabbi shook his head slowly and sadly. "No. They don't really believe," he 
stated. "I scanned the entire crowd. Nobody even brought a raincoat." 
The Message 
The level of faith that the Torah demanded from Noach would have had him 
bolt into the ark on the very morning that the Flood was meant to come. He 
had no inkling of the ferocity that was impending at the storm's first 
moments. Though it began as a light rainstorm his waiting until being forced 
by the torrents is equivalent to one who hears predictions of a tornado and 
stands outside waiting for the funnel to knock at his door. Noach should 
have moved himself and his family in the ark at zero hour without waiting 
for the rains to force him in. The instinctive faith should have kicked in 
turning the bright sunny day that he may have experienced into one that is 
filled with fatal flood water. But he waited to see if it would really come. 
And for that he is chided. How often do we cancel plans or change a course 
of action on the say-so of the weatherman, but plan our activities so in 
contrast with the predictions of the Torah? Even Noach, who built the ark 
under intense pressure, is held accountable for the lack of instinctive faith 
that should have been interred in his bones. And on that level of faith, 
unfortunately, all of us are a little wet behind the ears. 

Good Shabbos ©2016 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
It's All True 
And Hashem said to Noach, “Come into the ark, you and all your 
household, for it is you that I have seen as a righteous man before Me in 
this generation. (Breishis 7:1) 
The Kuzari presents a fascinating question that may relate more directly to 
The Beginning of the world. The sun and the moon were neatly placed in 
the sky not just to function as luminaries. They serve another importance 
function for mankind. A day is measured by the movement of the sun across 
the sky. It is our primary clock. The length of a day and the time of the day 
can all be discerned by the position of the sun. 
Now we move to the relationship between the moon and month. At night 
the moon does its dance like the blink of an eye, as it opens and shuts ever 
so subtly over the course of a 29 and ½ day period. From a crescent to full 
to another squinty eyed beginning we can reliably count and figure where 
in the cycle of the month we find ourselves. 
Then we have the big guy, the year, with its consistent 365 and ¼ days. As 
we hurdle through space on our elliptical orbit at break neck speeds 
approaching 66,000 miles per hour we complete that journey and that 
finishes and starts another solar year. Down here on earth the angle of the 
sun as the summer solstice and the winter equinox indicate along with the 
seasonal changes what time of the year it is! 
Now we can introduce the question of the Kuzari. Where do we find in the 
celestial calendar and clock a measurement that signals a seven day week? 
Why does the world keep a week? Maybe it’s easier to explain why cultures 
whose strength is drawn from the Torah or the Bible or a book born from 
our traditions do this but what about those societies and civilizations that 
seem disconnected and distant from Torah. Why do people in India and 
China keep a seven day week? 
Maybe the direction to find an answer can be found in a curious 
phenomenon having to do with Noach and the Ark and the great flood that 
swallowed up the world. 
It’s astonishing to note how many different cultures spread out across the 
globe have embedded in their historical memories a story of a great flood 
and the survival of a protagonist and his family. 
Dr. Duane Gish says that there are more than 270 stories from different 
cultures around the world about a devastating flood. There are great 
similarities that several of these “myths” have with the Torah account of the 
great flood. Although there are varying degrees of accuracy, these cultural 
legends and national stories all contain similarities to aspects of the same 
historical event. I can present a list- from the Inuit- Eskimos of Alaska, to 
the South Australia Wiranggu, to the Chingpaw of Upper Burma, to the Bhil 
of central India, to the Samoa of the South Pacific. The list is way too long 
and the accounts range the planet but the essential story is one. 
This helps pave the way for appreciating the answer the Kuzari presents. 
Shabbos which followed the six days of creation was blessed from the very 
beginning. “And G-d blessed the seventh day and He hallowed it, for 
thereon He abstained from all His work that God created to do.” (Breishis 
2:3) 
The concept of the Shabbos and the notion of a seven day week was not 
unknown until the Commandment to Keep it Holy was proclaimed on Mt. 
Sinai. There is a remnant of the origin of Shabbos and a historical cultural 
memory that persists. The mystical dimension is not to be ignored entirely. 
What G-d blessed remains so. Great lessons of history are not forgotten 
entirely. They only need to be dusted off and studied but from a reliable and 
truthful account. 
Checking out of Walmart just last night, all I purchased was a blank 
notebook, a bound sketchpad without lines. I told the cashier half cynically 
that I wanted to have in my possession a book that every word in it is true. 
This kindly elderly lady with her name, “June” on her badge, chimed in 
profoundly, “Well there’s always the Torah, that’s surely true!” I had to 
admit that I couldn’t agree more but as I strolled out I continued to wonder 
how she knew it’s all true. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....   
The Gemara (Succah 31a) relates that an elderly woman came 
before R’ Nachman during Succos to complain that the Reish 
Galusa and all the Rabbis who were in his household were eating 
in a Succah that had been built with wood that had been stolen 
from her, apparently by the Reish Galusa’s servants. She insisted 
that the Succah be dismantled immediately and the wood returned 
to her. When R’ Nachman did not pay attention to her complaint, 
the woman then exclaimed: “A woman whose father had 318 
servants is yelling in front of you, and yet you pay her no 
attention !?” Rashi explains that her reference to a father with 318 
servants was to Avrohom Avinu, about whom the Posuk says: 
,utn akau rag vbna u,hc hshkh uhfhbj ,t erhu, speaking of the 318 
servants with whom Avrohom attacked and defeated the 4 kings. 
What prompted such a reference ? The Midrash Rabba (lk lk 43) 
states: h,ut vagh hn iht ovrct iht ot ,rnutu ,juum vesm – justice 
cried out [regarding the defeat  of the 5 kings at the hands of the 
4] if not Avrohom, no one will provide me (i.e. justice). This 
implies that the initiative for Avrohom’s campaign against the 4 
kings was not so much to rescue Lot as it was to provide justice 
and righteousness to the victims of aggression in the conquered 
areas. As such, the HaDrash V’HaIyun suggests that this was the 
Kavanah of the woman complaining before R’ Nachman, that her 
ancestor Avrohom Avinu had such a strict sense of fairness and 
intolerance for injustice, that she at least deserved to be heard. 
The Gemara states that R’ Nachman continued to ignore her, but 
commented to his students that all she would be entitled to is the 
value of the wood. The Meforshim explain R’ Nachman’s 
behavior, pointing out that Chazal had enacted a ahrn ,be, which 
allowed a thief to keep a stolen beam, paying for it, rather than 
dismantling what it had been built into. If the woman’s claim had 
been recognized, she would only have been entitled to payment. 
By ignoring her, R’ Nachman was encouraging her to return after 
Succos, when the Succah would have been dismantled anyway, at 
which time she would be able to get her wood back.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
What place is Mutar for some to daven in, but Assur for others ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When would one answer int to a brocho before it ends ? )  
The ohrpt ,uccr (7:26) notes the minhag of R’ Moshe Feinstein 
ZTL who when hearing someone say the brocho of ,uapb truc, 
would answer int after the words: hj kf apb, as our minhag is not 
to end it with a brocho, leaving that as the original end.      

DIN'S CORNER:  
According to the Rema (j"ut 562:2) a Chasan should daven 
Mincha before the Chupah and  say Aneinu. He may then drink 
the wine under the Chupah, even if it’s still day. However, if it is 
a Taanis Tzibur and everyone else must also fast, the wine should 
be given to a child to drink. (Magen Avraham j"ut 550:6)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Berachos 19b) states that if one finds Shaatnez in 
his clothing he must remove the garment immediately, despite the 
obvious indignity. Still, the Gemara points out, an elderly man 
need not pick up and return a lost object, if doing so is beneath his 
dignity. The Gemara explains that this exemption is derived from 
a Posuk, and it applies only to monetary obligations. Accordingly, 
the Gemara (Nedarim 39b) states that there are no limitations on 
the mitzvah of Bikur Cholim – an important person is obligated to 
visit a “lesser” person, regardless of dignity concerns, as it would 
seem not to be a monetary obligation. Yet, the Shitah Mekubetzes 
seems to equate Bikur Cholim with Hashovas Aveidah, which is 
certainly monetary. Also, the Gemara (Sanhedrin 73a) states that 
we derive from: lgr os kg sung, tk an obligation to save another 
man’s life, and the Gemara asks, why not derive it from 
Hashovas Aveidah – if we must return a lost item we must 
certainly “return” his life to him. Chochmas Shlomo (n”uj 426:1) 
points out that if we derive it from Hashovas Aveidah, an elderly 
person might be exempt, whereas sung, tk would allow no 
exemption. But didn’t the Gemara limit an elderly exemption to 
monetary obligations ? How could it be used to exempt him from 
saving a life ? R’ Shmuel Rozovsky suggests that a monetary 
mitzvah is not simply an obligation to pay money, but also 
includes the right of someone to demand fulfillment by others. 
For example, a servant may demand that his master fulfill vebgv 
and a parent may demand that a child fulfill ct suchf. By the same 
application, if someone in danger demands that another save him 
to fulfill sung, tk, that too can be characterized as monetary, as 
would be the demand of a sick person that he be visited. The 
Chofetz Chaim (sxj ,cvt 3) states that visiting the sick without 
davening for them is an incomplete mitzvah, and sometimes one 
should only daven and not visit. Yekar Tiferes explains that Sarai 
told Avram: lhkg hxnj where hxnj is a word sourced in xnj 
(theft), rather than h,nj (my anger) because she had a right to 
demand that he daven for her too (see Rashi), and as she had thus 
been deprived, he “owed” her, and “accused” him of xnj.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
There was a bochur who became a very big Masmid, staying up all 
night, sleeping during the day, and when the Steipler heard about it, he 
asked the bochur to come see him. The Gaon started out by quoting the 
Gemara and Rambam regarding the importance of learning at night. The 
bochur felt justified hearing this, after all the ridicule he endured. The 
Steipler continued: “Imagine such nonsense ! When going to sleep, 
people take off their shoes, change into pajamas, etc.. R’ Itzile 
Ponovezher would fall asleep with his glasses on – if he had had the 
strength to remove them, he would have continued learning”. The Gaon 
went on. “But the main thing is that one must be NORMAL ! What may 
have been normal when I was a bochur is not normal today. You must 
learn by day and sleep at night, in pajamas, like everyone else. If not, 
your learning will not have Hatzlacha !”    
P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Sternberg family. (Please 
visit www.perekmishna.com for a worthwhile timely undertaking) 
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